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TLie purpoGo of this th^jsls Is to surjiiarliso available
studies on Methods of toac!ilng eriti:a3iDtlc, except tl:iat
studios a.i problen solving and reriodial rioasuros are excluded
Sooe suEOirios are accodpeniod by critical estltiatcs*
Procedure
Ti'io procedure used in this study inclucies (1) tlio
soloctlon of t!?>o30 studies uliose titles in oiiy way ou£(^',cct
tlmt tiioir content deals witli Methods of teacliing the subject
irsatticr of arltaiE3etlc, (2) tlie prepamtion of suLxmrios of
those studies wiliose coiitcnt relates directly to T-otl’ode of
teaching arltlitiotic, aiid (S) tb© inclusion of brief ctate-
oents of the nature of those studies whose content, contrary
to the suggestion of tlieir titles, does not contribute
directly to toacliing lletiiods.
Scope .
'iho difii’lculty of strictly lli!ilting ttie scope of
tills sunoai’y to tiie field of Methods has led to a noi*e or
loss arbitrary aolection of studios to b© reported, ilie
materials which aro to bo treated in this suonery Include
special studios of tlie teachliig of subject-matter topics,
followed by studies pertaining to motivation, di*ill, and
transfer of training.
As discussion of arlthniotic problons in general
wore eneexmtored note was niode pt the topics conciderod by
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2otliers as piiaaes of Methods. StCKie^ In 1913 mentions add*
Itlon, • subtraction, mltlpllcatlcjn, division, fractions,
denodlnato numbers, doclraBls, porcentago, interest computa-
tion, reasoning, vacation looses, utilizing play tondonclss,
and distribution of arlthnotlc among grades. I)uswell and ,
Judd“ in 1925 in a chapter on [letliods of teaolilng include gen-
eral books Oil roothods, suooarios of principles, methods of
primB3?y teaching, methods involving practical applications,
xaothods relating to drill, incidental toacliing, riethodolog-
ioal suggestions based on tlioory, mothodological suggoatlons
based on esporlonce, mothodologlcal principles based cai
experioonts and tests* Other clmptors aiKs devoted to drill,
individml differences and reoodial methods, and t2?ci.:sfer of
training. V’est, (rreen and Dr<wrn©ll^ in a cimpter on "chang-
ing ootiiods of Instruction" list the place of objective
teaolilng, larger use of pupil *s envlrom^ont. Increased pro-
vision for self-activity, conflation, special netlioda of
instruction (Grube, spiral, topical, problem), place of
drill, garaes and devices, typos of problems, use of text-
book as a phase of methods, and providing for individual,
differences
•
1 Stone, C.W. Problems in the Scdlontlflc Study of frm-
Teaching of Aritixaetlc. Journal of Educatlcmal Psychology
4:1-1C. January 1913.
2 'kiswcll, G.T. and Judd, C,3. SuiiinB2?y of Educational
iDvostlgatlons Relating to Arithiactic. Chapter 0.
University of Chicago. 1925.
*
5 Tost, R.L., Greene, Clias. E., and Er<xnioll, V?,A. ’:'m
Arltlinstlc CurriculuDi. Tvyonty-nlntli Yoerbook of tiic
national Society for the Study of Education 65-142. 1330.

3The topics chosen for this study correspond reasonably
well wit^ the topics noted above*
The overlapping of probleno of Curriculum and of
IlothodSy due to the close relation bet\/eon content to be
taught and raannor in which it is to be taught, is ©socially
evident in tlie consldoratlon of the place of Informal and
formal dovolopoont of number in tJio pidnary gx^ades. '3ot ^
only does tlie amount of infonnal number to bo Included in the
primary grades depend upon the knoivlodge i>oaoes3od by toach-
ors and adninistrators as to the results obtained tlirou^
that method, l>ut tlie execution of an infoirftl pre^jran lies
with the toaclier* It has seenod wise tiiorefore to coiosidsr
tills a question of Methods, with this exceptiem currioulWB
studies have boon avoided*
The teaching of problem solving is without any
question a phase of Methods but the quantity of material in
that field warrants its separate treatment* Tills is lilss-
wise true of studios pertalntag to diagnostic and rc-iodSal
teaching* An attempt has been mad© to exclude articles cen-
cemlng the evaluation of text-books and drill devices and
til© results of standardized tests*
Unpublished tliases for master’s and doctor’s ‘ogrees
have been i»ead whenever available*
Ho attempt has been made to limit this sutuaary to
tlioso studios wliich have been made within a definite period
of tlaie. However the range of tlniD represented by tlie natter-
lals Included is from 1911 throu^ the first sire months of
1932* The latest studios reported here occun»ed in

4isoudd in Jtme 193S.
Classification *
The ranto rials in this surinai^ classified as to
content Include (1) special studies of the teaching of
Quhject-aattei* topics* vis* development of number concept,
formal or inforrjal nature of prlinai^r nunl)er, reading and
v/ritlng of nunbors, the relative difficulty of the nixiiber
facts, addition, subtraction, imiltlplicatlon, division,
cos^an fractions, dectoil fractions, denonlnate maribers,
percentage, cliecldng c<»:^tntion, and (2) general r^iasee of
Methods, vis* motivation, drill, aM transfer of training*
WltS'iln each content unit a fiirthcr classification
Is ECde as to tiie type of study being aujisarisoci. The
following criteria as a basis for classification were set
up in Lr* Wilson's seminar course in i931^1952:
a* rajor Hesearch
A profitable toclmlque in any case*
In siethods not less tlian t?/enty rocxne for
ejqperiiaental end twont:r for control purposes,
over an appropriate period of ticso. Ejqxjriiaont
repeated* Case studies or intensive rooa
studies^ a smaller nuaber acceptable.
In curriculum not loss than 1000 oases*
b. ^inor Pesoerch
A profitable tcclmlquo*
In Qotliods and currloulun less than tlie ai)ove
but large enough to avoid mere chance or tlie
influence of irrelevant factors.
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5A control gjToup.
c. Library Sumary
ouiaraariGS of library matoriala baaed chiefly
on primary not SGCondai*y sources.
d. Dlscuasions
Didactic, arguiTontatlvo, and othcrrlsc.
In actual classification, hmevcr. It lias not boon
possible to follor/ this oot up for tiioEC reasons:
1. (felly 34 studios report the use of control
and of those only ii used ac many as tv;onty control
croups.
2. Since a ninor research, differlnr free a iiajor
research primrlly in Hie nui:3x52* of subjects In-
volved, also requires controlled condltlone tliere
is no clesalflcatlcBi provided for tlic vast tae.jopity
of studies forming the bulk of catorial in tills
theoic.
S. In the number of pupils or subjects involved in
a study tlie range is from 1 to 11,368. The various
studies Involvo the tecluilque of counting of
responses given by each child to each number fact
taught, tlie pre-test and re-test plan, the oral
question and ans\*er rxjthod as ?;ell as other co taesa
fonzs of Investigation. They vary in scope frea a
lloitod study of a fev; facto or a single process
step to coapreliensii'-e Investigaticns of nichbcr facto
in all procesEoc and to enaiaimtion of cevei’al re-
lated phases of riethods. They vary in the tl:xj over

6wlilC5h t!i© expcrlnont continued fx»om a fov? hours to
more than a year#
aiierofoi*© it has boon necesoary to classify tlisoe
studies as oajor or minor researches on tlie basis of tlie
number of subjects, scope of invostigatian, and dxzration of
time, on a loos objective basis than that suggested by tlie
foregoing criteria. However the vrriter feels tlmt no
injustice has been done by tlie attempt to distinguish the
studies of greater wortli from those of lesser value.
Libi^ry surr»ri€s and discuss icno liave been classi-
fied witli little difficulty.
Ihe order of th^o studies, under each classification
as to type, is chronological making possible an acquaintance
by tiie reader with recent materials by consulting the last
studies listed.
Sources .
'She most helpful references to sources have been:
1. United States Bureau of Education Pulletlns - Biblio-
graphy of Research Studios in Education; 1928, i!22;
1929,7f565 1930, #23; 1931, #13.
2. Bus^Xl, G. T. and Judd, C. H. Summary of Investigations
Relatliic to Aritiimetic. Supplonontsry Educational Monograph
#27, Chicago University Xj25. Supplements 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6
continuations of llonograpli #27 are reprints from ti»e ieoent
ary School Journal as follows; v>l fresa Vol. 36, Ihj and June
1926; #2 from Vol. 27, l!ay and Jxme 1927; ''3 from Vol. 38,
!.!ay and June 1928; #4 fra.i Vol. 29, Biay and Juno 1029; and
#5 i‘rom Vol. 30, June 1930. Vol. 31, June 1931 and Vol. 32,
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7June 1932 contain fiurther stosniarieB*
S* Pyle, W. H. fhe Psychology of the Cocaiion Branches.
Chaptez*8 10 to 16. l ^ariflck and York 1950.
4. Ikihado, C. A. Prohleias of the City School ruperlntendsnt
jin tS30 Field of Arithmetic. Teachers College Oontrihution#
/406. 1950.
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Chapter One
Tm DEVFLOPUFTIT OF TliE IIUTIBKR COilCEPT
IIAJOR 'lEPEARCH
Judd, Charles Huhbard
Psychological Analysis of the l'\indair!entals of Arltbnietic.
Supplerientary Educational Monograph ^SS* Chicago, De-
partraent of Education Chicago University. Febrtiary 1927.
The 15 pages of chapter 1 of this monograph are
devoted to the discussion of (1) experiments for the read-
er in preparation for the research described and (2) the
development of our number system. Chapter 2 describes the
apparatus and procedure and amply illustratee with tables
(10) the results from counting experiments in I'jhich adults
counted sounds and flashes which v/ere varied in rmto and
number* These conclusions follow: "Tliere are great indiv-
idual differences In the ability to count. A given indiv-
idual oxlblts wide differences in ability in counting diff-
erent types of experiences. The competency of any Indlvldval
in counting series of experiences more than ten In ninber is
much less than his comi>etoncy In counting short aeries - due
A
in very largo measure to tlie complicated nunbor names which
are used in counting beyond ten. Counting is a process
consisting in a succossion of inner acts which are, in
essence, inner articulation of number narxjs."
Chapter 5 describes similar procedure with 20
children from each of the grades from one to six, ono-half
1t
9of tho clilldi»on belnr chosen from those judped by their
teachers to be the most competent, the other half from
those judged by their teachers to bo less oonpetent.
'arkod Individual differences were found as In adult count-
ing. There v/as steady progress throu(^out the elementary
grades In ability to count scries of sounds. Counting
flashes of light also shov?ed steady progress which however
was far behind that for counting sounds. Obscrvetlors made
by teachers ^ille children wore counting are fully reported
in an accompanyInr; table. From these observatiorm it seers
tlmt counting is an active process with lip novomonta, rovc-
mento of the head or other parts of the body l>eco::'iinc f^rad-
nally reduced until these reactions bccoie slight inner
tendencies to articulate.
Chapter 4 contains analyses of individual cases of
20 graduate students in experiments similar to those pre-
viously used together with introspective records kept throufd:-
out the expoririont . There were foand variaticsis in accuracy
number of
ranging from 7-41 errors in counting/sounds and from 3-19
in counting flashes of light.
In Chapter 5 the author discusses the apprehonsion
of large nunbe::^ Indirectly through analysis into smaller
groups ; the older : lethod of teaching nur^ibor combinations
as tables versus tVie present loss systorrmtlc method; the
theory of specific tralnlnr versus the theory of general-
ized systeratic training; types of problems found in fcair
texts in which last discussion th.o author concludes tlat
"pupils arc given little hcl'?^ in dlscoverir g the character
of the underlying logical principles or v/hlch the arltlvTct-

10
leal oporatlono depend#"
Chapter 6 outlines the author’s psycholo^ of tho
fundamentals of arithmetic# This psychology emphasizes mind
training rather than preparation for needs of practical liv-
ing#
Comment j The methods of Investigation of reading are applied
to numbers with little other than negative results# The
author’s conclusions go beyond the data#
Brownell, /William A#
The Development of Children’s Kumber Ideas In the Primary
Grades#
Supplementary Educational f.^onograph #35# Ctilcago# Depart-
ment of Education, Chicago University# August 1928#
The author of this research describes tests given to
1850 children In the first seven grades In eight schools In
three towns In Illinois# His first problem was to determine
the relative difficulty of apprehension of the numbers from
3-12 when these numbers were presented In visual concrete
form# The tests given comprised six sets of exposure cards
with dots arranged In the following forms: quadratic, diamond,
domino, triangular, odd, linear# The pupil’s response was to
estimate the digit except In the first grade where the
children drew what they saw#
Eleven tables show the author’s findings, also the
work done by Howell with whose work the author compares his
own#
The author’s conclusion In regard to this question
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Is that with tho grouping factor controlled the difficulty
of opprchenslon is In proportion to the size of the number,
no nianbers whether oven or odd being Inlierently e*. sy or hard.
A second question concei*nod the changes in the
methods of apprehension in the first five grades. Conclusions
are based on inferences from results of tests used in the
previous problen, results from questioning pupils, observation
of methods during testing, and children *s number pictures
drawn froivj memory.
Conclusions are tlmt (1) children in the first three
grades do not readily apprehend visual concrete numbers
exposed to them in the form of number pictures; (2) children
belov/ grades 3 and 4 do not employ counting by 2*s, S*s and
4*3 although they have met these counting methods in (TOde two;
(3) a few pupils in grades four and five contlnuo counting
four. On the basis of these conclusions the author suggests
tho use of number pictures for teaching addition combinations,
i.o. the counting of dots, etc.
t
In a third problem, the determination of factors in
the development of ability to comprehend conci*ete numbers,
the author after computation of statistical correlations
concludes that in addition to mental age and amount of In-
struction there are other factors not clear to him. J rom
an analysis of individual records he finds that children
employ methods of counting, partial counting, grouping, and
multiplication ard conversion, for apprehending concT*ote
visual number. Tiie typical pupil employs ncvo’ml steps.
Vo slgnificrant correlation is found between accuracy of
apprehension and chronolocical age and but ollftntly posl-
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tlve correlation with mental age. Vjhlle mature methods do
not Imply accuracy In the use of the same It is found in
general that mature methods wore employed hy children with
high I.Q.s who also obtained accuracy In comprehension.
A further problem to determine the mental processes
of children In grades two A, three A, and four A, In learning
additions combinations up to 9 and 9
,
was based on Individual
analysis. Dangerous practices which were discovered Include
reversing digits, l.e. knowing 6 and 9 only by reversing 9+6;
habituating a solution for a combination, e.g. 7^-7 = 14 4-1 - 15
for 7+8; attaching special preferences to certain combinations,
e.g. the use of 9 + 5 and 8+4 to solve 9 ^-6 and 8 ^-6. The
conclusion is that the change from concrete to abstract number
Is the point where currect methods are Inadequate.
A final problem, to determine how children In
grades three A and fo\ir A add three digits, concludes that In
making the first additions pupils have difficulty with addition
combinations because they do not understand concrete numbers.
In making the second addition lack of understanding of additive
combinations handicaps column addition.
The author’s final chapter Is a discussion of the
teaching of number in the primary grac'es. He thinks that
arithmetic as now taught Is too difficult for a great many
children. He criticizes the practice of tolling the children
the answer Instead of letting them count. He also finds a
failure to provide adequately for transfer of training.
Comment :The research student may look In vain for adequate
data to support the author’s views In regard to the teaching
i\
13
of nuraljer In the primary grades.
Maclatchy, Josephine
A Phase of First Grade Readiness.
Educational Research Bulletin (Ohio State University) 10:
337*380
. October 14^ 1931.
This research Involved 1242 six-year old cJilldren
entering grade one at Cincinnati. Results are given for the
lowest quarter, middle 50/-, end highest quarter as determined
from the Plntner-Ounnlngham Primary Mental Test.
In rote cotmtlng only 2% could not count beyond 4;
33?^ of the lowest quarter, Sd of the middle half and 4'^ of
the highest quarter could not count beyond 9.
nie ability to arrange and name five objects In one
out of three trials was possessed by 86^ of the highest
quarter, 80^^ of the middle half and 60/? of the lowest quarter.
The ability to name five objects was possessed by 80;^ of the
highest quarter, 77^ of the middle half and 46;3 of the lowest
quarter. The ability to arrange ton objects was possessed by
77^ of the highest quarter, 59;o of the middle half and 22,"^
of the lowest quarter. The ability to name ten objects was
possessed by 64'j^ of the highest quarter, 457o of the middle
half and 16f^ of the lowest quarter.
Ten addition combinations wore used In this tost.
5 + 1 was Imown by 1/3 of the lowest group, 2/3 of the middle
group and 5/6 of the highest group. 4^5 was the least
familiar of the combinations tested. The medians for combi-
nations correct were 1.5, 4.8, and 6.8 respectively for the
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lov/eat, middle and hlf^hest groupo.
f'iss ’"aclatchy says of her findings tliat they ai^
”no argument for school bred arithmetic In the first r^rade
but for child instruction rather than group instruction and
for the continued use of the method by which ho accjulrod
these facts, adapted to school sitimtions of course.”
yaclatohy, Josephine R.
Counting and Addition.
Educational Research Bulletin (Ohio State Univoralty) 11:
96-100. February 17, 1932.
'Phis study involved 708 six-year old children just
entering the first grade at Cincinnati from the klnderfart-
ens of tlmt city. Ten addition conbinatlons \7ere presented
in the form: "If you have and get -— more, how many
will you have then?” These ten combinations which Md sums
ten or loss were: 5 + 1, 7+1, 1+9, 4+4, 1 + C, 5+2, 8 + 2,
4+5, 5 + 3, 3 + 5.
One table shove's the rote-counting ability of the
children who Icnow the sums of none, c^.e, two, etc., add-
ition combinations. Of the 51 children who did not get any
suras right, one counted to 100, the others not counting
beyond 39 with a medlar, interval of counting 10 to 14. Of
the 57 children who Imcw the sums of all ten conbiToatlons,
495^ cemnted to 100 or beyond, tlie lowest 5'^ counting only
l>otweon 10 and 14. Prom this table it can bo coon that as
tlae number of correct combinations increasos the percentare
counting increases. This evidence is strengthjened in tlio
i
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results of a second subtest, a test of counting objects*
The twenty objects provided were counted correctly by
of t!io children* 'jnh© ability to count objects possessed
by the group ^ich know tlie sums of none of tlie conblna-
tlona and by the group which knew the suns of ten of the
combinations Is different as Is now shovm
:
Combinations correct
none ten
- Percent Percent
Could not count 2 • •
Could not count beyond 5 16 • •
Could not count beyond 10 26 • •
Could not count beyond 15 50 6
Could count to 20 .M 94
From her data the author points out the Indication
of a concomitant relation between counting and early famil-
iarity with addition* The author goes on to remind us tlmt
these children Irnve besides tlieir informal practice In
kindergarten received tholr Instruction from faiuily and
playmates* Their facility in number has resulted from
replies to tholr a?m questions, trick Imowledge which t^ielr
parents wished to impart, experience i-ainod from frames, toys,
construction, buying at the store, selling papers and the
like.
Coinnent! The data In both of these studies by Miss Maolatchy
point to the amount of knowledge resulting from Infomnal
procedures*
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MITIOR HBSKARCR
Pou.'^'IasB, H. R.
Developnent of ITunber Concept In Children of Pre-school
and Kindergarten Apes*
Jofumal of Experlriental Psychology 8: 443-70* December 1925.
Two classes of kindergarten children numbering 26
and 40 and rangln In ages from 4 years 6 months to 6 years
were tested for their concepts of the numbers from 1 to 10.
A dot recognition teat was given tliree times - twice at the
same sitting and again a month later. Dot selection and
marble tests were given once each. A plan for v/elghtlng
estimates was devised to measure concepts of whatever accur-
acy beginning with the concept not sufficiently formed to
enable the possessor to nako a bettor ostlinate tlian by chance.
Data are presented In 15 tables.
The author finds that clilldren liavo coaparatlvely
accurate concepts of 1 and 2, very serviceable and accurate
concepts of 3 ai^d a very serviceable concept of 4. Concepts
of 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 are rather vague although service-
able to a slight degree.
LIBHAHy SUriSAHY
Freeman, F. D.
froupod Objects as a Concrete Basis for the lumber Idea.
Elementary School Teacher 12:306-14. ^!arch 1912.
This article reports results of an experiment the
original account of wlilch Is In "or^ian. Grouped and ungpouped
dots \7ere exposed on a screen before the observers who were
children from 8 to 14 and adults.
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Less difference in scope of attention v/as found tlian
had been expected# Up to and including the nuraber 4 yotmeer /
children could judge as v/ell as adults# There was a narked
diffoiHjnce in the ability to perceive and con?ectly judge
grouped objects which extended considerably beyond tho scoiie of
attontloc# Adults and older children grouped objects and ob-
served the grouping of objects already grouped# llie author con-
cludes tliat counting is not the complete number idea but that
grouping must be added# He suggests the use of grouped objects
as a concrete basis for tlie idea of fundamental number operations#
DISCUSSION
Court, Sophie Havitch Altshiller
iTur^rs, Tine and Space in the First Five Years of a Child >3
Life.
Pedagogical Seminai»y 27:71-89# ilarch 1920.
This article relates the development of menbers, time
and space from tlie age of twenty months to five years in the
life of a boy witli an I*Q. of 1S5# The recognition of 2 came
before 1, with the ability at twenty months to point out ob-
jects, name tliem, and look for mates • During, the third year
.
this child developed the ability to count by rote to 10, but
his ability to count objects \7aa limited to one, two, niany#
During the fourth year both rote and rational counting were
extended to 50, adding and subtracting within 6 v/ere ac-
quired, fairly well wlthouTcotmters and excellently with,
halves were accorded much interest, and dominoes wore
matched v/lth enjoyment. During tho fifth year the symbols
1 througli 5 wore learned In summer school, counting v/as
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extended to 1000, the calendar was studied, the fingers wore
used abstractly, and ansv/erc wore written to typed examples
such as 1 + 1, 1+2, 1 + 3,
Concepts of time began with today and yestei’day,
later extending to morning, noon, aftomoon and evening*
The passing of the 6*30 train, the use of an old alarrsi clock,
the answers to questions as "How long is a minute?^ added to
these time concepts*
Concepts of spaco began with long and short at two
years and ten months* From that age until the age of tiiree
:roars and six months the child played carpenter, measuring
tables for oilcloth* fiitorest was shown In house plans, a
reflection of the family Interest In the building of a house*
Court, Sophie llavltch Altshlllor
Self Taught Arithmetic from the Age of Five to the Ago of right*
Pedagogical Seminary 30; 51-68. I-arch 1923.
In this article is continued tlvo narration of the
development of concepts of number In the life of trie child
whose early number history is related In the preceding report.
In Table 1 new concepts have been classified to in-
clude (1) Infomation obtained by his own discoveries or
through persistent inquiries, sutdlvldod Into spontaneous
Intense and lasting Interests and snontancous but passing
Interests and (2) Information gained through outsiWo Influ-
ence subdivided Into those calling forth Intense and 1; sting
Interest and those In v;hlch the Interest was but monontary.
Table 2 divides the number concepts -ainod Into these
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classes} (1) those which the child would have learned In the
first four grades Including counting by 1, 2, 3, 5, and 10,
reading numbers of two or three digits, writing flr^ures, com-
putation, doubling small numbers, the significance of zero,
odd and even numbers; (2) those which could not have been
learned In the first four grades Including telling time, length
of a minute, geometric figures, negative quantities, ratio, the
duo-decimal system, and a tost of long division by addition and
(3) those which the child would have learned less thoroughly
without the observation and practice which he actually had In-
cluding measuring, halves, quarters, thirds and musical measures.
From Table 3 which lists over 30 concepts are taken
the following and the age at which each made its appearance:
5yr, to 5yr. 6mo* adding columns on the typewriter
5
yr. 6 wk. counting by fives
5
yr* 2 mo* measuring depths of liquids
5
3rr. 2h mo* odd and even numbers
5 yr. 3 mo* telling time
5 yr. 3 mo* playing store
5 yr* 4 mo* reading three digit numbers
5 yr* 4 mo* columns In writing
Syr. 5mo. O-^O^O
5 yr. 5 mo. counting by 2, 5, and 10
Syr. 5 mo. to Syr. 9 mo* adding on number blocks
6 yr. reading the thermometer
6 yr. 1 mo. 3000 and 30000
6
yr. 4 mo* geometric figures
6 yr* 6 mo* musical measures
6 yr. 7 rao. forever and a day
6 yr. 8| mo* 6 below zero
7 yr. 7 mo* negative quantities
7 yr* 7 mo. 12345679 x 9
7
yr. 9 mo* ratio (months to years)
7 yr. 9^ mo* nowwlong division proof
8 yr* 5 mo* decimal and duo-decimal systems
It Is impossible in any summary of material of this
kind to Indicate the natural and spontaneous manner In which
these number concepts were acquired by the child being
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studied. The author points out frequently that thei^ was no
coercion on the part of the parents.
SUr^I-lARY OP CTIAPTl^in OITE
Type of Study Author and Bate waturo of Study Humber of
Subjects
T’xperliriont with count- 40
Ing of sounds and
flashes by children
and by adults.
Apprehension of numbers 1850
r-12 nresontod In con-
crete visual foni,
H^aclotchy, •‘’’.r. Pote counting and number 1242
1951 grouping ability of six-
year old children enter-
ing first rrado.
Relation between rote 708
and group counting abili-
ty and knowledge of addi-
tion combinations of six-
year old children entering
first gi*adc.
Minor Research Douglass, -,R,
1925
Concepts of numbers 1-10
possessed by kindergarten
clilldren as tested by dot
selection and marble tests.
Llbrar^r
f>UT:Eimry
Freeman, P.*'.
1012
Hecofinltlon of grouped and
ungrouped dots by children
aged 8-14 and by adults*
Discussion
(Case Study)
Court, 5. ’’.A.
1920
narration of chronological
acquisition of number con-
cepts by child in first
five years.
Court, S.R.A.
1923
narration of chronological
acquisition of number con-
cepts by child during fifth
to eighth years of ago.
"’aclatchy, J.TI.
1952
’"ajor Hesoarch Judd, C. H.
1927
Prownoll, ’ .A.
1928
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COriCIJKJK^S
The studies reported In tills chapter divide tl\en-
selvos naturally into tuo types (1) those relating' to tlie
nature of the countlnr process, of grouping, and of member
recognition. Including tlie studies by Judd, x^ovvnell,
Douglass and Freenan, and (2) those relating to tlic kind and
anount of nuinbor knc^vledge possessed by young children,
including the tuo studies by aclatchy and the ti70 by Court,
lliis latter typo of investigation indicates a natural nunbor
Interest on the part of children, a considerable body of
Infomatlon resulting fron tlie life experiences of clilldren
and arguos, as lies ^'^clatchy stated, ”ror child Instruction
rather tlmn group Instruction and for continued use of the
inethod by wJiich he acquired these facts, adapted to school
situations of course'*. The writer would add that, since
children learn so well by nattiral methods, the call for
school adaption is not indicated by the study.
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Chapter Two
MATURE OF PRniARY IIUTIBER «- PORl!AL OR IMFOR!!AL?
I4AJOR RERFARCR
Connor, I'te. L.
A Study of the Kindergarten Achiovenont Testing in
Arithmetic, First and Second Semester, 1928-1929.
Bulletin #6, [bureau of Educational Research. Board of
Education, Cleveland, Ohlo_j,,^ July 29, 1929.
From observations which v/ore made of the number used
by kindergarten and first grade children in class, corridor,
playground and street, data were obtained for use as the basis
for an achievement test for kindergarten children. This test
covers rote counting as far as possible; rational counting to
20 using different sots of objects; comprehension of number
group; recognition of nixmber group; thought problems and
12 addition coiTiblnations • The test was given In January to
1242 children and in June to 1968 children.
Results of this test show the medians for rote count-
ing to bo 28.4 in the January test and 25.9 in the Juno tost.
There seem to be differences in the ability to count 20 tacks
in a board, 20 marbles 6t other small objects and 20 balls.
About 5056 of the children possessed the ability to count 20
objects, 56^ and 655^ respectively in January and June had
primary
mastered the/additlon codbinations •
Tlie author suggests the comparison of groups fron the
kindergarten through ninth grade to test results of formal
and incidental teaching in grades one to tl'reo.
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Ilanmond, Walter E.
Securing lOO/i Accuracy in the Fundamentals of Arithmetic.
Thesis for faster of Education. Boston University, 1929.
The author describes the situation in a Kew Jersey
tovm where no formal arithmetic was given in {grades one and
tv/o and where the main drive in grade three was addition with
the grocery store used for an informational unit. The Wilson
General Survey Test given to 10 third and fourth grade classes
in February;- 1929 was followed by the use of the ’'ilson Drill
Service for Addition. Tlie thesis discusses the use of the
drill service and tests. Tilien the test on process steps in
addition was given on I'ay 14 no class had 100^/.' but by June 10
all classes except four, in one of which an epidemic of
mumps had prevailed, had achieved 100>^ mastery of addition
combinations and process steps.
’^ilson, Guy M.
New Standards in Arithmetic: A Controlled Experiment in
Supervision .
Journal of Educational Research 22: 351-CO. December 1930.
This experiment involved 33 teachers and over 1000
children in the city of Lav/rence, "ass., and extended over
a period of three years .
The aims of the Informational arithmetic in grades
one and two were (1) to build number concepts; (2) to extend
number experience and (3) to build a basis for understanding
and thinking in number situations. Stores with simple situ-
ations and right prices v;ere used in both grades • Real games
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such as parchesl and ton pins were also used.
A test conprlsln^: the addition and subtraction com-
binations shows the followlnf^ results In comparison with tv;o
cities In which fomal work occurred In tlie first two grades
:
L, 100 99 98 97 96 95 94-90 89-90 79-70 69-60 59-50 0^ II. Qg
Infor-
mal
475 289 53 54 16 20 13 17 5 4 1 3 100 100 90
child-
ren
B.
Formal
174 51 33 18 12 4 9 5 9 1 1 1 100 99 98
child-
ren
1
R.
Forrml
154 48 31 26 9 14 6 12 7 1 100 99.06
child-
ren
The third grade program continued Informational arlthi:ietic
one day each v/oek, the other four days belnp devoted to a
systematic attack on the number facts. At the end of grade
three averages of 97 *8:.^ for addition and 95.6 for subtimct-
ion were made. 82 •7>.' of the children had perfect scores in
subtraction.
The author fools tliat the data speak for themselves
and suggest the possibility of Improvement over the present
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through the use of liifomational activities Instead of
drill In grades one and two*
Woody, Clifford
The Arltlimetlcal Bacltground of Young Children.
Journal Kducatlonal Research 24: 188-201* October 1951*
A test of 205 itona was given by teachers in 39
different school syotons to children in kindergarten, (^*radc8
ono B and one A, and two B and two A, a total of 2913
children* Each teacher interviewed six children in general.
Kindergarten children know ^ of the Iter-S, one A
children knew and children in two A knew $ of the Itens.
"fhe follov/ing table shov/s the per cent of children
in each grade resnonding to the different phases of counting
Kdg. IB. lA. 2B. 2A •
Roto 100 l»s 26 38 66 76 94
Roto 100 10»s 32 46 69 76 93
Rote 30 2*0 7 14 34 28 GO
Roto 30 3»s 5 2 9 11 16
Rote 20 2»s 4 3 12 12 35
(backward
)
Counting 20 circles 71 79 95 98 97
runber of children 94 604 1897 80 238
In telling tlno the four oxanplcs for reading tiine,
viz., 9:00, 1:00, 12:00, and 3:30 were easier t!ian tlie four
examples for placing the minute liand, 7:00, 5:00, 10:00, and
11:45. The boys excelled in this exorcise*
In fractions the dAslrnated apple cut into halves.
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fourths, and thirds got better response than the question
”You can cut an apple Into hov/ nany halves? fourths? thirds?”
A lor; e proportion know that a whole Is larger tlian a half,
of the children
and about 50//lmow that one-half Is larger than one-fourth,
ITastcry of addition facts shows a wide ran.-o of diff-
erence as presented in a table.
The author’s conclusions are:
1. Children posaoss much ability before beginning
fonriil instruction.
2. ITot only counting and easy addition facts but
fractions, Unitod r>tatoo money, measuring units, and verbal
problems are to some extent Imown by the clilldron.
3. T^xtendod inventory; tests must be given first if
formal instruction is to bo adapted to the needs of tlie
clilldren.
4. Tho method of attaining the solution should bo
given consideration.
5. There is a small but persistent tendency for boys
to shov; a slightly greater percentage of ability.
,
SmmifY OP CHAPTER T^-.'O
Type of Study Author and Pate Hature of Study Humber of
Subjects
Administration of a 1968
test constructed upon
observations of number
used by children in kin-
dergarten and first grade.
Fannond, ’.K. Use of ^llson Drill Ser- 10 third
1929 Vico for Addition in a and
third grade in a system fourth
providing inforr.ial arlth- i^-rade
netic in grades one and classes
two.
Major Connor, V^tn. h.
Rosearch 1929
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Wilson, O.n,
1930
Comparisons of results 33
on addition and sub- toachers
traction facts by chll- and over
dren havlnp^ inforoal 1000
niJBibor in prades one pupils
and two and those hav-
ing formal m^abor#
' oody, C* Hesults of a 205 Iton test 2913
1931 including rote and rational
counting, telling time,
fraction asanings, and
addition facts*
COIICLUSIOIJS
In view of the uncertainty, hold by many experienced
teachers, as to the nature of ”fornial” and "Infomal" numbor,
the writer hoped to find a comprehensive discusnion of these,
as well as an adequate treatment of "incidental” number*
Althou(^ many articles were encountered which contained de-
scriptions of one or more informal activities, these were in
no sense resoarclics* The studont Interested In Infoi:^!
number would do v/ell to acquaint himself with these illus-
trations from which ho nay build hls own concepts*
The studies by Connor and by Woody indicate number
ability possessed by kindergarten end by first and second
grade children and are of greater value as curriculum studies
than as method* Tlio Wilson study is also curricular In
nature but is the moot convincing study of infernal work
available to the vn?iter. The study by hamraond, while a
metliods study in a sense, i)er!iaps should be claoslfiod as
a study evaluating drill material, a field not covei'cd in
this thesis*
ICo doubt Eiuch more exploration of informal number
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content and methods has been done than had appeared in
print. For the benefit of college students whose oivn
primary v/ork has boon formal and whose methods courses
precode training, the writer hopes tlmt controlled invest-
igation can a largo scale nay soon take place folloe/ing the
suggestion by Connor that results of "forrml” and of "In-
formal" work be tested from kindergarten through ninth
grade.
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Chapter Throe
HKADINO A!!D OF TIUl.TBKnS
READITIG
T^JOn ^T'GEARCTI
Terry, Paul Wanhlnr^ton
now numerals Are Read*
Supplementary Educational Kono^raph ;fl8. Dopartinont of
Education, Chicago University* Chicago, Illinois. 1922.
This monogTOph treats primarily the reading of num-
erals as they occur In problens* Rov/ovor two chjiptcrs are
devoted to the reading of numerals In columns* Chapter 5
renorts reading aloud and chapter 10 nrosento plates shor;lng
eye-movements *
Four graduate students rend 4B numbers containing
fron one to seven digits each separated by commas os usual,
speaking as they v/rote* It was found that: (1) the digits
of the numbers were grouped In the process of reading Into
groups of one, two and three digits; (2) Uunbors of each of
several digit-lengths v;erG read almost Invariably In a main
group pattemi peculiar to tliat dlglt-len -th; (3) Varloi^s
numerical imtterns were used In pronouncing nvuTibers of the
same length; (4) The employment of punctuation with the
longer nuiibers oncouraged the use of three-digit groups and
ccETiversoly discouraged tho use of two-digit groups In read-
ing; (5) ‘"ain group and numerical-language patterns which
v/oro used In the first rending tended to persist for tho
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most pnrt through a oecond reading of the sane number.
The ton plates contained in chapter 10 show these
tendencies j (1) There are two types of pauses (a) reading
pauses to roco[Tiiso identity and (b) guiding pauses to lo-
cate initial and final digits; (2) The avei*age total reading
tine per rurneral and the number of pauses per numeral increase
gradually from averages of one-digit numerals to averages of
seven-digit numerals; (5) .1th tliroe subjects the average
duration of pauses increased with increases in t!ie number of
digits road by the pauses; (4) Two different numbers of
pauses Included the number of pauses used in reading a pre-
ponderant number of numerals of each Ion th, the greatest
consistency being in onc-diglt to fivo-dlglt numerals;
(5) Feunillarity rather tlmn regularity reduced the average
number of pauses in reading 1000 and 25000; (6) A large
number of I’elatlvely short x>ausea resulted in shorter read-
ing time than a relatively fov/ long jmuses; (7) The usual
number of digits road per pause was one or two, or two or
tliToo according to the habits of ti:ie subject, one of whom
read four digits at a single pause.
MITJOR RE5EARCTI
Leosengor, Ff.E. '
Reading Difficulties in Arltlinetlcal Computation.
Journal of Educational Research 11: 207-91. April, 1925.
Ill children given Forms A and B of tlio Stanford
Achlcvonont Test montlis apart showed arithmetic loss due
to faulty reading on the first toot to be 6.1 and on ttie
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second test *7. The nean arithmetic gain due to improvement
in reading was 9-^- months. A comparison of the gains of 67
poor readers and of 44 good readers shows the gain of the
poor readers to be 8j montlis in excess of the gain of the
good readers.
LIBRARY SU’dtlARY
Terry, P.Vf.
The Reading Problem in Arithmetic.
Journal of Educational Psychology 12;365-377. October 1921.
A summary of major research by same author. Describes
the reading of
material used, records results with/numerals occurring in
problems and in columns. Two tables present the data.
’'’.'RITBIG IIUIIBTCRS
liAJOR RESEARCH
Kewland, T. Ernest
A Study of the Specific Illegibilities Pound in the Writing
of Arabic Numerals.
Journal of Educational Research 21:177-185. Ilarch 1930.
The purposes of this research are to determine (1) the
tendency of certain Arabic nitoerals to be misread, (2) the
tendency of illegibilities to persist, and (3) the remedial
teaching needed to reduce illegibilities.
The materials used were the regular aritlmietic papers
of 128 children in grades three and four and of 159 children
in grades seven, eight, and nine; adult handwriting from
1583 sales. slips made by 50 clerks; 852 personal checks

32
made l)y 750 pereona; 1430 luggap© checks; T*onopt8 of 40 bus
drivers; a total of more than 135,000 digits written by
1127 different xxjraons*
Any symbol which required a second glance to see what
nunbor was meant was considered as illegible. Hoproductlons
T/ore made of the various kinds of illegibilities with a tally
raark for each occuri’enco of tlie Illegibility.
Three tables shoiv the results of this study.
The conclusions are: (1) thAt adults write Arabic
numerals illegibly about four tines out of a liundred or about
twice as frequently as do either elementary or junior high
school pupils; (2) 6, 5, and 7 in decreasing order are illeg-
ibly made by elementary pupils, 5, 7, and 4 by jimlor high .
school pupils, and 5, 0, and 2 by adults; (5) 5, 0, i^^nd 2
are made illegibly with Increasing frequency from eleirientary
4
to adult lovol,/decreasing In frequency v/ith age; (4) specific
kinds of llleglbllitlGs do tend to persist In different age
groups, e.g. 7, 2, and 5.
The author augxes^s that 5 be made with one stroke
and that the orrmmntal strolies in 7 and 2 be eliminated.
MINOR RESKARCIT
Kalian, A.
Times of Writing Each of the Arabic wumorals Determined
by the Reaction Tlr» Method.
Journal of Fducatlosial Psychology 7: 226. April 191G.
The author as the only subject nado each figure
twenty-five times recording the tine by use of the rcrgstrori
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Pendulum ChronoscoT>e in thounancltlis of a second. Th© experiment
was iropeatod the next day.
in thousandths of a second
Tlie raoditin tiE3c/i*oquli*od for each fi{7uro oi each
day Is shown In t!io follo\7ing table
;
First I>ay 36001X1 3>ay
hiambor I'cdlan liumber i'odian
1 40.1 1 46
!2 224.5 mQ 261
2 140.2 o 161.5
3 260 3 262.5
4 241 4 23G
5 295 5 298
6 172.5 6 IGO
::7 259 •:;-7 220
7 114 7 98
8 105.3 e 210
9 170.4 9 184
0 118 0 110.2
>r!ado with a prclinli^\ry stroke.
Til© author 8vigi:;Gsts tliat tlio Imowlodco of tho tin©
requii’od to vn»ltc oynbola be talccn into consideration in
the scientific conctructioii of tests.
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SULRIARY OP CHAPTKR TliREE
Reading
•lunbers
\?rltln6
IIumborD
Type of Author nature of Study Humber of
Study and Rate Subjects
!!ajor Terry, P .W • Eye novomonts and group- 4
Research 1922 ing Imblts used by grad-
uate students In reading
numerals In columns.
I'lnor Lessongor Effect of exorcises 111
Heoearch .E.
1925
correcting faulty reading
liabits
«
Llbrary Terry, P.W • Summary of major research
Summary 1921 described above.
Major Howland Study of illegibilities 1127
Research T.Ernest
1930
In the VTritlng of Arabic
numerals by children and
adults
.
r'lnor Kallom Study of time required 1
Research A. '7.
1916
In tlie fonmtlon of each
figure.
concurs lonr^
Tlio v/oi*k done by Terry with his graduate students
suggests the possibility of determining how numerals are
road by school children. Since curriculum studies have sug-
gested reading or Infomatlonal uses for numerals of several
digits^ nlglit It not be Interesting to Investigate the reading;
and interpretation of these numbers by children reading t' ent
How inuch do niimorlcal expressions riot In genoi'al reading.
not requiring use or Involving judgment, add to the render’s
knoi7lcdge or appreciation of the article In which they occur?
Ho investigations relate to corrective measures In
the reading of numerals. Is the uso of ”and” In whole
numbers being accepted In teaching circles? The reading of
numbers ovei^/hore disregards entirely tlie onlsslon of ”and”
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In numbers not containing decimal fractions* Should teachers
of arithmetic also disregard it?
Tlic research by TTewland gives definite help to the
teachers of arithnotlc especially those in whose grades
children are learning the fonnatlon of figures.
/»
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Chapter Pour
RKIATIVi: DIFFICULTY OP THE UUMDKR COl^IIiATIOIIS
ITAJOn RESEARCH
Rollcway, Harry Vance
An Exporlriental Study to Detornlno the Relative Difficulty
of the Elencntary unber Conbinations in Addition and
rniltIplication •
Doctop»s Thesis. University of Pennsylvania. 1914.
Star Gazette Publlshlnc Conpany, Trenton, U.J.
The author, upon exaiilnation of three nuabor priaers,
finds (1) ”no af^eenent anonz authors as to the proper
nunber of presentations to bo to the various facts;
and (8) no illation between the number of repetitions of a
given cooblnation by an author and the degree of difficulty
of that conblnation."
Pour investigations, involving children in first,
second and third grades, were made by the author. They are
as follows
:
1. Difficulty as shovm in learning tlio coinbinations.
The coefficient of difficulty was dotcrniincd by conparlng
the number of errors made in tlio preliminary test with
the number of errors made in tlie final tost in each, con-
blnation. The addition and multiplication tests were
given to 185 and 100 children rocpoctlvoly.
2. Difficulty as shovTn by errors made in t^ie cocihlnatlons
was reported for 1056 children in addition and for 1215'
in multiplication.
5. Difficulty as shown by the conbinations forgotten weo
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dotomlned by a coiiiporlson or tho Jun© and. Copteinber
ocoroo made by 558 children*
4* Difficulty as shorm by the time required to v/rlte tli©
combInptIons was based on the dlfferer.ce between the
time required to write the suns or products and the tine
required to copy the answers from the back of the test
sheet* Test papers for about 350 children v/ero used in
this study* The data are fully set forth in 21 graphs
and tables*
'Hi© most Important findings of the author are as
folloi7s
:
1* "In the process of learning each group of combinations,
pov/er is doveloped whereby subsequent groups are more
easily mastered*"
2* Doubles In both addition and multiplication and 10 *s and
11 in imiltlpllcatlon are among, the easiest comblrjitions.
o. Combinations In tlie latter part of the series of both
addition and nultlpllcatlon are more easily learned but
more easily forgotten.
4* Difficulty in addition increases with the magnitude of
the numbers.
5. A close correlation exists between speed and accuracy
in manipulation.
Comment: 45 instead of 100 addition and 78 Instead of 100
multiplication combinations were used*
Clapp, Frank L«
T!io Humber Combinations : 'fliolr Relative Difficulty and the
i'>oquoncy of Their Appearance in Toxtbooloi.
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Bureau of Education Hesoarch Bulletin #2. University of
Tviaconsln, Eadison, Wisconsin, 1924* pp. 126.
This Investlgatlca^i by Clapp is similar to the above
study by Holloimy in tlmt botli authors atternpt to determine
the difficulty of number combinations and to analyze text-
books for frequency of occurrence of number combinations.
Test A involved about 7000 children in grades 3-8. Ih tills
test the combinations in addition, subtraction, !miltlpllcation
and division wero prooonted singly in order to determine the
relative extent to v/hlch the association betv/cen oach of tli©
basic combinations and its answer had become automatic. Tliue
method of oral presentation was used in this toot. The re-
sults of this test shov/ learning difficulty. 3500 children
in 45 different school systems \?ere given toot B in which the
primary coribinatlons wore presented in examples. Fach child
worlcod Individually at his ovm rate in his own way. The re-
sults of this test show functional difficulty.
‘Ph© first and second books (three book series) in each
of two sots of texts wore analysed in such detail th*at 17
tables are required to present the results.
The entire study contains 47 tables.
The results of this study are as follows
:
1. Both the learning difficulty and the functional difficulty
of the primary number combinations for eacli of the four pro-
cesses wore dotermlnod for oach grade arid tabulated in order
of decreasing difficulty.
2. Tables also show the number of times each combination
appeared in each of the texts.
3. Combinations tend to hold the same general position of
ii
39
relative difficulty throu^Ji the grodeo.
4* Zero leads to [renter difficulty wlion It occurs alone tlinn
v/hon It occurs In exanples
.
5* In general, the larger the nonibors of a combination the
greater Its difficulty although there are many exceptions.
6. Pupils arc most nearly autamtlc In addition followed
In order by mltlpllcatlon, subtraction and division.
7. In solving problems the pupils make the smallest per cent
of errors on combinations In multiplication follov7od by
subtraction, addltl<»i and division.
8. The coefficients of correlation between the difficulty
of combinations when xirosentod singly and vdien presented In
problcr;3 are : addition *544, subtraction *390, multiplication
•580, and division •022#
i
9* Vombors of pairs of combinations are no more nearly equal
In difficulty tlicm are other combinations.
10. lliere are 100 primary combinations each for addition,
subtraction and multiplication and 90 for division#
11# The number of actual erroM In relation to the number of
possible errors Is greater for certain phases of each process
than for cooblnations#
12# Negative correlation was found between the difficulty of
combinations and their frequency of appearance In the tv;o
texts which were examined#
Corament: As pointed out by critics this study neglects the
past arithmetic history of the children, discovering combina-
tions least well taught rather than Inherent difficulty of
nitmber facts#
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Knlc^t, Frodorlc B, and Tehrens, Tllimle S.
The Learning of the 100 Addition Conblnatlone and the
100 Subtraction Cooblnatlons
.
Longnans Croon and Co*, !Tew York* 1928* pp* 82.
. The purpose of this Investigation ^j/as to detomlno
the amount of practice needed to obtain mastery In the 100
addition and the 100 subtraction facts. The subjects In
addition were 25 second grade children end 3Ln subtraction
15 second grade children. For each child’s work on each
combination there v;ere kept exact records Including all act-
ual responses, the time of all responses In tentlis of a second,
the place and nature of all Instruction, ar^ the occurrence
and nature of each error. That the authors consider this a
major research in spite of the small number of cases may be
seen from their statement, "^^ith only 25 cases In addition,
our records run Into an unbelievably large number. Only In
#
tho next world will the \7riters repeat this expcrlzsient on a
group of one or two hundred children.*'
Data are fully shown In 16 tables.
Tables II and VI show respectively for addition and
subtraction coriblnations (1) the general difficulty rank;
(2) the number of practices reeded by the 50th percentile
pupil for mastery; (3) tho number of practices needed by the
80th pcroontllo pupil for mastery; (4) the average tin© In
nearest half seconds for t!irco typical practices In mlnte-
nance work; (5) the average errors made in learning.
Fo3rty-fivo pages are devoted to a comparison of tlie
Knlght-Pjeh*ren8 and Clapp rankings surmarlzod as follows
;
Clapp finds negative correlation between an addition or
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subtraction combination and its reverse* Knight-Behrens
find positive correlation*
Clapp finds no rime nor reason in the relative difficulty
of addition combinations, each combination being inde-
pendent of all others* Knight-Behrens find much explana-
tion of difficulty in "size of sums"*
Clapp’s investigation which reveals upper grade difficulty
with the combinations in terms of "frequency of error"
can shed no light on the amount of practice needed on
each combination* The Knight-Behrens investigation
reports amount of practice needed for the 50th and 80th
child for both addition and subtraction*
Comment: The failure to check by pre-test facts already known
weakens this study* All told Clapp and these authors are in
general agreement*
Washbume, Carleton and Vogel, I'abel
Are Any Number Combinations Inherently Difficult?
Joiimal of hduoational Research 17: 235-255. April 1928*
Tests comprising the primary combinations in each pro-
cess were given to the following number of children in Wlnnetka:
addition to 861 in second grade, subtraction to 635 in second
grade, imiltipi leatIon to 399 in third gi^de, division to 188
in third grade* Form I of the test contains Clapp’s list in
order from hardest to easiest. Form II contains the same list
in order from easiest to hardest, and Form III contains the
^
same facts alternating hardest and easiest*
The comparison with the Clapp list, one purpose of
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the roaoarch, together with other flndlngo lo given, after
presentation of data In 5 tables.
1. hen tli© combinations are arranged In ascending or
descending order the sam facts arc nore lllccly to be
missed at the end of the test than at the boginning.
lien the 13 hardest and 12 easiest facts cooposed the
first quarter of the test this group caused the largest
per cent of error, lliorefore it acerio tliat position In
,the test Is loss dominant tlian some Inl^Lerent difficulty
of certain combinations.
2. Individual v'rork In Wlrmotka results in ireater accur-
acy than class work shown by Clapp. Kardost and easiest
conblnatlons agree with the Clapp list better than do
the Intermediate facts. Except In subtraction definite
correlation Is found between Clapp *s findings for Wiscon-
sin and the findings from the throe test forris given
In Wlnneti<n.
3. Frequency of occurrence In text imtorlals does not
seem to have Influenced the number of errors rnadc on
the various combinations In riunetla. This raay liave
been due to the system of Individual drill on v;ealciess.
4. Addition facts causliig difficulty in grades four and
five shov/ no relation to facts occasionally missed in
grades seven and eight in Wlnnetka. There Is a fairly
hl^ correlation between errors In subtraction, multi-
plication and division In grades four, five, seven and
cl^t.
5. In the hardest quarter of every Wlnnotlai form and of
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Clapp*3 list SLve found 7+9, 9 + 8, 5+9 In addition In-
dicating relation betv/oon slso of addend and r^olatlve
difficulty; 11-3, 14-G, 16-8, 13-8 shov/ing tho presence
of 8 CG a menber in difficult subtraction facts ; all
zero filets except 0x0 In nultipllcatlon oug^cstlng con-
fusion v/ith addltloii or a difficult concept; and 134 + 9,
9
-+9, 2-r2, 7+7, 5 + 5, G + 6, 4 + 4, 3 + 3 in division
pointing to size of factors in 54 + 9 and to difficulty
wl-ion the quotient Is duo to confusion with subtraction
or to difficulty of concept*
G. Those ccablnations moot difficult at tho tine of
teaching-, i.o* those missed most frequently at the close
of the grade in which taught arc not particularly diff-
erent from the most difficult in tlie entire study.
7. The ’innetlca study agrees with Clapp’s findings and
results of otlicr studios Imviig comparable data on tho
difficulty of number facts
.
Ca^inent: Docs a study of errors in teats of fundaiiental
facts after initial teaching sho\7 inlieront difficulty or docs
it indicate those facts which linvo been least v;oll tau£4^t?
the fact the task
uiight points out/tliat a part of/teaching/is to pre-
vent interference and confusion. Is the presence of tlie
zero facts in nultipllcetlon and of division facts with t’r-e
quotient an indication of inherent difficulty or failure to
anticipate and pi'»ovont interference?
”ay it not also be t!mt the work tested, occurring
early in tho course before tho children had built up suffic-
ient experience led to tlie development of confusions as a
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i*OEult of leamlnc too mny things at a tlnie?
Koron, Grant B* and Knight, r'rederlc B,
The Learning of the One Hundred :Multiplication Cochlnatlons
.
Report of the Society’s Cocmlttoc on Arlthiaetlc. Twenty-
ninth Yearhoolc of the national Society for the Study of
Fdtucatlon: 551-68# 1950# j
i
This research wns conducted with tv;©nty-flve tlilrd -
frade pupils by neans of an lndlvld\ial drill and. tost program |
involving the Initial learning of the one hundred primary
cult Ipllcation canblnatlons # Sjjecial features were the absence
of drill at homo and the counting by an observer of all pract-
ices on any fact.
Data are fully treated statistically tlirough the use
of 0 tables#
Following are the results of this research:
1. An apnroxlmatlctn is given of the amount of practice
needed to loam each combination, e#g# 84 *00 is the
1/
average number of responses given for learning 6x9.
2. One practice a week is often Insufficient practice
for maintaining combinations during the first two weelcs
follov;lng the Initial learning of them but wlien mastery
has boon well established it is sufficient for mainte-
nance #
3# 'fhe facts are listed in order of difficulty based on
composite scores determined from number of learning
responses, number of erroneous resnonses and rosnonse
tiix). Thoro is consldorablo relationship between
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size of product and nijnbcr of rofiponses nooded for mast-
ery no slcnlfioant s^upr)ort for order of magnitude
of two factors as a condition of degree of difficulty*
Combinations which are xaoro susceptible to an Intor-
change of multiple aro moro difficult*
4* Tlio study of errors revealed that (1) about 9V/i of
inultlpllcatlon errors are correct ansv/ors to sorao otiier
of the one hundred combinations; (2) about (37% of tli©
errors are tlie correct ansv/ers to very closely allied
combinations, even Wlion combinations are not taught in
tables
«
Coonent :I.^erian, in his discussion of tlio 29th Yearbook
T'ducatlcaial Yearbook and Propaganda^, School and Society 55;
G97-701, says of this study, ”The critically minded reader
cannot but entertain nlsgivings as to tho rollabllity of
such •objective data* especially \fhQn ho notes the small
number of pupils in the exporlEient and t]:]« IndofInitcness
of procedui^”.
SUraiARY OP rjAJOR RESEARCH
Date Author Iluiabcr of Pi'ocecses Method Results
Subjects
1914 Holloimy 125 Addition Tests on Doubles easy.
45 primary Relfition between
facts • difficulty and
slso of addends.
180 T\iltlpll- Tests on Doubles and 10*3
cation 78 multi- and 11 *8 easiest,
plication
facts
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Date Author ntinbor of Processes
SublGCts
^'ethod
Addition Tests on all
Subtract- prtoary facts
Ion presented
ISultlpli- sin^^ly
cation
Division
Addition Tests on all
Subtreetlroi prinary
T!ultlpll- facts in
cation problems
Division
Results
Tlie Inrgor the
nenbers of a C(xa-
blnatlon the
greater its diff-
iculty. 'embers
of pairs of com-
blncitlons no no3?e
nearly equal than
other cmblnations.
Zero more diff-
icult alone than
in problems.
1924 Clapp 7000
5500
1928 25
and
Bolirens
15
Addition Counting
number of
practices
Subtraction ” "
Fxplanatlon of
difficulty in
size of sum.
Positive correla-
tion between com-
bination and its
reverse
•
»T tf
1928 Daslibume
and
Vogel
1950 Tl02?cm
and
Xnight
861 Addition Tests on all Relation between
primary facts size of addend
arranged f2*cci and difficulty,
the Clapp
list
535 wSubtractlon ” ” ITo correlation
with ejapp find-
ings.
399 rultipli-
cation
All zero facts
e^'copt 0x0 i-jard.
188 Division " ” Size of members
related to diff-
iculty. Quotient
cause of diffi-
culty.
25 TTultlpll-
cation
Counting CoiisidGrablo rela-
nunbor of tionship between*
practices size of product and
nuribor of qfesponses.
llo significant support
for order of mag:iljyude
as condition of de-
gree of difficulty.
Large per cent of err-
ors correct response
to sono other combi-
nation.
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MinOR RESKARCH
Smith, J* H.
Arithmetical Goanblnctlans •
Klementary School Joianial 21: 762-770* Jime 1921*
Ihls study Is based on the time response for Individ-
uals on the 81 primary addition combinations (zeros c«altted),
combinations
the 100 subtraction combinations, the 100 iimltlpllcation /and
80 division combinations (division by 1 omitted)*
The number of subjects varied, - 86 training school
children and ono methods class being used in addition, 26
older students in subtraction, 42 pupils In imiltlpllcatlon
and 18 pupils In division.
Results are given for each process
:
1* Addition: Little difference is found in response
time between a combination and its reverse. Lasy
conibinatlons Imve sums not exceeding 10. Doubles
occur in tlie easy group or in the first Imlf of the
medium group.
2. Subtraction: With tliree exceptions difficult min-
uends are 10 or more. 11-9 and 11-S are causes of
many errors.
3. riUltipllcatlon: Altliough zero ctxabinations wore
answered incorrectly by several children the author
feels that tliey may not be inherently difficult.
Difficult facts have 6, 7, 8, and 9 as itailtlpliors.
4. Division: Zero was given as resnonses to 4-r4,
5^5, O-J-8, and 9^9.
CoriuGnt: Failure to include the entire 100 addition comblna-
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tlons and the 90 division oonblnations raakea this study Incoia-
plete* There is not adequate description of the laothod used,
Batson, H. and Conbelllck, Olln E.
Relative Difficulty of Humber Conbinntlons in Addition
and Multiplication
Journal of I'ducatlonal Psychology 16 j 467-401, October 1925,
Ilontal and physical response time were noted by means
of kymographic records for each of the 100 primary addition
and the 100 prli;mry mltlplicatlon ocmibinations , The 85 sub-
jects participating In this study included 1 Ph,D,, 22 B.A.
or B.S., 8 college seniors, 11 juniors, 19 sophomores,
12 froslimen, 9 high school pupils and 1 sixth grader. The
combinations v/erc arranged on scries of cards the answers
being written in the openings below each eexabination,
'The findings are clearly and fully presented in
6 tables,
Errors, rental time median, physical time median and
sun of mental and physical medians are shown for each fact.
Results of the error s tudy show sums involving
5 and 9 occurring the same ntmber of times and each causing
15*45/^ of all errors, Tlieso addends were folloived by 4 which
causes 10, 16;?^ of all errors. In multiplication 0 leads as a
cause of error follov;ed by 9, 7 and 8, The authors conclutie
from tables shading the relative difficulty of combinations
in order of decreasing tine that difficulties do not lie ontlre-
I
ly with the runboro of larger numerical value. The rari^re of
mental difficulty of the combinations is found to be less
than tlie range of physical difficulty.
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Cannont: 'Phe ?/ealaneBs of this study Is rocognlsed by the
authors who state that their flndln^js nay be due to the
native difficulty of the conblnations or to the poor dis-
tribution of practice.
Fowlkes, Jolm Guy
A Report of a Controlled Study of the LeaminG of
ITultlpllcatlon by Tlilrd Grade Children.
Journal of Educational Research 15;181-<-lS9. llaroh 1927.
See Chapter 7 on f'liltlplloation.
k
LIBRARY SmmRIFS
Bush, tsaybelle G.
The I'kmdanental Runbcr Facts.
School and Society 6:265-268. September 1, 1917.
This article contains a review of the study cmde by Rollokyay.
Clapp, I’mnk L.
The rumber Combinations! Their Relative Difficulty and the
Frequency of tlieir Appearance in Textbooks «
l^ureau of Iklucation Research Bulletin #1. University of
Wisconsin, Fadlson, risconsln. 1924.
Bulletin ^''l contains a sunaary of the problem, pro-
cedure and results of tlie inveatigatlon reported in Bulletin
?^'2. tables are Included in this summary *
Bucklnchaia, B. R.
The Difficulty of th-e Tumbor Corfibinations.
Journal of Educational Research 12:307-391. December 1925.
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Tills article briefly sunnarlzes the studios of
Holloway, Counts, Snlth, Clapp, and Batson and Conbelllck*
Hie autlior sees a value In tlie results of tlieso investl£:a-
tlons botli for the text-book lyrltor and the teacher, Tralclng
onsier the provision for bettor balanced drill*
IMch, G. M*
Relative Difficulty of the One Hundred Multiplication Facts
with Special ^efei’enoe to Textbook Construction.
Klementary School Journal 32: 369-377. January 1952.
This article presents a cojaparlson of tlie studies of
relative difficulty of nultipi1cation facts nade by Horora and
Knicht, Clapp and Fov/llces.
These llmitationG of the Clapp study are pointed out
by the author:
1. The previous number experiences of the pupils tested
wore largely unknown quantities.
2. The text-books studied by the cxporioental group were
not modem and had not been constructed with tho idea
of calculated nunber experiences.
3. The difficulties, as ascertained, cannot bo viewed
as learning difficulties but must be regarded ns sernl-
perslstont difficulties under Impilmzard instruction.
The studies by Foivlkos and by Horen and Knight are
similar in being studies of initial learning with amounts of
practice known and controlled. The author ‘s criticism of
these studies is that tlie nunber of children participating
wes not as largo as could bo wlslied.
Tlie dogroc of agreement in difficulty renlilng seen
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In these correlations: Norcn and Khlrht with Clapp 0*54;
Noren and Knight with For/llrcs 0.83; Fowlkes with Clapp 0.42.
The author concludes tl^at the ‘'difficulties which tiie one
liundred nultiplication corahinatlons present during the stage
of Initial learning are quite different from the final diffi-
culties at the end of instruction"* The greatest disagree-
laont is in the relative difficulty of the zero facts. With
the exception of zero tines zero Clapp finds all zero facts
in the most difficult quarter. T'urther study of the zero
conblnatlons appearing in each quarter of difficulty In the
different studies leads to two conclusions (1) that "initial
learning Is not to be confused v/lth difficulties found to
persist after some years of instruction" end (2) " the so-
called zero difficulty is principally an artifact of a policy
of neglect in older text-books."
The author points to relation between order of diffi-
culty and size of product presenting the Clapp correlation
0.
61.and the Korem and Knight correlation 0.86. He holds
that the high correlation between sis© of product and order
of difficulty, found in botii the Fowlkes and the Horen and
ICnl^t stiidlos, is a valid answer if extended to a larger
sampling of pupils, teachers and methocls.
Four tables present the author’s findings. Surxnar-
Izlng, he states these conclusions:
1. beaming difficulties are very different from final
difficulties •
2. There is a rouj^ agroenont of the order of difficulties
in learning In the Fowlkes and horom and Knight studies.
iiosLoA University
School of Education
Library
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(The correlation of 0*83 is unqpiestionahly diluted by the
snail nunbers employed*)
5* There is considerable conelation of difficulty with
size of product*
4 • Clapp »s ranking of difficulty ar,re©3 somewhat with dis-
tribution of practice in texts studies by his pupils, but
agi*eeinenta with other studies are slight*
5* Some ouch sensible distribution of practice as the follow-
ing is probably as close to the truth as we can conie at
' mdrant XI
25,0
^iiadrant IV
Tills assumes that difficulty is correlated with size of
product in multiplication combinations*
6* The so-called zero difficulties arise from neglect; they
disappear under controlled instruction*
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CONCLUSIONS
The Initial Investigation In this field by Hollmmy,
although linlted to 45 addition and 78 mltlpllcatlon facts,
opened up an lntoT*e3tlng problem ^Ich was later studied
more fully by .Clapp* The Clapp study In turn led to further
studios by rashbume and Vogol and by Knight and Behrens*
The studies by Clapp and by L’ashbumo and Vogel are error
s tudles made after the initial teaching of the number com-
binations* *riie investigations by Knight and Behrens and by
Horoo and ICnlght are based on the number of repetitions of
each number combination needed for mstery, but without pre-test.
There are cvldoncea In several studies tliat tlie
cause of considerable error is due to interference beti’feen
answers to corablnatlons, e*g* 0 in multiplication confused
with 0 In odditlcm* It would be helpful to one who is
interested In methods of teaching the combinations to 1mm
what interferences are likely to occur and how to prevent
such occurrence*
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Cliapter Five
ADDITIOII
MJOR RS!SEARCIT
Bttcklnnhan, B. R.
Teaching Addition Pacts Together or Separately#
Educational ^^esearch Bulletin (Ohio State University) 6:
828-229 & 240-242. Ilay 25, 1927. .
This article describes tlio teaching in seven centers
of 38 primary addition and their related subtraction facts.
The children - the number not noted - were grouped and paired
according to their results on tlie Pressey Primary Classifica-
tion. The reverses of the facts were taught with tlie facts
whether addition and subtraction facts were taught togetlier
or separately.
Two tables present the results for all centers based
on a final test of tlie 38 facts.
I^esults in all centers but one Indicate that the
differences are in favor of teacliing the facto tof’ether.
The author recognises that the teaching material
sho?.'ld include all addition and subtraction facts and tlmt
no testing for retention ?;as done because tlie year was so '
far advanced
«
Duokingham, B. R.
Upward Versus Bownv/ard Addition.
Journal of Educational FJesenreh 16: 515-322. Docoriber 1927.
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A revloi; of the 1925 discussion by the sane ciutJior
is included in this article.
rACh claso participating In this controlled experi-
ment in tlie seven centers was divided into two sections on
the basis of results on a tost on 50 prliaary and 50 upper
decade facts. Socond or tl^rd grades were used depending on
the place of tho initial teaching of column addition.
Twenty minutes daily were devoted to this v/ork, all drill
and review being in class with no home work, "ih© exporliaent
ended when the pupils wore reasonably proficient in adding
short columns of ono-placc nunbers. ‘fhe final test contained
50 examples, tlie two forms using the saiio facts but in
reverse order, e.g. A. B.
5 6
4 3
3 4
Two tables give the results at Center I and a suiiimary
of the results at the seven centers. Downward addition Is
favored in all but on© ©enter.
The autlior recognises the linitatlcsis and questions
if the verdict would have favored downward addition if the
examination iiad been more exacting. In the autlior *8 opinion
however there are two reasons to expect that downward addi-
tion is more advantageous, vis. tho eye and hand are not far
from the place wliero tlie sum is to bo written in damward
addition and (2) more errors are made in carrying because
more mover lonts are required in adding uprvard.
Comment: The differences are so small tliat It la doubtful
if a case has been proven.
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ilaclatchy, Josephine
Addition in the First Grade.
E ducational Research IJullctin (Ohio State University) 9:
391-C9r> 40C-. October 8, 1950.
This article contains a more detailed account of the
addition x>^rt of an extended survey rmdc by Ducklnclxaa and
haclatchy and reported in the Twenty-ninth Yeai^oolc of the
Society for the Study of Education. An addition tost for
children entering school was imdo up of ten combinations,
vi2 . 5+1, 7 + 1, 1+9 , 4 + 4, 1+6, 5 + 2, 8 + 2, 4+5, 5 + 5,
5+5. Tlieso v/or© chosen from tlie Ijiiflit-Eehirons list bogln-
nir*g vsfith thj© second and taking facts at equal Intervals
after eliminating zeros ard suiis over 10. 1220 children in
ton cities of Ohio, 1125 from Cincinnati and 150 from rural
schools all of whom were froo nix to six and one-lmlf years
of age v/ere given this tost during the first two weeks of school
in Septenbor 1928.
Tv/o tables show tlie percentages of fa?aillarlty with
the ten facts and tlic conblnatlons ranked by percentages.
Tlie author finds tliat country children are less fan-
lllar th-ar. city children with all except 5+1. All three
groups agree In finding 5+ 1, 7 + 1, 1+ 9 caolost and 5+5,
4+5 tliO hardest. 11,
j
know no, sum, 7;' knew all ten facts.
The nedian for those Imaving some but not all v;as 4.7.
!*illcr^Flcronco Ma y
Ability of 'rhlrd Grade Children to Comprehend a I astory
Plan for Addition.
'aster’s Thesis, Graduate dchool oston University, 1930.
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The worlc done by a thlixi gi^adc of 58 children Is report-
ed In detail in this thocis* These children who had folloft'od
a pro^raii: of required aritJnnctic in first and second grades
slioued in their review work ovldenco of countlne habits*
In the us© of the V'llson Drill fervlc© for Addition
those points were observed: (1) the presentation of the v7ork
as outlined; (2) the distribution of drill according to i'clat-
Ive difficulty of facts and processes; (3) tli© recording of
Individml errors and particular needs; (4) tho constant
chocking of own v/ork by the pupil; (5) tlie obsoi*vation of
the lav;s of raosiory*
Tests 5A, 3D, SC, 3D, and 3P wei»© used containing
harder primary facts
respectively easy primary facts,/upper decade facta nccdijd
for colurm addition, upper decade facts nooded for candying
in nultlplicatlon, and process steps in addition* In April
tiiese tests wore all given for a second time*
’The following table gives a conpariscjn of the second
test with the first:
Test Hang© f.iedlan 5.D. A aD • Date
3A 1 80-100 100 3.73 1.55 Hovenber 1
5A 2 100 100 0 0 April 1
3B 1 87-100 99 3*17 2.00 Kovenbor 8
3B 2 99-100 100 *16 .026 April 2
3C 1 51-99 96 11.21 5.51 January 4
3C 2 97-100 100 .342 .394 April 3
3D 1 54-100 97 12.87 6*105 January 18
3D 2 92-100 100 1*56 .552 April 4
3P 1 70-100 87 0*15 6*44 February 1
3P 2 90-100 99 2.44 1.21 April 5
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No conclusions, as such, Bve stated by the author
and especially the self direction
o"cept to say that the comprehension and exccutlor/ of the
children were a revelation to her.
RESEAnCK
Cole Lavn?©nco W.
Adding Upward arid Downward.
Journal of Educational Psychology 3; 83-94. February 1912.
Thirty persons selected at randen added tv/onty columns
of forty ntmboro each, lialf of them adding upward and half
adding downward.
The author finds tlmt the amount of error was less
for adding downward, and that downward addition was slo^ver.
No tables are shown.
Comment: The group participating was too small, groups v/ore
not equated and there was no control of factors.
Phelps, C. L.
A Study of Errors In Tests of Adding Ability.
Eleiriontary School Teacher 14: 20-39. September 1913
Twenty-five arrangeiaents of 45 addition combinations
v/erc given to 270 olghth-rrede children. These v/ero given
in the form of one-nlnute tests, five each day for five days
being admlnlatered.
Data are fully presented In five tables.
Tests results show tlAt 7+9, 5 + 8, G + 9, 3+9, 5+9,
8+9, 4 + 8, 7 + 8, 5 + 6, and 5 + 7 led to the greatest per cent
of error. Except for a few zero errors and e few erratic
type errors the number of errors and t3:ie number of children
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raalclni^ then increased with the increase in the oizo of the
ccdbination# A large percentage of children wade nistakos
on each of the larger ccdbinatians • 'Kie occurrence of type
errors is notod, l-h7 ' 9, 8+8- 18, 1 + 4=6 occurring
over 100 times* Ko correlation was found between speed and
accuracy*
Hahn, H. H. and Thomdiko, E. L*
Sooo Results of Practice in Addition Under . school Conditions*
Journal of Educational Psychology 5: 65-34 • F’ebruary 1914*
One hundred ninety two children In grades four, five,
six and seven wore given practice in adding colurans of 10
one-place nu>3bei»s* The ninety minutes of practice between
the 15 minute initial test and the 15 mlmite final test were
divided into periods of 5, 7j, 10, llv, 15, 20, and 22j
xoinutes for the different groups participating, 'ihe control
groups took tiie liiitlal and final tests* Tliore was no control
of hotae work*
Seven tables and 12 figures show tiie results of tlie
experiment*
T^se concliislono of the authors are (1) that pupils
will gain a minute in the aiiount dme correctly frora an
hour of distributed adding; (2) that pupils who had special
practice gained 80^^ In the number of examples correct;
(S) that short periods are not more favorable than longer
periods, the evidence not being secure but In favor of long-
er periods; (4) tlmt there v?a8 an enormous difference in
initial ability and amount of gain and (5) that the effect
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of practice ma to Increase rather than decrease Individual
difforeiicos •
ChapEmn, J. Croshy
A Study of Initial Spurt in the Case of Addition,
Journal of Educational Paycholofry 6 : 419-426 • Septeaiber 1915.
This ai»tlcl© describes an experiment which Involved
46 college oon who added ten <«io-placo niaiibors durii'sg 10
ten-ciinuto periods, these periods holiig on fivo days with
two hours between periods.
Greater efficiency was found to exist during the
earlier periods, as follows:
ninutes Score
0-2 100
2-4 92*5
4-6 39.4
6-8 83.0
0-10 07.1
Bradford, G. Q.
An ExpcrlLTont in Addiiig.
School nolenco*and yiathematics 16: ”'28-356. April 1916.
Tills article reports an experiment in vjhldi two sub-
jects practiced adding twenty coluxims of ten digits each over
a period of 159 days. Tliero wao variation In the practice,
sooo adding being vortical, soine horizontal and botli upward
and dowmv/ard addition being used.
The iirectlco curves took a typical form. There was
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marlced retardation in the horizontal form. One observer made
little gain In accvtracy because of lack of interest. Concen-
tration was difficult In case of fatigue, indisposition or
distraction. A table gives tlie time in minutes on each series
for each day for each observer.
CoEoenti Of interest psychologically but of no particular
value fr<»a the viewpoint of arithrietlc teaching.
Wilson, I^rle E.
Correlation Between the Oral and Written Work of Pupils
In the Pundanentals of Addition*
School and Society 5: 300. Tlarch 10, 1917.
B
Forty-two pupils in grade threo/^cre given 100 ex-
amples made up of 46 addition combinations. The oral test
was given Individiaally, tl^ lyritten test following tl^ next
,
day. The pupils were timed on their jTesponses.
The mean for tlie written work was 98 as was tlie median.
The mean for the oral work was 92 and the median was 96.
There was a fair degree of correlation. The author concludes
that children do bettor written work but It takes about 1/3
longer.
Heed, H. B.
P'atlgue and Work (kirve from a Ten-hour Day In Addition.
Journal of Educational Psychology 15; 309-392. Sopternbor 1924.
Eight subjects worked from 7.30 A.M. to 5.30 P.U.
with 35 minutes for lunch adding examples wltli five two-place
addends. Increase in right minus vTrong from tlie ten-nlnuto
period before rest to the ten-minute period after rest was
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Chosen as the fatigue niea8U3?ernent*
Tiie fatigue factor measured as above Is found to be
21.SJI* Ko evidence is found of initial spurt, end spurt
nor adaptation.
CoiamentJ Of interest psychologically but not froK arlthnotlc
vlcv7polnt •
Dallenger, H. L.
Overcoming Sa:ie Addition Difficulties.
Journal of Educational Research 15: 111-117. February 1926.
Clilldren in grades four, five and six were given a
series of elg^it tests in addition increasing in difficulty
from prirmry facts to coluians of nine addends each a tliree-
place number. FiH>m the test results classes were divided so
tiiat one section contained those children v/ho could add nine
figures as well as they could add four or five figures.
Children who had difficulty in holding their attention upon a
column of no3?e than five figures constituted the second section.
The first section was instructed to write tho sum of each col-
lanin at tho right until the column was checked and to write the
figure to be carriec. at the top of the next column. TJie second
section divided the columns, added each half, f inally adding
the two totals for a final result.
Since the purpose of this plan was ”to provide for
the needs of the individuals who had difficulties of a similar
clmractor”, the findings are not stated in toms of relative
offoctivenesB of the two methods but in gain in accuracy as
represented by tlie grade medians. Grade medians rose from
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the follov/lng por cents at the openin<;: of school: fotir B, 38;
four A, 47; five B, 62; five A, 46; six B, 38; six A, 50 to
100^ in tlie January test,
CoCTnont: The type of practice inaterial used goes beyond
social needs, This study shov;s tliat adapted teaching gives
results. If lOO/a is possible hero it is easily so on
examples United to social needs.
LIBRAHY SXnrJARIKS
^"aterson, C. E. and Unruh, H. B.
A Critical Study of }:rrors in Addition Combimtiona
.
Bulletin of Education. Bureau of School Service and Research
Vol. 2 f'S: 19-21. Februai»y 1929. University of l\ansa8^
liftwrcnco
,
Kansas
«
This article contains a review by V^atorson of a study
by Unruh.
Unruh’s study consisted of four separate testings of
161 children in addition combinations . Each test contained
110 examples with one- place addends and 56 examples with
two-place addends, 'raterson states Unruh ’s problems to be
"(1) '^at errors occur most frequently? (2) Krroirs are how
persistent? Within each grade? Within three grades? (3) Vhat
is the relation of errors to the amount of practice? (4) vhat
is tlic distribution of errors with respect to the mental ages
of the pupils?” Waterson finds that Unndi determined the
frequency of error but ignored questions two and tiireo.
Findings in tills study show that the per cent of soro errors
was greater in grade four than any other grade, 1 *^0 havln^^
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tlyd pGT oont of error* 1 f C end 5 f ? wore first and
eeeotifl in dlffloiilty In f^redoa five end «ii:* 1431 orrors
Wei’S mde by 161 pupils* 11 of tl'.© errorc were m&d© by
pupllc ttbovo Qj5 of the tot^l dlatrllAition^ 12 #57^^^ were between
Oft and Q,«; were between and Qgj and 45 #417'- wore bo-
lew Cj* profjram of teachlnf,, distil or testIn;; procodur©
Is propocod*
Board of Pduoatlon of the City of Pew York*
l^lucational ef^curo&jeuts for t>ie Class 'Pcaciiop*
Inventory of rrorc and bojjiccial i uggestlons - i'uMifcian
arid Subtraction. #11. Hovoiaber 1920.
'tliia bulletin containe a • auojiary of the aectioiis
portalTilm;; to additlen and subtrftction of ”Diarnoctlc and Pmmd
ial Work In Aritliaietlc FundarientaXs for JOnterriediat© inadee"
'^‘y fay ^jamr*
DISCUSSIONS
Bucklr^liain, B. k.
Addlnt* Up or l>owni A Dieousslon*
Jouxnial of Iducatlonal Honearoh 12: 251-^01. Kovoniber 1926.
The author reports tiio preference of 403 cu3r3::jcr school
students nost of when liad had teaching’ sr:poricncc, as to add-
ing: upK/ard or do^/nward. 303 proforrcKl addinj; U}A^ard and X90
profeiTod addlnfs downwai’d. 460 fouzul no difficulty in adding
upward and 449 found no difficulty in addliij: dowixwbi<d« 104
or 64 .T^ thought downrmrd adding' moi^ rousonable. hen asked
to read 6 76>:r rood down.
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The author’s conclusions aro (1) that the preference
for adding up Is not as strong as supposed, (2) tliat the
preference for upward addition is not Inoonpatlblc with
reversal on occasion.
Five reasons are given by tiie author for dovsnward
addition, viz*, (1) the oyo«?!iovoiaontB arc as In ordinary read-
ing, (2) the fifwes In the cxaiiJple are written down, (3) the
sun is arrived at at the place in which It is to be written,
(4) tho oye-movoiaents aro loss coaplex, and (5) this insthod
lends itself to analytical dovioes.
Douglass, A. H.
Pumbor Cociblnations as Gpeolflc Acts of Learning.
Primary Education-Popular Educator 44:852. Juno 1927.
Describes tlie teaching of 45 addition facts. Points
out the counting fault but gives It no emphasis *
CoEsnent: Hot especially helpful.
?!amial, R. T.
Adding Up or Down: Another Consideration.
Journal of Mucational Research 18:297-208* April 1928.
In a news item exception is taken to Ducldlnghaia’s ’
implication tliat we should teach cither upvyard or downward
addition. The author believes that both must be taurht for
checking purposes*. !Te says tliat '*tho significant task Is
that of finding s^pcclflc difficulties encountered in each -
an analytic study that will furnish a basis for an Improved
technique in teaching each".
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Kramer, Sister llary Imiaoulata
PomanencG of Improvetrienfc and tlie Dlstriljution of Ijeaniing
in Addition and Subtraction*
?h* D* Catholic University of America# Hashini^ton, D*C* 1931#
See cljapter on Drill.
suiaiAinr of chapteh five
Type of Autlior llaturo of study
Study And Date
Ijuraber of
Subjects
riajor Buckin^^hem Investigation of teaching addi-
Hesearch 2.H. tion and subtraction facts
192*i' togetlior and separately.
Seven school
centers -
number of
cliildren
not noted
Buckingham Upward and downward addition.
1927
Haclatchy Knowledge of ten addition
J# facta possessed by children
1930 entering first grade.
l^lllor Third grade addition on
P.M. mstery plan basis.
1930
£'>even school
centers - num-
ber children
not noted
2479
38
iiinor Cole, L.W. Upward and downvmrd addition. 50
'Research 1912
Phelps,C.L.Kiu»ors in Addition. 270
1913
:iahn,K.2i. Effect of practice in addition 192
and and len^^^th of practice periods,
jliorndlke
E.L. 1914
Chapman Initial spurt in practice 46
J.C. 1915 in addition.
Bradford Practice curves In addition. 2
0.0. 1916
"'llson Correlation between oral and 42
E.V. 1917 written work.
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Heed, H*B. Fatigue and work curve. 8
1924
Ballenger Drill in addition adapted
H.L. to children’s needs*
1926
Children In
grades four,
five and six.
T»lbrary aterson Hevlew hy ' -Waterson of
Sucaaarles C.E. and study by Unruh*
Unruh, H.B.
1929
161
Board of
Education
of City of
!Iew York
1929
SuEoary of sections pertain-
ing to addition and subtract-
ion from ’’Diagnostic and Hemed-
lal Work in Aritlimetlc I'toda-
iiientala for Intense(late Grades”
''^7 lazar.
Discuss- Buckingham Upward and dowriimrd addition 493
ions B.R. 1925
Douglass General discussion.
A .D . 1927
F'anual Unward and down\mrd addition.
H.T. 1928
Kraraor Permanence of improveraent
Sister . 'ary ar»3 distribution of learning
1931 in addition and subtraction*
COUCLUSIOUn
The problem receiving most consideration, tliat of
adding upward or downward, has not been solved in a convinc-
ing iTjanner to date* Colo, whoso study Involved few people
v/orlclng \andcr uncontrolled conditions, Ims contributed less
than Bucklnghimi, v/lioso early study based upon the opinions
of summer school students was followed by a COTitrollod study
in which he feels tlAt the exai'ilnatlon was not exacting
enough to discover tijo whole truth. Since in both of his *
articles Buoklnghan notes reasons for expecting downward
addition to be noi'e advantageous than upward addition, his
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own opinion on this point io clear* It soens to no that
manual has presented tiie case more sensibly in su^'.ceoting
that both ujpward and dovi-nv/ard addition inust be taught for
checking' purposes and tliat tli© important factor Is an linproved
technique in teaching each.
^ckin^^;han appreciates the llraitations of his study
relating to the teaching of addition and subtractimi facts
togetiler or separately. Perhaps since both sets of facts
rnust bo taug!\t it rmkes little difference whether tliey are
taught together or separately but it would be interesting to
conduct a study in wiiich all of tlie facts were taught and In
which testing for retention v/as done, thus eliriinating tlie
weaknesses of nuckinghnm*8 study.
Ihe testing, done by ’'Iss :!aclatchy, to dotomin©
kno\/ledgo of addition facts possessed by children entering
,:;’radc one is suggestive of further inventory testing* Fould
it be possible to test gradually the 100 prlmry facts
instead of limiting the number of facts tested?
The studies relating to the actual teaching of addl-
ion include Tilss !’iller*s detailed report of the use of the
''ilson Drill f^ervlce and Bnllenger*s remedial work on column
addition. Counting Instead of adding Is recojnalcod as a diff-
Iculty in addition and is discussed with teachers in University
classes but is mcntioiiGd but little in publlsliod materials.
ould not discussion of the best known ways of preventing
counting aid at present? Is there not a place for a study
comparing the results from activities used to give !:»aning
and Q drill service used to give nastery with the objective
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presentation of number facts sugr^ested in text-books and
still coraaonly used by teachers?
Ulrror studies in addition are closely related to
Dtndios of the relative difficulty of number facts. Tlie
stiidieo mad© by Fhelps and by Unruli my bo comiiered with
the studies in Chapter Four.
For remdial work in addition the suinmairy by the
Board of Education of ij©w York City of the study by lasar
is most helpful.
The co!25)arl8on by Earle E* Wilson of oral and written
work in addition suggests the possibility of determining tlve
social situations in which computation without paper and
pencil Is necessary or desirable. ^ basis of this
kaov?lodgo oxpcriiaBnvS would dotoniln© further coraparisons
and desirable tochnlquos in oral and written work.
Addit5.0Ei has boon a fei’tile field for psychological
exiDcrimontation. Tlje studies of Ilahn and Thor^ilc©,
Cijapemn, Bradford, and Heed are of tliis nature. 'The coLjpu-
tation used is beyond social usage and is only incidental
to tile use which made of it.
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Chapter Six
SUBTRAGTIOT^
POmr'OHD
Unlfo3?r±lt7 in the nmnes of subtraction rnothodo Is so
lacIdLnc *^3 necessitate sone attempt at standardizing tern-
Inology* Alie simplest and most descriptive naneo are found
in “Teaeiilng Arltimetic in tl:ie Intcrrnedlate Grades” by
n*L*:!orton. Using the exarnple 9123 the four methods are
4714
illustrated as follo?7s:
Tolce-av/ay-borrowlng •
Think 4 from 13, 1 froo 1, 7 fron 11, 4 from 0.
Other names for this method are decomposition
end first Italian.
Take-^way-carrying #
Thlnlc 4 from 13, 2 from 2, 7 from 11, 5 from 9.
Other names for tills method arc equal addltlais
' and second Italian*
Addition-borrowing •
Thinlt 4 and 9 arc 13, 1 and 0 are 1, 7 ai^ 4
aro 11, 4 and 4 arc 8*
Addition-carrying
•
Thlric 4 and 9 arc 13, 2 and 0 are 2, 7 and 4
arc 11, 5 and 4 are 9*
Although both 3 and 4 aro called Austrian, 4 is
more frequently called by thljQ name.
FolToivln each article a statement will toll the
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use of nanos by the autliop of tlio article*
T.mjOR HET-E/.RCH
Taylop, Joseph r>*
'-ubti^ctlon by tlie Addition Process.
Flomntary School Jo^-rnal 20:203^2(^7* !"ovenbor 1919*
Four questions raised as to subtrtiction aro: That is
the effect of additive subtraction? Is it better? hy? Do
children after six years use this laothod? The fourth quest-
ion is anav/ered by on investigation of the subtraction ciethiOd
in use by 11,568 children in evador four, five, and six in
Few Yorir, aftor the additive netliod had been official in tliat
city for six years*
21*85j of ttie children were found to bo usln^ the first
Italian, 40.6> tlie second Italian, and 37 .6;' tlie Austrian rieth-
od. The proportion of children ustnfi the official inethod de-
clined freo 52.T;« in the fourth grade to 21.2, > in the sixth
grade.
The author asks why tho additive iriothod should bo used
and refutes the stock argument tliat only one sot of primary
facts is necessary. Tie accounts for the use by the children
of methods otlior tlian tlie official tlirough the fnlluro of
principals and teachers to teach tliat method. This in turn
is due to the difficulty of constructing problems asid of
rationalizing tViio process.
Cornont: First and second Italian methods are take-av;ay-
borrowing and take-away-carrying luspoctively* Austrian is
in tills case addition-carrying.
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Ducklnghan, J3. R.
ToacMnc Addition and Subtractloai Pacts Tocctlior or 3©pai>iitely*
i ducatlonal Research bulletin (CSilo State I7nlvei?slty) 6:228-229
& 240-242. Irkiy 25, 1927.
So© Chapter Five on Addition.
Buekln(^iham, B. H.
?h© Additive Versus t!i© i^lre-away Method of Teaolilng tli©
Guhtractlc»i Facts.
Pducatlonal Recoarch Dalletin (OIilo State University)
6:265-269. Geptenber 28, 1927.
llils oxperinont involved 110 pairs of children f:rouped
as to scores on the Pressoy Priraary Classification Tost.
Controlled factors were course of study, anount of time,
absence of hCfoo work, and sane final test.
Table 1 shonr/s jmired results at Center I and Table 2
shows results in all centers. TSa© talce-away craap had 13*5
more combinations correct on tlie final tost v/lth a probable
error of .64. In all but (»ie of the seven centers tlie take-
away was favored by 7.2 to 13.5.
author reco^piises tlmt this study deals only
v;lth Innodlato recall and tells notliing of tlie efficiency
of either nethod in regard to retention or when the facts
occur in e.mnplcs.
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Osbum, V^, J.
Host Shall V'e Subtract?
Journal of Educational Research 16:257-246. '’ovoribor 1927.
This artlclo contains discussion, report of roooaxHSh,
and surisaarloD of studies.
The discussion concerns on analysis of oethods.
Twelve laethods aro obtained by classifying the additive, take-
away, and conpler^icntary as to whether borrowing or carryiHc
occurs and farther classifying bo wtiether tiio subtraction
is upimrd or downward.
The investicationo of Ballard, HcClelland, Winch,
t!ead and Sears, Taylor, Beatty, and Stone aro suinoarizcd.
The research reported by this author involved 1414
pupils in £p?ados four, five, aM six, to whoo a test v/as
f!:ivon, tl:« laoth.oda woi*e explained, and the question v/as
asked as to the nethod used.
Two tables show tlie tost results.
The additive decomposition produced the v/orst results,
the mean nimbcr of errors being 2.8. Tlie take-away docoopos-
itlon was almost as bad. The equal-additicms methods resulted
in fewer errors, tlie least number boin{^ a noan of 1.6 in the
talco-away equal-additions. Inferior pupils did moro poorly
\7ith the borrawin/' laothods tlma they did with the carrying
mothods. The author feels certain of the superiority of
equal-additions over decooposltlon and has but little doubt
of tlie superiority of taI:o-away over additive methods.
Comnent: In this article take-away-doconposltion and taiX-
avTay-cqual additions aro take-avmy-borrowing and talce-a;vay-
carryinf’ respectively. Additlvo-doconposltlon and additive
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equal additions are addition-borrowing and addition-carrying
respectively*
Comnient: The differences found are small* Perfect scores are
not obtained by any method and perfect scores only are acceptable*
iHvlsion of Tests and I'easurements, St. Louis Public Schools.
Methods of Subtraction.
Public School Messenger 26! 28-32* September 1, 1928*
This Investigation, concerning the subtraction method
prescribed in the larger cities of the United States, finds that
no method is prescribed in Boston, Buffalo, Chicago, Cincinnati,
Jersey City, Los Angeles, and Kewark* The borrowing method is
prescribed in Detroit, ?!inneapolls, Philadelphia, Pittsburg,
Rochester, and V/ashington. The additive or Austrian method is
prescribed in Baltimore, Indianapolis, Mllvmukee, New ^ork and
Seattle. A second investigation, to determine the methods being
used in St* Louis, involved 1065 cliildren chosen at random from
the nintli grade and the upper quarter of the eighth grade* A
three minute test was given and the method analyzed on the
basis of questions*
One table shows the median attempted, the median
correct, the per cent correct, and the correlation between
the number attempted and the number correct*
Mixed methods were used by 29 with as good results,
the Austrian method was used by 60, the take-away-equal
additions by 320, and the borrowing by 616*
The author finds that those who used the take-away-
equal additions method attempted more and solved more correctly
and that there was a higher correlation between speed and
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accuracy. The author foelc that tlicre Is no need for docon-
poaltlon on the basis of rationalizing: with bundles of
splints. He saya that it is a natter of doubt wiiich oethod
should be prescribed if any.
Cocments In this article borrowing and tahe-away-oqual addi-
tions are respectively tal2e-av/ay-borroi?ing and talco-mTay-
carrying. Additive or Austrian is the addition-carrying
niethod
.
MUIOR RESEiVRCK
^lead. Gyrus end Sears, Isabel
Additive Subtraction end !ultiplicatlve Division Tested.
Journal of rducatlonal Psychology 7:261-270. hay 1916.
The problen in this study was what children do with
additive subtraction and rsultlplicative division when tested
over a period of tlnD. Two second grades were used for sub-
traction and two tlilrd grades for divlsltm. Grouping for tl^e
experinent was on tli© basis of Oeman or English being stud-
ied. A pre-test of the 45 addition cooblimtions was given
by one teacher. Tests wore given in ^iarch, April, liay, and
June.
The take-away class was 4.5 points above t’no additive
in ability in separate combinations and .7 above in longer
exonples. The papers of the additive class showed confusion,
the tendency being to add instead of subtracting. In division
the multiplicative class scored 4.3 above the *’lnto” class In
combinations. The "into” class scored .7 above the nultlpll-
cntlve class In longer examples • Tinal tests show little
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relation Irv’^rfceen ability in separate tables and ability to
work examples*
Ccjaaent: Inconclusive, all told. Drill begun too early
rmy account for results. Althou^ oxanpleo are ocntloned no
illustrations show whether borrowing or carrying takes place.
• eatty, Vuillard W.
Tlie Additive Versus the Borrowing lletliod of Subtraction.
Elementary School Journal 2l!l90-2CK). Kovember 1920.
Following tlic investigation of Taylor, whose work is
suniaarlsod and criticiaed in this article, the author tested
83 children udio had been taught the additive method in the
training school of the Ban I^’rancisco Honml School.
Fe finds tliat 51. of the sub^lects tested in from
four to five years had abandoned the additive and adopted the
borrowing method. 7©;i of the children tested in the Ban Fran-
cisco schools used the borrowing method. Those using the
additive inethod v/cre more accurate but olotver.
The author feels that the prescription of on© method
is not Justified by tlie evidence* He raises this question:
If the borrowers v/eix> more rapid witli an adopted method wliat
could tliey have done If taught that method?
Coraaent! The same tliroe types of subtraction arc used liere
as In the study by Taylor. Doi’rowlng is probably take-away-
borrowing and additive Is addition cai*rylng.
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Johnson, J. T*
The UevltB of Different liethods of Subtraction.
Journal of Educational Research 10:279-290. liovember 1924.
A test containing sovonteon exarr^jles froci the Courtis
practice pads ;f3S was given to 277 students In Chicago Korml
College
.
Pour metliods were found In use; decauposition being used by
220, equal addltlcms by 23, addition-borrowing by 8, and addi-
tion-carrying by 13. Tho author concludes tlmt the decompos-
ition nothod Is not the best. He finds reason for thinking
tliat a EiDthod which inci*easo8 the subtraherid is better than
a borrowing method. I’e suggests further InveBtigation to see
which variation of tlrie carrying method is preferable.
These findings are challenged by r<uch, itnight, and
Dates in the Journal of I^ucatlonol Roseiiroh llsl54-165,
February 1925, on the basis of meagre sampling, essariples too
easy, error In computation, and selective tendencies of those
using tho minority method. This in turn Is ans' erod by
Johnson in tl^e Journal of Mucational Research 12:00-83, June
1925, and followed on pages 83-05 by a rejoinder by Ruch,
-Knight, and Intes, still maintaining oeagre saispllng and
inadequate oomimtatlon as defects in the study.
Tills article also caitalna sutinaries of the work of
Winch, ead and Sears, Taylor, :eatty, Ballard and •'cClelland.
Comenti Johnson finds both addition-carrying and addition-
borrowing called Austrian. Vo quotes an unnamed author
whose classification is as given at the beglnnlr-g of this
chapter and then uses nujnbors I, II, III, end IV respectively.
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Johnson, J. T.
Efficiency of Doconipoaltion Cornpared ¥lth Hiat of Equal Addi-
tions G8 a Teclinlque In rubtraction of Vfhole liusbcrs.
KatJ'ieiaatlcs Teacher 24:5-13# Janna?^ 1931.
Assmdni': tlmt there is no issue as to additive or
subtractive methods of subtraction, since students use both
in til© same oxariple (subtractive for easy and additive for
harder), the problem tmo whether to increase the subtrahend
or decrease the minuend.
Pour groups of University graduates and former toacliero
numbering 89, six groups of normal College students totaling
140, and tvrelve groups of pupils in grades five, six, seven,
and eight totaling 404,participated In tills experiment . In
all, 1586 tests were given to 603 subjects of who© 355 used
the eqiial additions method and 338 the borro«rln,r method*
The test contained tlie 100 primary facto and thirty examples* •
Pour tables show the results in acc'jiracy and in time
required. Subtractln^r the per cent of accuracy in the examples
from the per cent of accuracy in the facts resulted in a loss
due
in accuawicj/to technique, of 13 *13^' in boiwwlng and 9*78,-
in cax*rylng* The difference therefor in favor of carrying
was 3.55^^. Tlie dlffej?once in time v/as fifty-six seconds.
T!ie auf or concludes tliat the carrying method Is
S*3^i more accurate and 14 .3> faster but reco nlses the need
for experiments on a larger scale.
Kramer, »** later Tary Iramculata
Porrmnence of Inprovonent and the Distribution of learning
ir /addition and Subtraction.
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Doctor *s Dissertation, Catholic University of /inerica,
7 ashiniTton, D.C. 1951.
ooe Chaijter Fifteen on Drill.
^
LIBHAHY rm^RIKT
Ruch, 9.K. and ?lead, Cyrus D.
A Review of l^acperlr^nts on CuUtraction.
l*wenty-nlnth Yearbook of the Katlcnal Society for the Study
of rducation i 671-678, 1950.
The principal ncthods are su2“mrlsed to include
(1) the cortplenentary rsethod, (2) the borrow arai repay inethod,
(5) the take-away ciethod, and (4) tlie additive iriethod.
The experinental studios i»ide In Inglar^, viz. those
of Bollard, DeClellarsd, and Winch arc surrmrized as \y©ll as
experliaents ciadc liere by read and Sears, Taylor, Jolmson,
r^ckinG^^iai^# Beatty, and Osbum.
Right results are given in tc 2^ of the studies
under consideration:
1. The results in the Winch, BIcClelland, Head and Dears, and
Johnson studies are unco!?tain because of the emll number of
casos
•
2. The 32nglish studies and that by Osbum find the equal-add-
itions superior to tiie decompoaltion. Fngland has not raised
the question of the additive versu.s t5ie subti^ctlve methods.
3. In the Read and Sears investIgation, which is the first
evidence on additive versus subtractive, equality Is the
only oonclusian.
4. An Interesting result in tlie T'ead and Sears study Is tlio
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negative tv&nafev and the tendency to add*
5. In the Taylor InveBtl^satlon 95^5 of the pupils abaridonod th^
additive nethod by sixth Beatty confirms this finding*
6. The results found by Taylor and by Doatty tend to support
tlie contontlon of Ibieh, lM.(Tht, and Ijutes tliat the method used
by Jolmom was vitiated by selection, tliat tlie poorer students
rai^t change and tlie additive method be superior.
7. l^cklni^hatn’s material Is '.worthy of consideration. Cf seven
comparisons six favor the take-away over the additive.
8. Osbum differentiates between two types of ta]:o-a\my
methods and finds the decomposition superior to the additive
and the equal-additions inferior to the additive.
Two final conclusions, in general, are that to settle
the question as to superiority of mct^iods iavectlGation should
follow til© pupils year by year through the eleriontary scjiool,
hii;^ school, and In higher raethenatlcs, and tliat the differences
must be scmll or they would have been discovered before. I/h©
authors also suggest tliat tlio Inves^tlgation should Include
subtraction of fractions, nixed numbers, and compound numbers
since total superiority and not superiority In one phase
needs to be luiown.
hoard of Fducatlon of the City of Kew York
Educational : 4>asu3?enionto for the Class Toaclier. Inventory
of Virrors and Remedial Tuggestlons - Addition and i-ubtraction.
noo Chapter Five for Addition.
Irmlna, Sister !2.
The B^latlvc herlts of tho cthods of Subtraction.
(
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Catholic Univopsity of Asjerlca, Mucational -lesoarch IHilletln
vbl. S #9* 1928. Gatliollc Education Ppodo. t5’ashin^ton, D.C.
Four subtraction Tjjeanlncs or ideas aro listed. De-
scripticans are given of the subtractive, auditive, and coo-
plonentary laetliods analyzed by Osbum.
studies by riead and Soars, Ouckinghan, Knight, Huch
and liutes. Stone, I?allai»d, McClelland, Winch, Taylor, Beatty,
Johnson, and Osbum are sunnarlzed.
A bibliography of 32 articles is listed.
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Gibson, Charles S.
Sods T!ethods In Subtraction#
Fathenatics Teacher 17:486-^94. December 1924.
This article discusses three typos of subtraction
probleras or meanings. Five methods are discussed v/itli argu»
ments for each. The methods are; addition carrying, addition
borrowing, decc^oaition, equal additions, and the caTiplo-
nentary method#
Ruch, G. M# and TCnlght, F. B. and Lutes, 0. S#
On the Helatlvo Merits of Subtraction Methods - Another View.
Journal of Educational Hesoarch 11:134-165. February 1925.
In this nows item the authors question tho findings
of JoliT-son, offering tliese criticisms: (1) Of tlie five dis-
tributions only one ttss based upon enough samplings to warrant
conclusions; (2) The sot of examples was too easy having 35%
of tho scores perfect; (3) The differences aro lessoned by
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corroctlnr, tho calculation error ; (4) Blnce QO/) learned tli©
decomposition method the four a!3all groups bad undergone
selective tendencies* They also state that t!ie only conclusicai
that can be drawn is tlmt statistically nc genuine differences
were four^*
Knight, F. B* ’^oh, G* ?2* and Tutec, 0. S.
Hov7 Bhall Subtraction be Taught?
Journal of Kducatlonal ResenjTCh 11:157-168. ’'arch 1925.
Thirteen criteria are offered for the selection of
a subtraction raetliod. A refers to subtractive methods, B to
additive, C refers to additlcai-borrcx7lng, D to Austrian or
addition-carrying. The problems are superiority of A or B
and superiority of C or D.
1. ^"hlch offers the most helpful transfer? a and C are equal
to if not s^uperlor to B and B. B saves Subtraction facts
but loses the subtrr-ctlon idea.
2. 'hlch avoids negative transfer and Interference? rinds A
bettor because of these difflcr.ltles with th-c additive;
9
(a) There is confusion with change mklng; (b) In 7 thlnlclng
9 last E»y lead to writing 9j (c) The association with oddl-
9
tlon rnay In 7 lead to the answer IG Instead of 2; (d) In
examples like l£ whore tho difference In tlio fractions is
zero there nay be difficulty since zero never occurs in tl^
additive Taothod; (e) In tho additive method 1 Is added which
may lead to tho habit of always carrying 1.
5. hich uses the simplest process? Type B is slnploot with
the first advantage lessening and dloappearing as more
conplicated numbers appear.
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4« 'hlch carries contributions to the other aspects of th.e
total subject? C does better tlmn D because (a) It rml^es
52
use of nunber relations, G*n. ^ the 62 bccaios 40 and 12
the form clmnglrifj* without a chan£;e in valuo; (b) In sub-
traction of nixed numbers C involves 4^ = 5 5/4 wMch Is
closely allied to reducing fractions in an8\/ers and cliancing
ilxod numbers to Improper fractions in imiltipllcatlon and
division*
5* ^liich calls for nastcry of tlie fev;cst facts? 'I^/pes A and
C at least oven with B and D*
6* hich can be carried furthest with reasonable ease'; ’Pli©
Austx^an c©ts more difficult the farther it frees* It is
justified if Austrian division Ir used but it isn»t*
7-^hhlch can be adequately raticmallsod? Ihe children can
sec A*
8* Vlilch provides tli© most effective drill? It isn*t known
whether effective drill for Imrd spots In each typo is
possible or not*
9. 'Tilch contributes bent to thinliinc in problem s“olvlnr>^
Type A in the subtractive or reminder type of problem, tlie
additive In the additive type of problora*
3,0* ’ hich lias a better clieck? Addition and Austrian no
check* Tliinirs adding should be roverood as a check*
11* Vdilch is best illustrated by object teaching? Saix) as
seven*
12* hlch is most natural? Any habit scons moot natural.
15* >hl<^ is defei'jdod by oxperinontal evidence? Tlio boot
research is by head and i ears vrtiich favors A and C *
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Gunaaary. Prefers A and C, but recognises that any decision
is based on tlieory.
Jolmson^ J* T«
Still on the 'Relative ’erits of Subtraction 'lethods.
JoumAl of iMucatlonal Tosearch 12j80-85, June 1995.
This Is an ansr/or to tlio Ruoh, Knlglit, Lutes article
of February 1925. In it the author points out nlsinterpre-
tations inade by tiiooo crltlclElnc* him. He also argues for
tizz)e as a variable.
nuch, 0. ES.y i^nlght, F. B., and Lutes, 0. S.
A Rejoinder to Professor JOf'!nBon*s Criticisms.
Journal of inducetional Roseaj*ch 12 i85-85. June 1925.
Hie authors still mintaln tlmt only one of the dis-
tributions reported in Johnson *o investigation wns large
enough for a sanpllng and t':at the calculation was inadequate.
Stone, J. C.
How e Subtract.
Henj. Sanborn, Boston. 192G.
In tlie first cliaptor of ^">18 nonograph tlie author
discusses tlireo raetliodo of subtraction, vis. equal additions,
decomposition, and additive, their meanings and uses.
lArly methods of subtracting by use of the abacus
and of tho scratch method are diooussed. The typos of sub-
traction present in early ''.nglish and ijaerican texts are
mentioned.
‘lie studios by i^llard, iTcClolland, ’inch, bad and
r^ mm.
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oears, Crecne, and Johnson ai*o simEiarlsed •
The last chapter is dovotocl to suGS^stlons for teaching
tJie additive inethod, advantages of wlilch vmre sot forth in
previous clmptcrs.
Colwell, Lewis W.
Teaching Subtraction by !5ulldtng.
Anerican Childhood 13!24-2G. 1927.
Tills article lists twelve probleris of the additive
typo to show that subtraction does not alvmyo occur in situ-
ations donandinr lessening#
Argunents, presented for tli© additive Eiethod, Include
the loss of tine in learning the primary subtraction facts#
Upper decade drill in subtraction Is given with tlie
facts not United to the 75 needed In sliort division although
division is mentioned#
Uyera, G. W.
The hinus Sign in Vei*tlcal Subtraction in Arltlinetlc#
School Science and T ath.eaatiC8 S8;627-C3S* Jurie 1928#
T^ils article contains arguments for not discontinuing
the use of the minus sign In vertical subtractlcMi: (1) Almost
all teachers and texts have long been using the sign in this
way; (2) It Is custoemry to employ the other synbols f- , x,
and-r; .(o) The corq?lote recasting of old arlthcietlcal points
of view is the iritrlnsic duty of algebra after subtraction
has been absorbed into tlie enlarged concept of addition in
algebra; (4) So one objects to its use in 3C4-102#
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Sylvester, Farold I>.
A Diagnostic Tost in Subtraction.
Norrml Instructor and t’rlniary Plans 38 ii4:54 h 100. February 1029.
A twenty stop o^ubtractlon test Is given v/lilch can
be used with any nethod.
Myers, 9. C.
i'ard Bubtractlon.
Primary Mucation - Popular liducator 46:544. “ arch 1029.
General suggestions for renodial work in subtraction
are given In this article.
SUT^RY OF CIIAPTEH SIX
Type of Autlior Nature of Study
Study and Date
Iltober of
Subjects
Major Taylor, J.S. Subtraction r®thod used by 11,368
Research 1919 children after tlio addition
carrylnr; had been official
for six years*
Duckingham
D'.R.
1027
Conparatlve efficiency of add- 110
itlvo versus ta; re-away !!K>thod pairs
of toech.lng the subtraction
facts *
Osbum, W.J* Analysis of laethods, summary 1414
1927 of inportasit studios and report
of methods used by children in
grades four, five, and six.
St* Louis
Public
Schools
1028
Methods of subtraction prescrlb- 10G5
od by largo cities, ’ethods used
by children in grades eliht and
nine in St. Louis.
lilnor Mead, C.D. Use of additive subtraction 2
Itosearc h and Soaire,!. and nultiplicativc division.
1916
second
; radoo
Fkjatty,"’.’ . Subtraction methods used by 83
1920 children who wore taught the
addltiai carrying inothod.
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Library
Suiaaarles
Liacuss-
lon
Johnson,
J.T,
1924
JO?;mson,
J.T.
1931
RuchjG.H.
and
:!oad,C,D.
1950
Board Kd
ucation of
City of Kev7
Yorlc
1929
Irnlna
Sister Urn
1928
Gibson,
C.S*
1924
!bich,G •
Kniclit,F*B.
ar«i Lutes,
0
1925
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Subtraction E«3thods used by 477
otudonta in Chicago Ijoinml
College
.
Study to deteroin© whether to 695
increase t!'e subtrahend or de-
crease the minuend in subtraction.
Stinciai^f of studios made by Ballard,
53cGlelland, Winch, *''ead and Sears,
Taylor, Jobjison, iniclcingham,
Beatty, and Osbura.
Sucinsry of sectic^s pertaining to
addition and subtraction from
"Diagnostic and oriedial V^^^ork In
Aritlrnetic rtindanentals for
Intcrriiodiato Grades** by ^!ay Lazar.
Doscription of four subtraction
methods analysed by Osbum. Sunoorles
of studies by £'ead and Boars, Tuck-
ln(^iam, Knight Ikich and Dates, Stone,
Ballard, i.!cGl©lland, inch, Taylor,
i3oatty, Johnson, and Osbum.
Discussion of tliroe typos of sub-
traction problems or situations.
Five subtraction netliods and
arguments for each.
Criticisms of Jolinson^s findings
in his 1924 article.
Thirteen criteria for selection
of a subtraction method.
iin answer to tlie ^cb, 'Cnlght, ilutes
article of Pebruarjz 1925.
An answer to the Jo^maon article
in tlic sane issue.
Dlncusoion of present and early
subtraction rnothoda. ru^inarioG of
studios by Ballard, ' cClelland,
'"inch, ood and f'earo, Greene, ar\d
Johnson. ‘'uggootlonD for teaclilng
the additive method.
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Colwell#
L.W.
19S7
Discussion of the additive type
of problem, arguments for th.e
additive method, and suggestions
for upper decade dr5.ll in
subtractlOTi*
?fyers,0.”?.
1028
Arguments for not discontinuing
the use of tho minus sign in
vertical subtraction.
Sylvester,
H.D.
1929
A twenty step subtraction
test.
Myers,o.C.
1929
General suggestions for
rcjTKjdial work In subtraction.
CONCLUSIOnS
Tho problem of the selection of a subtraction method
received most consideration, forralnc the subject matter of
ten studios. Taylor and beatty found wliat method was used by
children in Few Yor^c and r>an I'^rancisco respectively after
several years in w!ilch the addltlon-eai»ryinc notliod was off3^
cial . The addition method had been abandcMied for borrowing
rrethods by over GOJj of the children tested.
The studies by Osbuim and Johnson and tlmt made In
St. T^ouls attempt to discover tlie efficiency as well as th.e
rmture of the methods In use. '^rho studies by Jolinson agree
with 0sbu3?n*s study as to the offlclency of equal additions
or carrying methods In ccjnperlson with tlie boin?owlng methods
but the autlior fools that more work is necessary to doter-mlne
which carrying method Is preferable. Tho study In St. Louis
finds the takc-away-corrylng most efficient
.
i'lirther work on this pfiasc of subtraction Includes
discussions by Knight, ?uch, and jutos based on thirteen
criteria for the selection of a subtraction method and by
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Stone on the advantage of the additive method, oia^aarles hy
5toch and *!ead and by Sister Iraina of the exporlinonts relat-
ing to subtraction mothods*
Closely related to the above problem Is the desirable
I
method for teachjLng tlie primary facts. The studios botii by
Ilead and Sears and by Buckingham shew the tako-avmy form to
be in favor tut neither study is conclusive. In spite of
the continued attack on tills problem for more tlian a decade
there is still more opinion and theoretical analysis tiion
convincing scientific evidence. If in the first place a
uniform nrimlior of metliods were chosen for oxporlnentation,
four probably (altliough the complementary method may not be
y
receiving as much attention as it should), and if unifom
names wore agreed upon, experiments then carried on should
study not only toiedlato results with small groups but re-
sults of controlled teaching witli large groups, those groups
bslng tosted at intervals at least throui^h the grades and
junior hi^ school. Possibly since experimentation over
yeare has not shown conclusive superiority of ono method
over another there is no great difference. In w!?JLch case
determination and adoption of the most used method nlglit
take place.
Othjor articles on subtraction are general, adding
little or nothing to tlie information of tlio teacher.
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cimpter r>even
imTIPI.ICATIOlI
MJOR HESEARCH
Clemns, Paul B. and Tieubauer, Paul P«
A Supervision Project in !/ultlpllcatlon.
Journal of Mucational T^esearch 1Q:3&7'»396^ Doceribor 1928.
The purpose of this inveatication was to study the
errors and to provide rer!ediel neasures in inultiplication.
The subjects were 2000 children in grades four B to
el£^t A.
An analysis of the types of exu!Tiple8, which could he
nade using one-placo jnultlpllers and two and three-place mlti-
pliconds witii all carrying and zero difficulties, resulted in
42 types of situations. Test cards were constructed v/hich
contained examples of those 42 types. cards or one
hundred twonty-slx exaraples comprised a tost. Four tests were
given at intervals of increasing length, the results of which
were tabulated.
Ill© autliors 'findings are as follows:
1. Speciflo drill during the special lieIp period for two weeks
reduced the per cent of error from 7.6 to 0.8.
2. There wore several zero difficulties. Zero in tlie units
place gave greater difficulty than zero in the tens place.
3. Certain errors, such as zero In tiie units place, persisted
In spite of the specific drill given.
4. The greatest error In carrying was road© wiion tlie sun of tlio
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carried fl(;^re aiid tli© product wao in the decade above the
B81
product, for exaiople 7
TEW
6» l^sampleo Involving carryinc were not of equal difficulty#
Carrying 1 twice caused of the errors vjhilc carrying
8 twice caused 1G*58;^#
6* !>rlll upon s Specific v/eal:rs©ss proved better tlian indis-
crinlnat© drill*
\
7* Indiocrlinlnatc drill was wasteful because tlie pupils used
skills in which they wore proficient instead of needed skills#
8# The dla{*nostic cards shocked tl.e wea'riess and tlie drill ^
cards provided tli© drill#
9# Forgetting played an Inportant pert.
10. The causes of failure In nultipllcatlon were; (1) irrors
in upper decade addition facts, { 2 ) Carelessness, (3) Eiroro
in mltiplication conblnatlons, (4) tolas ion of tlxe carrying
figure, <5) Confusion of nunbei^s, (6) Trajisposition of fig-
ares in tlie product, (7) Adding instead of mltiplylng,
(8) A dis2?e0nrd of zero wlien in tlie tens place#
Horen, 0. M# and Knight, P. B#
The Tioaming of the One ' undred "'Ultlpllcation Cor.ibinatlons#
Report of r.oclety*D CoEmlttee on Arithmetic# 'i'wonty-ninth
Yearbook of the ’’ational i*ocloty for the Study of Education.
1930#
Soo Chapter Pour on ^dative difficulty of I'umbor Facts.
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IWlOR
Thomdllie, Mward L*
The Effect of Continuous Exercise and of lest Upon Difficult
'lental Llultlplication.
Journal of Bducatloml Psychology 5:597-599*' i>ecember 1914*
72 under^/raduates rmltlplied nontally tv7o throe-plac©
ntcabers, working from 100 to 140 minutes v/itli a rest of 50
minutes and with a night’s rest* T!’ie thirty minute rest per-
iod Increased the product per unit of tlr® ^^y 5^5, tlie night’s
rest Increased tlic product 7;j more, the accuracy being the
same*
Tills is primarily a fatigue study witli no great value
for arithmetic*
Painter, W* S.
Efficiency in V.ontal r!ultipllcation Under Extrerso Fatigue*
Journal of Fducatlonul Psychology 7:25-50* Janua3?y 1916.
Tlie ftutnop woi^ixsd from 11*00 P.JC* to 3*07 A*i:.
recording Ills reactiono fran hour to hour* he found on abrupt
end to his ability to work, not a gradual loss of ability wltli
continued ability to do less difficult conputatlona*
This study has value as study of mental fatigue but
not from viewpoint of orltlimetlc, since mental tmltlplica-
tlon of a four-place number by a four-place number is useless*
Fowllcos, Jdlin Ouy
A Ueport of a Controlled Study of tiie learning of ' ultl-
pllcatlon by Third Grade Cl^lldron*
Journal of Educational 'ooearch 15:181-109* 'arch 1927*
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The problem In this study was (1) to teach the 100
multiplication facts by the uso of a text with the teacher
doing ao little tailring as possible; (2) to use printed
directions end devices for remedial work Instead of oral
Instruction; and (3) to ascertain tlie relative difficulty of
the primary facts doveloxjod by pupils Individually when the
frequency of drill on the facto Is tJio soiie.
Thlrty-ono children In tlie first half of t!ie third
grade continued tlie oxxjerlment over twenty days using the
Fowlkos-Goff Book I Parti. Of tl^ 55 minutes dally devoted
to this worlr, 20 minutes wore used for developing ten new
facts by tiie mimeographed text; 10-15 minutes v/ore used for
ten repetitions of each fact developed; ar^ 5-10 minutes were
ufl^ed for problem work. On the eleventh day the 100 facts
were given, the remaining tliae being devoted to problems.
Prem tlie twelltli day througli t!ie twortieth day the children
worked for ten minutes with the facts Which tlrey had failed
on tlie previous day, using t?ie remaining tlmo for problems.
A table of relative difficulty Is given but tliere
are no siiggestlons as to tljo factors considered.
The author concludes tlmt there are grave doubts as
to tlie difficulty of zero facts. Me finds text-book matorlal
orgonlzod In sufficient detail is moi’o effective tlian tiro
usual oral presentation uccomrxmled by Inadequate text mater-
ial. uess difference than expected was found In tiro difficulty
$
of tlie facts. Tlio autlior sooo the need for more pages In texts,
for drill iiiaterlal based on tlie method of teaching Instead of
tlie frequency of errors, and for controlled studies of tlie
basic facts.
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SUrUTARY
Board of Education of the City of I'ew York#
rdueatlcnal FIcasuz*e!!Jonts for the Class Teacher ^12, January 1950.
Inventory of Krrors and Henedlal Suggestions - ’ ultlpllcation
and Division.
nils “bulletin Is a surmary of the sections pertaining
to njultipllcatlon and division of "Diagnostic and Roincdial
Work in Arithmetic I'undamentals for Inter ©dlate Grades”
by rjiy lazar.
DISCUSS lOlT
Jones, I^ilton Ira and Jones, Blanche P.
A Little Understood Principle in r!ultiplication.
School Science and l atJ^einatlcs 25:5G»4S. January 1925.
*ihls article describes Phillip's system of nultipli-
2
cation based on the graphic jicthod for (afb) .
Lewis, George
The Multiplication Bugbear.
Ataerlcan Cliildliood Vol. 13 #5;1C»18 ft 68. tlovember 1927.
Tills article describes devices used by a teacher of
slot? children. These activities include jumping and relay
games and the store. ‘The subject matter involved is
nultlpllcation "tables".
Colwell, Lewis
Shortening the ’ultipllcatlon Table.
American Childhood Vol. 13 4;31-35 & 78. December 1927.
Tills article sxiggests the ollmination of 69 facts
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throu(:h llrnltinG nultiplicafelon feablos to 9x9 Instead of
12x12 • A list of tlie 100 ppiraary facte la c%vcn* The author
advocates the Inclusion of the zero facts to ho learned inde-
pendently as tlie ones also laay be learned. To advocates
teaching the, reverses of each fact in a table as each table Is
tau^j^t thereby lessening each rerialnlng table.
Shelton, SI. R.
Teaching llultlpllcation Conbinations.
Ainerlcan Chlldliood 16:44. Tay 19S1.
Individual t/ork Is eugr;,ested, the tonc!ier writing; tlio
nuiabers fraa 1-12 horizontally In mlxod order and tiie children
copying, placing a 2 beloe/ aiid Eiultiplying.
SUI-iMAIiy OF CRAFTii'R SEVEII
Type of Autiior nature of Study
Study and Date
Tanabor of
Subjects
l%jor
^lesearch
(’lei3ons,P.B. Study of errors and rooed-
and Reubauor lal neasures In nultlpll-
1928 cation.
2000
Minor Thonidik®
,
Research E.L.
1914
Effect of continuous exor- 72
else and of rest upon racntal
oultlplicatlon. Fsycholor'lcal value.
Painter,’? .r . Effect of fatigue upon rnental 1
1916 nultipllcation. Psychological value.
Foiv11iog,J.O. Uso of author’s text to replace 51
1927 toaclier direction and explanation.
Library
Surxiaries
l oarcl of ] d-
ucatlon of
City of licvi
York 1950
Suranary of sections pertaining to
raultiplication and division in
"Diagnostic and Reriedial ork in
/ ritlTcaetlc I’undanontals for Intor-
rjodiate Grades" by ' ay r^zar.
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Discussion Jones, Description of Phillip's systen
and Jones,B.P. of nultipllcation based on the
19S& r’rapihlc nethod for (atb)2.
Lewis, G* Suggestions for devices for
1927 nultipllcation drill
.
Golv/oll, L. Suggestions for teaclilng 100
1927 prInary facts Instead of the
144 facts in the tables.
Shelton, '-.R. Suggestions for nultipllcation
19S1 drill.
C0TJCLUSI<»4S
Little work of value to the teacher of arithrietlc
Ilethods lias been done In the field of nultipllcation. rh©
study by Cleriiens and ^^eubauer of errors and their correction
in the use of onc-placo nultipllcation is the best contribution
relating to this topic. The surrmry by tJio 1 card of ICducatlon
of Hew York City of Hiss lAsar's lnvestlgatic«ri is also lielpful.
Multiplication, like addition, has tenptod psychologi-
cal exporii?jontation as seen In the work of 'rhomdllse and
Painter, neither study involves socially useful material.
Iho study by Fowlkes has no general interest dealing
as it does i7lth tJ'ic use of a*- small number of subjects.
The discussions by jjowIs and by riielton relate to de-
vices for teaching multiplication. Jones and Jones discuss a
little used multiplication siethod and Colwell suggests teach-
ln
^3 100 prlraary facto instead of tlio tables.
2Jo one has published any research conpnrlng the results.
In torrs of accuracy and tii:ie saving, of teaching facta 5Ln
tables v/ith tho teaching of uiirelatod groups. There are still
r.mny school systems in which tables are being taught making it
*if^ ijo ,;5r
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difficult to convince students In a teachers collec© that
facts can he taught in any but table order. Although not
doubting tlic results I would lUr© to sec a controlled
experiment of this nature.

Chapter Elcht
DIViriOTT
MrTOH i?ES1KARCH
Honors, Don C*
rjuporvlslnc: a Class In l/onc Division.
Chicago Schools Journal VsSQG-SOO. April 1926.
The problem was to doterciino noano for brinclng an
eighth grade up to standard In tli© fundai’ientals
,
ospocially
dlvlsicn.
The Courtis f'orles B test was given and tlio Courtis
Practice i’ads v;oro used.
The author finds that the principal errors in divi-
sion are (1) misplacing the decliual point in tli© quotient,
(2) coittlng the sero in tljG quotient, and (5) undcresti-
natlng the trial divisor.
Ronedlal work included: (1) changing;: the quotient
from side to top, (2) v/ritlng the quotient flgui*© directly
over tlio dividend figure, (S) t/rltlng a quotient figure every
tlT:X) a nunber was brought doim, (4) practicing placing the
decirml point without doing tlic computation, (5) practicing
the prlmry uneven division facto, (6) using the first tv/o
figures for a trial divisor, (7) vmtchlng for a ?’opoatod
quotient figure, and (8) drawing a lino from tho dividend
figure to t!io new place.
The results of this ronedlal work o> enf a class
lnc3?eaoe In accuracy of two grades and in speed of t\70 and
tliroe-fourths grades.
CoTETont: Data on teat results are incomplete.
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John, Lenore
'ilie Effect of Usln^' tlie r<onc«»Division ?ort.i in Teaclilng
Division "by One-Digit Uumbero*
Klencntary Tchool Journal 30:675-092* ’'ay 1930*
Vile problon was to coaparo the results froci teaching
the lonf'-dlvision form for one-digit ntmbers with the results
from teaching the short-division forra.
Two fifth grades in the University of Chicago School
participated, having the sane teacher, the sar.ie anoxant of
tloe, and the sane raaterlal. One-digit divisors were tauglit
before two-digit divisors*
A descriptiem is given of the construction of the
six tests, two of which contained one-di(-it divisors and four
of vdiich contained two-digit divisoi*s.
Twelve tables give the results of the group tests and
of tlie Individual tests*
Group I, taught by the short-division fom, worlced
with greater speed and Group II, taught by tli© long-division
fom, worked X7lth_ greater accuracy before two-digit divisors
wore taught* After divisors of tx/o or more di,^lts wore taugiit
the long-division pupils wore faster and cioro accurate in the
solutlon^of any exarxplcs* Those who were tau^^t both fomo
used the lonc;-dlvision fomi for all cxanples*
It is further found in the individual tests tliat
pupils who v;cre taught both for a of division mde more errors
and a greater variety of errors tlian did t^:e pupils who wore
taught only the long-division fom*
The author foelo tliat the number of children does not
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justify noro than tentative conclusions* Although tlie re-
sults viovo in favor of teaching tiie long-division fora trier©
be tiiaes wlien tJi© short-dlvlslon fora is noi?© economical,
e*g* In r©ducln<r; fraction to lov/est teras or Improper fracw
tlons to mixed numbers* 'fherefore alie sugf^ests tiat tire long-
division form be taught first for all examples, tliat the short
division forn be taught as a short cut to be applied to ono-
dlglt divisors, to two-digit divisors ending in zero, to thj?eo
digit divisors ending in two soros, and to divisors which are
familiar multiples such as 12 and 25*
Orossnlchle, Foster F*
How to Kstiiuate the 'quotient Figure in i^ong Division.
Illementai^ School Joui*nal 32:299-oOC* December 1931*
aiie apparent-quotient method employs tJte first figure
of a two-digit divisor as the trial divisor, the Increase-by-
one method increasing the first flj.;ure by one when the second
figure is 5 or more*
In tills study examples wltii two-flguro divisors and
two-figure quotients were used* An apparent-quotient of 10
or more was considered as nine.
Three tables show the results of the analysis* From
tables 2 and 3, page 304, the follov/lng comparison has been
made
:
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Apparent- uotlont Inc:’©ase-by-i
Apparent quotient is true GC .94‘i 78. 2s;^
quotient
Truo quotient is one loss
than apparent quotient 32.28/; 12.27:
True quotient is two less
than apxmront quotient 2 • •54. >
True ijuotlent is throe less
than apparent quotient • C4 i) .10:;
From his analysis the author finds that tho truo
quotient may bo five away from tlie apparent-K^uotlont but can
never bo none than throe av/ay in uslnp the Increasc-by-one
rule* '.rhe apparent-quotient rule requires but one method of
procedure while the Increase-by-one requires two. In the
apparent-quotient rule the change from apparent to true quo-
tient is always a decrease, in the increase-by-one rule it
may be an increase or a decrease. In tho apnarent-quotlont
rule the product of tho divisor and the estimated quotient
is larger than tlio partial dividend, in the increase-by-one
rule it may b© smaller.
hlBRARY gU^mRY
I. card of rducatlon of tie City of Vow York
rducatlonal oaau3?ortionts for tho Class Teacher 12. January 1930.
Inventory of ^'rrorn and RoiTodlal ' ugrootlons - : Multiplication
and Division.
Dee Chapter .‘ oven on Multiplication.
.,.11
'
*
.
»
* J>':>
:-v
r**“
^
/
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Discussion
l^cFarland, Ulanclie !•
Aritliiiietic in tlie IntcrKiedlate Grades « A Study of Division.
Prlriiary Educatloi". 34:122-158. i ebniary 1026, and o4: 192-193.
ranch 1926.
Hils article discusses tlio difficult facts, tv/cnty-
ono points Involved In division, and six piiasoa of rer-icdial
work.
The socond article continues the discussion of division
givlnc the stops in tJio transition from short to long division,
calllnr attention to division by trjcusurlng and by xjartitlon.
Joiinoon, J. i.
' hort Division or Long rivision First.
Chicago Schools Journal 12:f36->5C. October 1920.
iTffo values in teochlrig long-division before short-di-
vision are ( 1 ) the elimination of the need for rnenorlsing tli©
360 uneven facts, the upr>er decade subtraction facts, and the
rernembering of tlio reminder, and (2 ) the foundation provided
for long-division v<?lth two-place divisors, ^hort-dlvlsion Is
a short process and should be treated as such, the author says.
Colwc11
,
^icwis •
Fetter Grading of Long Division Fatcrlal.
CMcago rchools Journal 12 : 193 -195 . January 1050.
Long-division exanploo aro divided into two cases,
those v.’lth apparent quotients and those v;ith non-opimrent
quotients. C.oe I Is auMiViaod i^to osanples ^Ith no
r
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canrylnf?:, with cazT^yinc In the multiplication, boz^owing in
the subtraction, cazn^yliv;^ and boi?pa;.'inc, with i^emlnders,
with three quot^ients, with an Intormeoiate zero In
the quotient and v/lth a final zero in the quotients Case II
is subdivided into escamples with the apparent quotient figure
diminished by one, by two, and by throe; with a final zero
and with a toon divisor.
yyers, 0. C.
Teaching- Lone Division.
rado 'feacher 47 : 542 & 576-577. t'arch 1930; 47:626 & 654.
April 1930; 794 fc 831. June 1930; 47:44 /?; 73. 3optoriber 1930;
end 47:290 325. 3>ecembor 1930.
Those laagazines contain a scries of discussions on the
teaching of long division, Includinc review of facts, drama-
tization of moaning of division, use of models for long-division,
steps, teaching long before short-division, teaching new steps
in long division still using one-place divisor, gradini: long-
division examples with a t\70-place divisor, use of the appar-
ent-quotient rule with suggestions for estimate quotient
figure when appez*ent quotient is not true quotient, and em-
phasizing the essential points in long-division.
Cri*ossnlclclo, Foster S.
”ow to Test the Accuracy of tlio Estlmte^l .Quotient Figure.
Eleiaontairy School Journal 32:442-446. >’obruary 1932.
The guide fl/;:ure is the tens digit ir a two-figure
divisor. This tens digit may be given place value and th*en
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unod aa a guide nuribop as in 25 )lo7i' ivhon tlie question
aokod l3 tlie nunber of 20* a In 137 • Or the nuEjerlcal value
of the tens digit my be used as a guide fl^^re. In this
latter case tlie question as’.cs the nuriber of 2*s In 13.
Childi»on, wlien tliey nect this type, should bo able to
test without writing instead of v^rltlng and erasing the pro-
duct as is tlio tisual custoo.
•rhe procedure is suc{;i6stod for the use of the tens
digit when given place value • In tlie exanple 24 )1087 tliink
"There are how many 20* a in 130? Answer 6 and a rermlnder of
10, Since six 4*a arc 24, a nuaber greater tlain 18, the quo-
tient oust be one loss than G, or 5”* Ihe author furtJior
states on page 443 tliat li'i order to oatlmto 20*a, 30»o, 40*s,
etc*, and to a--tatc the remaindor in a given partial dividend
the pupil raust be able to respond autcaatlcally to
1* 20 )C0 - divisor a factor of the dividend.
2 . 20 )G2 - reminder is the units digit of the dividend.
S • 20 yfQ~ - rorminder a mltiplo of 10
.
4 • 20 )72 - reminder a combination of types 2 and 3 •
This suggestion is given for usin£’ tlie numrical value
of the tens digit as a tsiildo figure • In this example 34 )rC85
think "There aro five 5*s in 16 and one renalning v/Iiich mkes
the next number 18. Will 18 contain six 4*o? Since six 4 *3
are more than 18, thx true quotient will be one loss tlian G,
or 5." (The true quotient will be 4 and not 5.)
The autlior also suggests tliat the estlmted quotient
and reminder be v/rltten on the margin at the right of the
37
cxariple. 38)1^ 4, 20H
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0 are told tliat if tho ostlmtod fi^^ure la tcro or
nore removed fron ttuo true quotient figure, tlie procedure
for cliocklnc the accuracy of tlio ostlmted fi(;^aro lo not
oaolly applied.
Ksccluding 15-18 as divisors tliLorc are only 1211 exam-
ples havinc^ t\YO-fif5ure divisors and t^o-finure quotients, or
2.72^> of tlie possible number of examples, in v/hloh the true
quotient Is more than one removed from th© estimated figure,
'i^liese examples can be done by actually finding; th-e product
of quotient and divisor.
The author recommonds the "apparent method", tlio
second described above, since there lo little difference with
respect to the percental© of corrections necessary to find tlie
true quotient and since tScic method for chocldn^' tlie validity
of an estliaated quotient fl^piro is easier.
Grossnlckle, Foster H*
Classification of the T^stimations in Two ?Jethods of Finding',
tho uotlent In Long Division.
Elementary School Journal 32:505-604. April 1952.
In an earlier article the author has shown tliat
44,550 ostirmtions are possible ^ith a two-figure divisor and
a quotient of not more than two figures. This includes all
divisors from 11 through 99 c- cept 20, 30, 40, otc. riien tho
apparent niethod is used for all divisors in vdilch the units
digit is from 1 through 0 and when tlie nine two-figure nian-
bers ending in 9 ere increased to th© next decade number there
are 31,061 examples in v/hlch tlie ostloatcd quotient ils the
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true quotient and 13,409 examples In which the estimated quo-
tient niust be connected • In sooo of these latter examples
the need for coirrectlon lo more easily dotemined than It
Is In others*
The following classification, given on pages 595 and
596 Is based upon the ease of estimation and detennlnatlOTi
of need for correction:
Classification of r.stlrxitlons ^hen Apparent liethod is Used*
1* Quotient self-evident, as In 24
2* I'stloatec quotient is true quotient - 24)l>5^
3* True quotient Is caic less tlmn estimated figure but
the need for correction 5.9 evident - 24
4* True quotient Is one less than estl^nated figure but
the need for correction Is not evident - 24)^^
5* True quotient Is two or noro renoved from
tho estimated quotient - 24)ToS''
6* Divisors arc 13-lS Inclusive. (Tlieso are later
celled "division domons").
Table I, containln^j a "Glasslfloaticai of tiie hstlna-
tlons of the -quotient by tlic Apparent L^etliod for iVo-iiguro
Divisors, tho Division Demons and Divisors landing In nine
Doing Omitted", is sumarisod in Table on page 600,
as follows:
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1 .
2 .
S.
4 *
5.
6 .
7.
8 .
Classification Eimber of possible
examples
Per cent
Cuotlont self evident 4,200 10.9G
Estimated quotient true quotient 22,062 57.56
True quotient 1 loss than esti-
mated but need for correction
evident 4,5G6 11.40
True quotient 1 less than esti-
mtod but need for correction
not evident G,986 10.23
True quotient 2 or nor© ronoved
free estimated 709 •1.85
Total requiring estimating,
sum of 2, 5, 4, and 5 34,110 89.04
Total requirlnf' estimating,
correction not evident, sun of
4 and 5 7,G92 20.08
Sun of 1 and 6 38,510 100.00
The slrnlficGnce of 7692 examples, in which the tme
quotient Is not the appai^ent cmotlcnt and in wlilch tine need
for correction lo not evident, is c^reat cnou.'’h In the aut!ior*s
opinion to ?!ierlt consideration hy the tcachor and by tlie
toxt-boolc v/rltcr*
Tlie folldvln^ ”Classificatlon of Lstlnatlons "lien tlie
Increase-by-one Method is Used”, civen on page GOO, involves
examples in wlilch the tens digit is increased by 1 when tlie
units digit is six or more, and in which 1C is used as a trial
divisor for divisors ending in 9»
1. uotient self-evident - 26)^(151
2. EstlrrKited quotient Is true quotient - 26)7^
S. 'fruo quotient 1 more than t*ne ostlnatod flgiure - 2C)^2
True quotient 2 noro tlian tlie cstlonted flrnro - 2G )2TV^
5« Divisor is a division demon - 16 ) 142
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Table III which contains a "classification of ^stl-
iiatlona fo? Two-FlnuiH5 ’ Ivlsopo Thdlnc In G«7 and G - In-
croQso-by-one "cthod - Division Demons Omitted" is surmr-
ised In Table 17 on pace OOS:
Classification irumbon of possible Per cent
examples
1. 'hiotlcnt self-evident 4,200 10.06
2. Fstlmatod quotient true quotient 25,050 66.90
S. True quotient 1 more tlmn
estimated quotient 3 , 142 8.20
4. True quotient 2 more than 8 0.02
5. i’rue quotient 1 less than esti-
mated iiut need for correction
evident 2,781 7.26
6. True quotient 1 loss than esti-
mated but need for correct-
ion not evident 2,415 6.30
7. rruG quotient 2 less than
estimated quotient 108 0.20
0. Total requiring correction which
is not evident - sun of 3, 4, 6
and 7 5,675 14.81
9. Total number of examples 58,510 100.00
Tile author concludes that tJie appai*cnt rriethod pivec
results almost as accurate as tlie Increase-by-ono If divisors
endlnp In 9 are treated as a special case. In t>io Increase-
by-onc two distinct procedures are required to moloj the neces-
sary co rrcctlono because the true quotient mxiy bo 2 more or
2 less than tlie ontlmatc:'' quotient. In the apparent method
the correction is always a dccrorso requirlnc but one proce-
dure •
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sui;rmny op chaptt5R Piaiir
Author and
Date
nof:Grs,D.C.
1926
Jolm, L»
1930
Crossnickle
,
P.K.
1931
Board of Ed-
ucation of
the City of
IleviT York
1930
’’^cFarland,
B.B.
1926
JoTuison,
J.T.
1929
Co1t7c11,Ii.^.
1930
::ycro, c,c.
1930
Orossnicld.©,
F.K. 1932
Croasnicklo,
P.K. 1932
nature of Study
Study of errors and renodial
work in division with an
eighth crude
•
Results from teachinc lonc-
division fom for one dlflt
divisors conpared with re-
sults from t eacliinc sliort-
division fom.
Analysis of exonpleo with tuo-
flfur© divisors and two-fl(^re
quotients uslnf, both anparent-
nuotiont and Increaso-by-one
rules
•
i^^usEiary of sections pertaining
to multiplication and division
in "Diagnostic and .xonedlal V^or':
in Arithnotlc r\indGinentals for
Intonsedlato Grades" by '"ay '/xzar.
Difficult facts, points SLnvolved
in division, and phases of
i*eT!se(llal work. Steps In transition
from short to long-division. Division
by neasurlng and by partition.
Suggonts tliat teaching lonc-divlsion
fom before short-division fom
would ©llnlnato loaming of SCO pri-
mary uneven division facts and would
provide a foundation for long-dlvl-
8 ion fom with two-placo divisors.
Analysis of ICHig-divlslon oxaripleo to
provide bettor grading of natorial.
General discussion of various plmses
of tho teaching of long-division.
Suggestions for testing the accuracy
of tlio estlrnatod quotient figure.
Class ifIcations of 38,310 examples
shoirlng ease of determination of
quotient figure by apparent-quo-
tient and increase-by-ono rules.
Humber of
Subjects
An eighth
grade
Two fifth
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COTICLUr.IOITS
The first ppoblon In division to rccoivo consideration,
tl-at of the value In teaching the long-dlvlslon hoforo the
short-dlvlolcn forn uas sug^estod by Johnson In a discussion
published In 1929* The folloiTlng year I'lss Jcto*s experiment,
rosultln/’ in favor of teaching the long-dlvlslan foir::, took
place. As the nunber of children Involved in this oxxjerliTient
was smll a repetition of It with a larger nunber of subjects
would justify more than tentative conclusions.
The next problem studied was the use of the apparont-
qiiotlent and Increase-by-ono methods for detcrEilning the quo-
tient flrTire in division with two-place divisors. Groosnlckle,
In three articles compares the two inethods, gives directions
for testing the accuracy of the estlnated quotient figure cmd
classifies tlio ostimtlons on the basis of the ease with which
they are detemiincd. t ls conclusions favor the apparent-quo-
tient method since the results are almost as accurate as the
increase-by-ono method if the divisors ending In 9 are treated
as a special case and since the apnarent-quotient correction
Is always a decrease requiring but one procedure. lille this
analysis is very helpful in presenting the whole detail of
division with tv;o-yl/icc divisors the final decision as to the
better method mat come from classroom experiment. Colwell
in an earlier article suggested better grading of long-divl-
olon material but not with the detailed analysis accorded tl^e
topic by Grosonlcklc. Suggestions for rene lal vrork on tlie
basis of discovered orr‘ors are given by Rogers and by tliO
ox:
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Chapter Nine
COIiMON FRACTIONS
mjOR RESEARCH
Kail ora, Arthur W#
Determining the Achievement of P-opHs in Common Fractions*
Boston Public Schools* School Document #5, 1916* Bulletin #15.
Department of Education • Investigation and Measurements
.
This study Involved 3513 children In grades six, seven,
and eight In ninety-five grade classes In Boston, even tests
in multiplication and division of common fractions were con-
structed containing such examples as 1/8 x 12, 246 1/5,
5
4 7/8 X 1/8, 32 1/3, 5 ' 8, 5678 l/3 t 5, 3/5 ^ l/3*
69 1/2
Analysis of errors Is first reported for grades seven
and eight because of the low degree of accuracy which Is duo
to lack of knowledge In grade six* Each test Is analyzed and
typos of errors noted* The findings are set forth In nine
tables *
The author finds that the range of variation In the
medians of the ten school districts tested extends from 0 - 92^*
A large per cent of the pupils show an utter lack of knowledge
of the processes In multiplication of mixed numbers and division
of mixed numbers by Integers and integers by mixed niimbers.
This the author Infers Is due to lack of drill. In the tests
In division the chief source of error Is In the apparent In-
ability of the lndlvl(3ual impll to distinguish between the
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dividend and the divisor. The large variation within the
class is due to the Ineffeotlveness of class Instruction^
the author Infers, and holds Important the remedial work
based on individual needs.
Comment j The author states that an effort lias been made to
keep the tests within the realm of the practical and that the
terms of the fractions were kept small. In the light of re-
search made prior to 1917 no doubt those teats seemed practical
.
in nature. But in view of V/llson*s investigation of socially
useful processes, published in 1918, and of his later studies,
the usefulness of 7/9 in the multiplication of fraction and
Integer may be questioned as well as tlio occurrence in life
situations of multiplication of mixed numbers and of division
involving fractions and mixed numbers.
Brueckner, Leo J.
Analysis of Errors in Fractions.
Elementary School Journal 28:760-770. June 1928.
This article contains an analysis of 21,065 errors
made by children in grades five A, six B, and six A in the
solution of examples in the fraction processes.
The examples used in this study were constructed
after an analysis which resulted in the discovery of forty
typos of examples in addition, forty-five in subtraction,
forty-five in multiplication, and thirty-seven in division.
The first five types of examples are given for each process.
In addition these first five types are 1/3 1/8 1/4 4/5 3/4
iZL 5^ SZi 2^ SZl
The differences in their difficulty are based on the treatment
.
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Of the answer • The first five examples In multiplication
are 1/4 x 8, 1/9 of 3, 2/5 x 2, 2/3 x 16, 5/6 x 14.
Five tables show the number of errors analyzed for
each process; the analysis of errors In addition of fractions.
In subtraction of fractions. In multiplication of fractions,
and In division of fractions.
The author’s findings are as follows:
1. Errors In computation made up 13.8^ of the addition errors,
8.25^ of the subtraction errors, 28.7^ of the multiplication
errors, and 13. 8^^ of the division errors.
2. The major causes of errors In each process are listed*
3. The major difficulties In all processes were lack of com-
prehension of the process involved, failure to reduce frac-
tions to lowest terms, and failure to change improper frac-
tions to whole or mixed nujjibers.
4. Changing fractions to cocEion dencHninators gave little diffi-
culty In addition but gave much trouble in subtraction.
5. Changing mixed numbers to Improper fractions in jaultlpli-
catlon and division caused difficulty*
6. The kinds of errors analyzed existed In all grades*
7. This study was based on written work and should be supple-
mented by individual study of the work of children with
special difficulties*
8. Attention should be given to the preparation of special
exercises to eliminate the major difficulties.
Comment X The social value of the test as a whole can be esti-
mated only from the sample examples given and from examples
used to Illustrate specific errors* Both the Integers and the
terms of the fractions are small numbers* But the question
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arlnes as to the possible social usefulness of lfJ7 types of
exaniples In oononon fractions*
Neal, Elmer A. and Poster, Inez
An Experiment with Remedial Work in Common Fractions*
Elementary School Journal 29:280-283* December 1928.
The problem in this investigation was the maintenance
of skill in the fundamentals with common fractions through
drill materials provided for the teachers.
An analysis of typos of examples in common fractions
was made but the number of types discovered Is not stated*
Seven samples of addition types are given of which five are
the same as Brueckner*s first five examples in addition*
The three samples given for multiplication show fraction
•^Itlplled by fraction with no cancellation, with one can-
cellation, and with two cancellations*
After an analysis of fractions, diagnostic tests
with a 5 minute time limit were formulated. Three
practice sFieots followed each test and one review followed
every two diagnostic tests.
Test results noted by the author on page 283
are as follows
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Fobxniary May
Stanford Achievement Number of
Pupils
Median r^umber of
Pupils
Median Gain
Control 597 108 385 124 16
Experimental 639 112 640 136 24
Informal Test
Control 417 76 413 84 8
Experimental 647 80 629 92 12
The authors conclude that organized practice
material In the hands of the children Is more effective
In teacher time, and pupil time, and In final results
than teacher provided material.
Comment I Doubtless no one will question the need for
organized practice materials, in common fractions, to be
placed in the hands of the children. However, one may
question the use of the Stanford Achievement Teat which
so far exceeds the limits of social usage.
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PolIrln4:iiorno
,
i\da Ruth
The Concepts of Fractions of Children in the I^iimry School,
'laster's Thesis 1929. University of Chicago.
The. purposes of this study were to determine (1)
uiiethcr children have certain concepts of fractions; (2) if
so, wiiat these concepts aixj; (3) whon the children acquire
those concepts; and (4) hoc/ they ac<^irc then.
Tests uoi’o given to 2f36 children of the University
Elementary fchool. These children ranged in clironological
age froQ to 11 years and. in mental ago from 5 to 12 years.
The tests were made up as folloe;s;
I. Unit fractions
A. Part of a single object, I, i, i, l/S*
B. ?ai»t of a group of objeots,,^ of 2, l/o of 5, | of 4,
1/-’ of 6, I of 4.
C. Cooparison of tvfo objects, 1 ft. equals l/o yd.,
4 of a line, § of 4 2, $ of 8 2.
D. Coaimrison of tyro groups of objects, 2 § of 4,
3 1/3 of 9.
II. Proper fractions ttmt are not unit fractions.
A • 2/5 of 1 , of 1
.
D. 2/3 of 3, 2- of 4, 2/3 of 6, f of 8.
C. 1 stick 2/3 of another, one lino f of anotlior.
D. 2 reaches in basket 2/5 of all so 3 5/5 of 5 and
G ‘ 2/3 of 9.
III. Improper fractions.
A. 3/2 of 1, 4/5 of 1.
B. 3 5/2 of 2, 4 4/3 of 5.
C. This stick 3/2 of that and so x 4/S of 4.
D. 5 5/4 of 4, 7 7/5 of 5.
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IV. Identification of flections*
A. lia? oany in 1? l/Z^e tn I't In 17 l/5*o in 1?
l/8»a in 1?
B. lead 2/2, 3/3, 4/4, 5/5.
C. G/2 ? 4/2 ? 6/5 ? 8/2 ? 8/4 ? 9/3 ?
D. ? 6/2, 6/5, 8/2, 0/4, 9/3.
E. ? 3/2, 4 /2, 4/^?# S/4, V/5.
V. Equivalent fractions.
A. ^ h<x/ mny 4th8, Gths, 0t2is, 12tlic.
B. 2/5 liow r^any 6tha, Otlis, 12tb^.
C. 9/12 hoc? laany 4t' s?
D. 8/12 how isnny Srcla?
lliese tests uere civen "oy tlic culic e5:an:dzier in the
testing laboratory, mi a sc'nodulc- that contained no tiinc
elcLjent, care being tai:©ii to express satisfaction with tli©
clilld’s work wlthmt telling liia wlicther his answer had been
right or wrojig. both responses in the fom of objective
cxpreccion a:icl of nuoarical Gxpi*eo3ion requis*ed an cscplana-
*
tion of hOi/ the children arrived at their conclusior.G unless
tlieir actions aado tliclr !aet?riod of thiiiking perfectly obvious.
Children’s answers wore ixscoi^ded verbatiu*
Chapter Four contains descriptive statooents concom-
ing tlic results. Test Itc-os are repeated with illustrations
of satisfactory and uiioatlcfactory anav/era.
fata arc presented In twelve tables axad six figures.
Table I (po^^es 57-*CC>) chavs tiio roaponsos of each C'.lld to
each iten in tlio toot.
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'Hie autliop draws the following conclusions;
1. The' prli^mr^T children who took tlicse tests have certain
concepts of fractions. ('Hie nsedian aunbor of satisfactory
responses was 15 for tiio first series and G1.5 for tiie
second series. l/O of all rosponses wore oat Isfactory.
)
2. Children as a nroup havo acquired four Important concepts
of fractions; unit fraeti<ms, proper fractions other than
unit fractions. Improper fractions, and identification of
fractions. (1/3 of all responses satisfactory.)
3. fihlldren as a group have not acquired the concept of
equivalent fractloris. (Only one cliild able to nalce a satis-
factory response •
)
4. Clilldren \mm more about unit fractions tlian about any
other fractions included in tlie test. (^J of responses satis-
factory.
)
5. Children knoiv loss about proper fractions otlior than unit
fractions tlian they do about unit fractions. (1/5 to 1/3 of
responses satisfactory.)
6. (Hiildren Imm very little about improper fractions and
about identification of fractions. (Ijoss tiian lO^o of
respodisoo satisfactory.
)
7. Children Imow more about a unit fraction timt is used as
a of a single object than about any other of tlio frac-
tions used in the tost. (37' of the satisfactory responses
in tlie first series and IG^ of the satisfactory rooponsos
in the second series were made to this exercise
.
)
8. Next to a unit fraction which is uood as a part of a single
object, the children Imor; a unit fraction tlmt is used in the
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ccEparlson of two objects. (In the second sorlos 16;^ of all
satisfactoi»y responses uero mde to this exorcise •
)
9. Children know loss about a unit fractlrai tliat Is used as
a part of a croup of objects, tl:inn about a unit fraction
tlmt Is used In the comparison of two objects.
10. Ghlldron laiow loss about a unit fraction tliat Is used In
the ccaparison of two croups of objects tlian they do about a
fraction of this type tliat is used in fie coiiparloon of
two objects.
11. One-half Is tlie best Imam fraction and It is Imown best
v/hon it is used to dcslcnato a part of a olnclo object.
12. Cliildren imow i better than 2/4 or $ but tlioy do not
* Imow it as well as
IS. Children Imow very little about 1/3 and ;i/S, 2/5 and 3/5.
14. It is easier for the children to express their concepts
objectively than to express then nunerically.
15. The first concept of fractions acquired by these children
is the concept of unit fractions which bocan to be acquired
in the 4-6 year group.
18. The concepts of proper fractions other than unit fractions
and even the concept of improper fractions began to be acqiiired
by the children of tlie 6-8 year group.
17. S<xie of tlie children began to identify fractions between
their 8t!i and 10th years.
10. The greatest gain in tlic acquisition of the various con-
cepts of fractions included in fieao tests coric for fieso
children at the filrd grade lovol, or botwoon their 7th and
10th years.
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Comment: A very helpful study of concepts of fractions
acquired by children through their home, school and outside
school e^cperiences and not as a restilt of teaching*
James, Blanche
A Special Study of Diagnosis in Fractions*
Master of Arts Thesis* University of Minnesota* July 1930*
The author quotes Brueckner, Probst, Uhl, ?'onroe,
Osburn, Souba, and Gist on the need for diagnosis of fractions.
She also surveys the literature in this field and suznmarlzes
the woidc of Buswell and Judd, Brueckner, Souba, Smith, Uhl,
Woody, onroe, and Philips*
The problem in this study was to (1) analyze the
mistakes and difficulties, (2) make a classified catalogue
of mental errors, and (3) list the frequency of errors*
The Brueckner Tests for Addition, Subtraction,
Multiplication, and Division of Fractions wore given four
times from September 1928 to June 1930 to the children of
grades five A, six 3, and six A* Over 100 children, chosen
because of their outstanding weaknesses, were studied.
The teclinlque used in the study included discussion
of the case with the teachers and principal, uninterrupted
work in a quiet room, establishment of friendly relations
with the children to be tested, work on only one inrocess at
a time to avoid fatigue, explanation that the purpose was
not testing but remedial, and careful recording of results
usually in the child’s own words.
The 68 boys and 37 girls taking part in this study
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panned In a^e frcn 10 to 17 years, v/lth noat of tholr a^^eo
11, 12, or lo
•
An analysis of tlie errors In addition shows the
followlnc:
I. ;ACk of coEiprohension of tl:ie process involved 205.
a* adding numerators 13,
b* adding denominators 9.
c. adding ntnnerators and adding denominators 10.
d* adding’ whole nianber and fraction 26.
e. adding ^.ole number and nixed number 10.
f . adding whole number, fraction, and mixed number 21.
g. adding mixed number and fraction 19.
h. adding mixed numbers 33.
1. adding fractions 43.
Inverting fraction part of answer 5.
k. multiplying numerators 9*
l. multiplying numerators, nultiplylng donoalnatcrs, and
adding the products 5.
II. Ileduclng fractions to lo^vcct toms 04.
a. fractions not reduced 53.
b. dononlnator divided by numerator IG.
c. denominator and numerator divided by different numbers 5.
d* fraction reduced but vd-jole nunlbor discarded 0.
III. Difficulties with improper fractions.
a. improper fractions not ci^anged to mixed numbers G.
b. Improper fractions ciiangod to nixed numbers but the
mixed numbers not added 20.
c. numerator divided by denominator v/lth other errors 17.
d. failure to write Integral part of ansv/or 3.
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IV. Coinputatlon errors 40 (addition 13, oubtractloei 12,
nultlpllcatlon 5, and division 10).
V. Omitted 16.
VI. iVronr' operation 25.
a. fractions added, whole numbers rmltlplied 2.
b. fractions added, whole numbers subtracted 2
c. fractions subtracted, whole numbers added 2.
d. subtracted 2. - -
e. miltlplled 2.
f. added dencsoinator, disregarded numerator 7.
g. added common denominator to numerator 5.
VII. Partial operation 11.
a. added only thje fractions in the mixed numbers 5.
b. added two fractions, discarded third 5.
c. added only the wliole numbers in nixed numbers 9.
VIII. Chancing fractions to coirraon denooinators 92.
a. crianged to wrong denominator 46.
b. didn’t Icnow hoiv to flijd canmon denominator 13.
c. disregarded a d©ncei)inator of more tlmn mio 5.
d. divided conoon denomlm^tor by denominator and added
result to numerator of fraction 5.
e. !!ultipllcd the numerator by the product of the
denominator and the common denominator 2.
f. inverted fractions v/ith like numei’ators 0.
g. added t J -t and called ansv;er
h. 2/3 ^ 18/12 + 9/12 = 27/12 = 2i 6.
1. 1/8 t 5/8 = 8/8 + 5/8 - 13/8 =1 6/0 5.
I> . Difficulty in borrov/lng 44.
a. when adding fraction and whole borroiTed from whole IG.
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b. adding: nixed and uhole 13*
c. addins vdiolc and fractions 7#
d# addins whole and nixed 5.
e. 3 3/5 ^2 4/5 = 2 15/5 +2 4/6 = 2 17/5 ' 5 2/5 S.
X. J^rrora In copying 11.
XI. Difficulty with proper fractions 6*
In subtraction of fractions the riain types of
difficulties were;
I. Difficulties In borrowing 202.
II. V^rong process 58.
III. Difficulties in reduction
IV. lACk of comprehension of process Involved 119.
V. Ct3oputatlc»i errors 53.
VI. Difficulty in ohanfing to sJnllar denominators 89.
VII. Oniitted 58.
VIII. Partial operation 17.
IX. r.rrors in copying 8.
X. ^'.oro difficultlos 78.
In nultipiication the principal typos of errors wore;
I. Gonputation errors 74.
II. ieick of coriprohenslon of process involved 255.
III. Difficulty in roduotion 50.
IV. toiittcd 30.
V. vlmnging improper fractions to nixed numbers 56.
VI. Changing nixed to Improper fractions 61.
VII. lOrrors in copying
VIII. Difficultlos In cancellation 94.
IX. Difficulties with signs 8.
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X. Chanf^lnc the order of mltlplier and mltlpllcand 1.
In division the principal types of errors uero:
!• Vronf^ operation 161.
(
II. Cooputatlcn errors 84.
III. Laclr of conprehenslon of process involved 88.
IV. Difficulty in reducing fractions to loi/cst toms 58.
V. Changing mixed numbers to improper fractions 79.
VI. Omitted 11.
VII. Chanfing improper finactions to mixed numbers 53.
VIII. 7.ero difficulties 4.
IX. Difficulties in cancellation 74.
X. Difficulties with signs 27.
XI. Hrong or unnecessary steps 3.
XII. Kri*ors in copying 8.
TliO author's conclusions arc as follows: (1) General
drill and unintelligent worlrlng of problems will not eradi-
cate difficulties, (2) ritten group tests shoi/ the frequency
of s>:>ecific difficulties but not the reason for their exist-
ence, (5) rany pupils imve difficulties the nature and cause
of which appear only as the pupil Is individually tested, (4)
Tlfflcient teaching gets at the difficulties and applies remed-
ies, (5) rhe Intoroot and cooperation of the children must be
sougiit in eradicating the errors, (6) Tjoiv I.O.'s should bo
taken into account, (7) The hocie and school histories should
bo given consideration.
A bibliography of 23 rofercncoo is supplied, i’he
Qpnendix contains the Druoolmor Toots.
Coinment: This is a very thorough study but adds little not
already given by Brueckner.
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' iTiC" irrr'vrjcr
‘"allcfn, Arthur ' •
Analysis of and fontinc CoLinon ri^ctions •
Jcumal of i-ducatloni 1 Research. 1:177-192. arch 1020.
^]?hG fundamental processes in fractions are claGoifled,
on pa^oo 173 to 180, as follov/o; an explanation of each step
beInc Civen:
A. riiiilar fractions
1. 2/5 + 3/5 = 5/5.
4/7 + 4/7 ^ 8A = 1 lA*
5. 5/9 + 3/9 - 6/0 - 2/5.
4. 5/6 +5/6 - 10/6 =-5/3 = 1 : /S.
D. rissimilar fractions
a. -i.C.D. is largest dono>:itnator
5. ^ +3/8 ^ 7/8.
G. 2/5 +7/10 = 13/10 - 1 1/10.
7. +3/10 = 8/10^4/5.
".
;, + 5/12 = 14/lS -7/6 =^1 3/6.
b. CocTion denoclnator equals tlie product of the
dcnonlnators
9. 2/5 + 3/e = 13/40.
10. 7/9 + i » S7/3C » 1 1/5- •
c. ^"orTion denomlriator found, by factoring
11. 3/6 + 2/0 = 7/18.
12. +c/6 = 13/12 = i 1/12.
13. 1/C + 2/15 = 9/32 - n/lO.
14. l/6+9/iv; - 32/30 = 1C/15 = 1 l/l5.
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The above analysis holds for addition but for sub-
traction exai^ples 2, 4, 6, 3, 10, 12, and 14 v/ould be
omitted
•
The steps in multiplication included in this analysis
are ; fraction times rhole number, mixed number times v/hole
number, whole number times fraction, whole number times mixed
number, fraction times fraction, mixed number times fraction,
and mixed number tines mixed number.
The steps in division are: fraction divided by whole
number, r.iixed number divided by whole number, ?/hole number
divided by fraction, whole number divided by nixed number,
fraction divided by fraction, and nixed number divided by
fraction.
The results of testing in the fifth grades in five
districts in Boston lead to these conclusions: (1) There v/as
an increase in accuracy and speed as the children worked the
successive foms, (2) Testing like this showed the ability
of the children to add fractions, (3) Children nay have no
trouble v;ith examples not requiring reduction and have diff-
iculty with reduction, (4) The time required varied from 2
to 41 minutes on frA'elve examples.
Suggestions for diagnosis are (1) .''ake a thorough
study of errors, (2) Find how the pupil did his work,
(3) Plan corrective v;ork on the basis of (1) and (2), and
(4) Keep a record of each pupil’s performanoo.
Comment: V.ore space la devoted to the analysis of types of
examples than to the presentation of data to support con-
clusions.
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Morton, H. L.
An Analysis of Pupil ‘s Errors in Fractions.
Journal of Educational Research 9:117-125. February 1924.
36 eighth grade pupils were given, in Novenber,
2174 examples of vjhich 663 were incorrectly solved.
35 pupils v/ere given, in April, 2305 examples, of which
366 were incorrectly solved.
Four tables give the errors in addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and division. A discussion of these errors
follows the tables.
The conclusions of the author are: in 91. 3^-^ of the
cases the causes of the errors were detected, the three
principal causes being inadequate conception of processes
involved, corifusion of the operations, and lack of an adequate
degree of skill in the fundamental operations v/ith 5.ntegers
.
Comment :No information appears concerning nature of examples.
Kee, Olive A.
An Analysis of Errors in Operations with Common Fractions.
American Education 30:302-305. llay 1927.
An analysis was made of the results of the seventh
grade and scMne sixth grade children in one town from the
Massachusetts State ’’'^ide Tests, of 1925 and 1926.
Tables are given for 1925 and 1926.
The author’s results show that errors in addition
were: adding given niunerators and adding given denominators;
adding given numerators but keeping the larger denominator;
adding the given numerators but keeping the snmllcr denomi-
nator; adding given numerators and multiplying given denom-
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inators; adding new correct numerators but omitting
denominators
•
Errors in general were: failure to reduce, straight
substitution of one process for another; confusion within the
process itself, a general confusion of rules - the processes
blurred, and poor reduction, cancellation or raising to
higher terms
Comment: This study based on Wilson* s General Survey Test
reports only those errors occurring in socially useful
fraction material.
LIBRARY SmWARY
Board of Education of the City of New York
Educational Measurements for the Class Teacher, #13.
March 1930, Inventory of Errors and Remedial Suggestions -
Common Fractions
•
This bulletin is a summary of the sections pertain-
ing to Common Fractions of "Diagnostic and Remedial Work in
Arithmetic Fundamentals for Intermediate Grades" by May Lazar,
DISCUSSION
V/ildeman, Edward
The Teaching of Fractions
.
Plymouth Press, Chicago, pp, 145, 1925,
This discussion contains a general analysis of the
teaching procedure in common fractions for the most part
keeping content within social usage. No direct results of
scientific studies are discussed nor is there detailed
analysis in terms of unit skills.
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r.Tyers, Ceor/Tc V',
Th© of Social Utility in Comcn Fractions,
School Sclonco and ratherraitics 27: 734-740. Octohor 1027.
llio tlieno of this article is an ar'iraent for the
inclusion of fractions not socially useful.
Operations of hl^^h social utility of \vhich tlie sixth
tirade should have reasonable control are said to be; division
of any whole nia^iber by any t!iree or four-fic'uro divisor
reduclnr the rcnalnder to lowest tenris, division by any oinplc
nixed number checking the procedure, calculation of the aver-
age of a resonablo number of mgnlttides clieclrinr the work,
reduction of ordinary fractions to decli^al or percentage
equivalents •
knight, F. B.
Analyzing the Distribution of Drill in Fractions.
Journal of Educational Fethod 8:205-211. January 1929.
Frucclo'ier, in t}^e Jouirial of Educational Fethod 7:
362-358 r'ay 1928, discussed l^ight’s method of analyzing
fractions arguing for tlie analysis of "typos of sltimtlons"
in wliich fractions occur instead of specific or "unit shills"
of which each example is composed.
This article is a reply to the Frueclmer article.
Fnlglit points out tVtat Bruoc’mer has assumed an analysis of
subtraction from the analysis of division and calls to atten-
tion tloat this assumption v/as not necessary because on analy-
sis of subtraction lad been mde. T e states tlint both tlie
skills which are found and the situations in ulilch they are
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found arc Irnportant. ^meclnier has described total situ-
ations in tort'is of elorients. Tho fundancntal Issue, he
thinks, is the choice of one of those altomativos:
1. Teach all total sltimtlons \/hlch ue ivant the learner to
cope with • Impossible except with a rsarroi/ function.
2. Stress teachlnr the elements which once learned will oper-
ate In any complex situation - impossiblo for children to
see slrollarltlec as we sec then.
3. Teach all the eleiaonts of a total mental function each
one in enoug^i vsiryis^ £^ross total situations so tliat the
child will receive adequate practice In tlie different con-
binatlone of elenients.
Osbum, . J.
Estinatlnp the Difficulty of Kxerclsos in Coanon Tractions
by Job iVnalysis.
Educational Hesearch Bulletin (Cshio State Unl\"orsity) 8s
12-14. January Q, 1929.
Job analysis to detemlnc the relative difficulty of
fraction processes to replace the present method of rlglat and
wron(.: responses is au{i:(^eated in this article.
A part of the table which gives samples of tlie diffi-
culty of 10 examples in cocnen fractions is repeated here.
I. 7/3 + 1/3 Itl A
II. 4/5 - 2/5 4 - 2 5
III. of 4 4 + 2 D
IV. 6
-r ^ invert, 4x6 I.
V. J + i 4 -r 2, 1x2, 2+1 D. K. A
r. »
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Bimecloior, Tico J. am Kelly, Fred
A Critical Evaluation of l^othods of Analysing Practice
In Fractions,
riepoi‘»t of Society* s Ccaoltteo on Aritliz?iotic. Twonty-nlnth
Yearbook of the Iintlcmal Society for tlie Study of Education*
526-524* 1050.
This discussion is based on Knight ‘s ”unit skills”
in subtraction. ‘Pablo 1 contains the "unit skills" in sub-
traction, I’able 2 lists sixteen exaitiplos containing all of
Knight *s unit skills. Table 5 reports tlie nunber of tines
each unit skill occurs in tlio exaiaples in Table 2
,
and Table
4 lists Bnicclcncro 53 "types" jvith sicills occuring, and tli©
per cent of error*
Hi© conclusions arc that an analysis of tlie frequency
of unit s'cills is no indication of the extent of practice on
the various combinaticais of tiiese skills.
Caranont: In llay 1928 Bruecknar criticized Knight’s "unit
sldLlla” in much tiie sario v-uy inferring subtraction troatoont
from ICnight’s division skills. In January 1929 Knight re-
plied calling to attention trjxt he had analysed subtraction.
TTc also said that 2)rueckner's "typos" or "situations” are
based on unit skills wrJLch must be taught and practiced in
many situations. This article adds nothing ne^- except tiiat
th© criticism is n<x/ based on Khiglit’s subtraction anal^’sls
of 1925 to which he called brucclmer’s attention in the
previously mentioned article.
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T^tlcr
Toacl-liic i»ithinetic 5Ln Grades V and VI.
Chicago Schools Joiirrial 12:569-373 • !'ay 1930.
1!ho authox* advoccitos that w© teach tJilngs people ai*e
in the hahlt of using, things people would use if t!iey Iniew
how, and things necessary to pilso people quantitative thinli:-
ers.
In caiiion fractions he sxiggcots (1) the fractional
concept, (2) addition and 8ut>tR\ctlon of fractions, although
he states that there is little need for these, (3) multipli-
cation and division to include especially rmltlplioaticn
with, one factor a fraction since tliere is not so imch ue©
for a fraction nultiplled Iry a fraction or a mixed number
multiplied by a mixed numbori He also feels that it nay not
bo eny advantage to deal with fractions apart froo totegors.
niler, C. A.
Inverting the Denoninator of a Fraction.
rchool ncionce and hatiicrjatlcs 50: 881-GS3. Fovenbor 1950.
Tills article discusses the early appearance of tlie
inverting of tho divisor In tlie inatheraatlcal literature of
India. T!io author states th-at this feature did not occur
in tlie rsatl'.emtlcal lltcratiiro of htiropo before the 16th
Century.
Filler, a. A.
: Gxages Irani Practions.
chool and Society 33:56-59. January 10, 1931
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The article discusses soxanesloal fractions used hy
early Babylonians. The author sees special soxagoslmal
fractions as Instances of survival of fittest in an effort
(
to overcorne the difficulties inl’erent In tlie use of connion
fractions . *
niler, G. A.
On the History of Cocnon I^ctiona.
School Science and I'athenntieo 31:138-145. February 1931.
As the title of the article toplios, the devolop-
nent of cocsion fraction symbols in early civilizations
iG discussed.
KnigJit, F. B.
A Hot© on the Organization of Drill orh*
Journal of Educational ?s:5rchcIory 16:108-117. February 1925.
!?©late3 to the evaluation of text-books.
Hrueclcncr, ijeo J.
A Technique for Analysing the Distribution of Drill in
Fractions
•
Journal of Educational ’ksthod 7:352-^58. Flay 1920.
Helftten to tbic evaluation of text-books.
CoTitains criticism of ’Fniyht's "unit skills**.
Deall, Hogs H.
hat is Good Fraction Drill?
Eletientary I'^ncHoh ?evlov/ 0:49-52. February 1929.
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This article deals with an analysis of tliree series
of texts for tlie addition of fractions.
Typo of
5tudy
Author and
.atc;
Nature of Study Humber of
Subjects
llajop
Research
T^allori, A.^'.
1910
Analysis of errors in
seven testa in laultlplica-
tion and division of
coo'.ari fractions.
5513
Brueckner,
L.J.
1928
T>etailGd amlysis of 21,065
errors in the fraction
processes
•
liOaly i' »A a
and Foster,!.
1928
Use of orcanlsed practice
mtcrlals in fractions.
2100
Pol'dlnf^ome
A . R «
1929
Results of s test to dia- 266
cover fracticai concepts In
children from 4*^ to 11 years.
Jaznes,
Blanche
19o0
iuialysls of difficulties
based on individual oral
diagnosis.
100
Finop
Reooarch
i^^llon, A.\^.
1920
iusalysis of fundaisental
procesEos in factions
and results with those
in Boston schools.
Fifth
grades in
five Boston
districts
Kce, O.A.
1927
Analysis of errors in
fractions made on Massa-
chusetts State ' Idc Tests
of 1925 and 1926.
Sixth and
seventh grade
children In
one town
Library
S-nanary
Board of Ed-
ucation of
tho City of
Few York
1930
Suianary of the sections
pertaining to ccemon frac-
tions of "Diagnostic and
Hcrjcdlal V ork in Arithiaetlc
itmdainentals for Intermedi-
ate Grades" by lay ^-azav.
?/lGCuasion ” lldermn, E.
1925
General analysis of tho
teaching procedure In
coLiLion fractions.
ryers, n-.F,
1927
Argument for Including
fractions not socially
useful
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Ivalght, P.B.
1920
A i?©ply to an airticlo “by
hTueclmoT In the debate over
"unit slcllls” and "oltuatlons"
.
Osbiirn, .J.
1929
F/iniocIaiep,
L»J. and
An analysis of exai^iplco in con-
non fractions In terns of the
proceoaeo Involved aiid fre-
quency of tloclr occurrence.
Crltlclsrx of Khl'ht*s analysis
of subtraction of fractions In
'elly, P.
1929
terris of "unit skills".
Let2^'''hlln, B.
1930
3ugg;eotion of slnpllficatlon of
coGBiion fraction ca^iputatlon on
basis of social need.
Hiller, G.A.
1930
Discusses the early appearance
of tlie inverting; of the divisor
in nathenatical literature.
I lller, a.A.
1951
Discussion of sexaresinal frac-
tions and their early use.
Hiller, G.A.
1931
Devolopoent of cconon fractions
in early civilisations.
Khlgiit, P.B.
1925
Evaluation of text-book
Material on fractions
.
hrueCicner,
L.J.
1920
Kvaluation of text-bool: subject
natter and criticism of
Knight's "unit skills”.
hoall, n.H.
1929
Analysis of three series of
texts for the addition of
fractions
.
CONCLUSIOfir,
Tests to discover tyi)es of errors occurring In
fractions nal:e up the largest group of studies. Of those
studies the noot detailed is that by yiss James Involving
individual testing of over 100 children showing. v;oa!cn0S3es
in work In fractions. A long list of errors v/ith the fre-
quency of occurrence of each includes typos of errors dis-
coverable more easily tiirougli Individual tlian class testing.
Ii
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italloi!! In tv/o studies presents results of tests
given in tlie Boston schools coverln^^ nultipllcatlon and
division of fractions and all processes In fractions.
Those early studies suc^est the need for general diagnostic
and corrective work and are forerunners of detailed analjrsoo
which were later conducted by others. Thorton in 1924, ICee
in 1927, and Brueckner in 1928 analysed pupil errors agree-
ing in general in tlielr findings with the results obtained
by Janes and by iCallon. A sursnary of errors and remedial
work Is contained in the bulletin published by the Board of
Education of Hew York City based on the work of Hiss J^zar.
iknalysis of the elements present in computation with
fractions Is discussed by Osbum who lists for each exaiigjle
the anount of addition, subtraction, oultlplication, and
division required in its solution. J3ruec!mer in 1928
criticizes i^night’s use of "unit sld.lls” in. analyzing frac-
tion computation urging "typos” or "situations” as a bettor
basis for analysis. ^CnlgJit in Januai*y 1929 replies to
Brueckner's article and r3rucclmer and -^lly in the Twenty-
ninth Yearbook i^ply in turn to Knig/it continuing: tlie dis-
cussion. ith all duo respect to tliese opoclalicts in this
field, one who is soarcliing for help In dctemlnlng what
subject mttor to teach and how to teach this subject natter
to childi^cn could v/ish for loss arrunont over tlieoretical
analysGO. If tlie theory of social utility wore applied to
fractions a fow classroon experiments would probably suffice
to shov; how this sinpllficd subject natter might best be
taurht
.
ii
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Perhaps the study of tlio concepts of fractions f^alnod
by children as a result of experience not of teachlnc Is a
cuwiculun rather than methods study* But as in the consider-
ation of informal number It is difficult to make a sharp dis-
tinction between tlie inforiDatlon learned by children and tlio
situations in which it is learned.
An experiment by T’eal and Foster shov/ t!!© advantages
of organised practice material in the hands of thje clilldron
over teacher planned material.
Gonoml discussions by V/ildeman, TiOughlin; an argu-
ment by G. W. nyers for the inclusion of fractions not
socially useful; tliroe articles by Filler on tlie liistory of
fractions; and articles on the evaluation of text-books by
Knight, Brueclcner, and Pieall complete the contributlono in
tlie field of fractions.
The outstanding neod in coiroon fractions is a drill
service based on social utility in which the analysis will
be simple and primarily dictated by use.
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Chapter Ten
DECEIAL PJUCTIOi:S
T'H'TOR T^FIGEARCH
Dpiishel, J. AndiTev;
A Stiniy of the Amount of Arlthnetlc at the Conmnd of
School Graduates ’'lio Have Ead ¥o Arlthr-ietic in tlieir
high School Course*
Eleraontary School Journal 17:CS7-GG1* l^ay 1917*
This article reports results of a test given to
469 students in public or private schools in or around
St* 7.oui8* Tliese two examples constituted the test:
400
-r *6G 2/S ^ 676.16 -r .296 and 66*6264
-f- 4*
Two ciethods for placing the doclml point in the
quotient in division of deciiaal fractions v.^ere In use by
the students* Ilethod A consisted in subtracting the number
of places In the divisor from the number of places in the
dividend, ITetliod B consisted in tnaking. the divisor a whole
mimber*
Tlie average accuracy of the papers on which motliod
A was used was 66* The averag© accuracy by njethod B v/as 99*
An exanlnatlon of all arithmetic papers for tiiese students
for t^'Jenty v/eeks shor;ed 100>i accuracy for those usirjg
method A Ixit method B failed 26/ of tlie tlmje*
((
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Monroe, Walter S,
The Ability to Place the Decimal Point in Division.
Elementary School Journal 18:287-293, December 1917,
This experiment had for its purpose analysis of
the ability to place the decimal point in division of
decimal fractions.
A test composed of eighteen examples of different
types in which the answers were computed requiring only the
placing of the decimal point, was given to three groups of
pupils in sixth, seventh, and eighth grades. Pour tests
v/ere given including as divisors integers, tenths, hundredths,
and a variety of the three.
Five tables present the results.
The author concludes that the decimal point is not
placed in quotients by means of a general rule or general
ability but by means of several specific abilities.
Brueckner, Leo J.
Analysis of Difficulties in Decimals.
Elementary School Journal 29:32-41. September 1928.
The problem was to determine the types of examples
with which pupils have difficulty and the reason for errors
on each type.
A test of 121 items on the meaning, addition, sub-
traction, multiplication, and division of decimal fractions
was given to 300 pupils in grades six, seven, and eight in
the Minnesota schools.
Comment: Some multiplication and division items exceed
social usage.
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llae results show 114 different kinds of errors with
the larcost variety oX* errors in grade eight* The Id.nds of
errors were inoi»e nuraerous in uniltiplication and division tlmn
in addition and subtraction. IJirrors in reading, writing, and
conversion of doclml fractions numbered in addition 15,
in subtraction 14, in rrniltlplicatlon 26, and in division 26.
There was no evidence that errors were typical by
Five tables list types of errors noted above.
' Til© author's conclusions ares
1. Inadequate concepts of numerical values ims equalled only
by the misplaced point In mltipllcation and division.
2. Frequent misspelling of the doclinal in word form occurred,
e.g*, huiKi2*ods for hundredths.
S. Placing the declrrail point caused tv;lce as many errors in
addition tlmn inaccuracies in adding.
4. In subtraction borror/ing, and placing the docimal point
were the causes of errors.
5. Misplacing and omitting tlie decimal point wci’e errors in
irniltlplication. There were many iruiccuracies in iroaltiplylng.
6. In division the errors v/ere rdsplaclng and omitting the
V
decimal point, zero placement and limccuraclcs in dividing.
LIBRARY BTJI-f&IAFtY
Board of Fducatlon of the City of Hew York
Educational !. oasurcricnts for the Class Teacher. '14 April 1950.
Inventory of iSrrors and Remedial Suggestions - l>ocimals.
Siinaary of sections pertaining to Beclrals from
"Diagnostic and Remedial ork in Fundamentals in tlio Inter-
mediate Grades” by lay Lasar.
((
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DISCUF^IOIi
V'lldoirsan, F<3.WQ]?d
The Tettohinf of i'^ractionc, Cliapter ¥.
Plymouth Press, Chicago. 1925. pp. 145.
This cliapter discusdo© Arabic notation, declml
fraction notation, use of declml versus cocs^ion fraction,
reading and writing of declml fractions, addition and sub-
traction of docliaal fractions, multiplication of docinal
tiirjcs Integer, declml times dcclml, and declml tloos 10,
100, 1000, etc.; division of decimal by integer, decimal by
10, 100, 1000, etc., declml by decimal; expressing* quotient
approximately and placing the declml point in the quotient.
Arloigh, U. W.
Arltimetic in Cartoons.
Fducatlonal fcreen 8:22-24. January 1929.
Hi© value of the cartoon, ©specially in the upper
rrades, is sugiiested in this article. In docli^ial fractions
the dcclml point Is cro^Tnod king and bostOkTs titles accord-
ln,g to place and position. A series of cartoons frori day to
day as the topic is developed affords visual aid in an inter-
esting manner. It is suggested tJiat everything unimportant
be eliminated and that crude drawings b© used. Four illus-
trations accompany t^’O discussion.
t^rlght, ’’obert
llio Division of "cclrals - A *'ethod in Outline
^nh© fchool 19:752-754. April 1951.
('I
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=?he author sugrosts expressing the example as a
.000130^
, ,
changing tiie fi*actlon
.0013041
coj-Tion fraction, e.g.,
to contain one place Integer In denominator,
and then dividing 5 .07 -h .0013041, placing point by
inspection.
suimny OP cHAm:H to
lypo of Author and Ilatui^e of Study
Study Date
liunber of
Subjects
‘linor Drushel,
Research J.A.
1917
Comparison of accuracy re- 459
suiting fro© placing the
point in division of deci-
mals by subtracting number of
places in divisor frcHn numl^or
of places In dividend with
tliat resulting from mldJig the
divisor a whole number.
Monroo,
r?. s.
1917
Drueclmer,
£( • •
1928
Attempt to dotomine ^.vliether 5
tlia deciml point is placed grados
in quotients by tieans of a
general ability or by i::Teans of
several siieclflo abilities.
Analysis of typos of errors 300
occurring in a test covering
all pliases of dcclnal fractions.
Library Board of Bd-
Suoaary ucation of
the City of
Tew York
1930
Summary of the sections pertain-
ing to docliial fractions of
"Diagnostic and Benodial . ork
in Arithmetic iundomontals for
Intermediate Grades" by Bay Lazar.
Discussion B'ildcman, E.
19S5
Creneral discussion of decimal
fractions
•
Arleigh,
1929
Suggestions for the use of
cartoons in teacliing the iieaning
of deciraal fractions.
^^rlght, R. Suggestion for expressing tlie
1931 divisor with one integer and
,
placing the point by inspection.
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COl^'GLUSIOm
15o major researches have heen mdo In the field of
deoliaal fractions*
i^robably t3ie uiethod of placing; the point by nalrlng
t)ie divisor a whole number, found by Drushcl to Tjo more
accurate tlian subtracting number of places In divisor from
number of places In dividend, has since his study in 1917
beocoe quite generally accepted. Wright’s suggestion for
placing' the point In division by inspection deserves consid-
eration but Ms examples used for illustration go beyond
social usage
•
Studios of errors in decimal fraction coniputation
have been detcrminecl by Brueclmer. flie summary publislied
by tlie Board of I^ucatlcn of New Yorlr City also deals with
this phjase of decioal fractions.
A discussion by Arloigli of tlie use of cartoons is
suggestive of fuirther use of visual aids, iiiere Is some
question h^Tevor if drill is kept behind meaning and if
meaning is developed through use whether tlio more or less
artificial aids are necessary.
'fhe general discussion by V ildermn completes tlie
studies in this field.
llo investigations havo boon published rolatlvo to
trie value of a cei^ln amount of drill in placing decimal
points in nultlpllcatlon and division when the coiuputation
in ti e drill examples is done leaving only tlio placing of
tlie point to bo done. Hor are there p^iblished results of
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Invostlgatlons pcrtalnlni^ to the placing of the doclml
point In miltiplicetlon and division by inspection Instead
of by rule* Both of these features mipht \7ell rocelve
consideration.
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Clmpter Eleven
PERCEITTAOE
.nillOR RESEARCH
iClrcher, H. W,
Study of Percentage in Grade VIII A.
Flenontary School Journal 27s281«289* l^ecember 1926.
A tost containing ten items was given to ISS cl^.il-
dren in Grad© Eight A in a school in Sheboygan.
The test items, listed on page 281, v/er© as f©Host's:
1. One cent is wliat part of on© dollar?
/
2. Find one-half per cent of two dollars.
3. Change one-half per cent to a coEtacxn fraction.
4. Change 7/5 to per cent.
5. Five cents is five per cent of what?
6. On© cent is wiiat per cent of two dollars?
7. 76^j of a number S« 6. T!ha,t is the nuniber?
0. IIC^^ of a number is 220. Vhat is the number?
9. of a number is 44. llmt is the nianber?
10. A map lost 15>» of his money and saved the remainder.
'/hat per cent of his money did ho save?
Data are set forth In four tables.
The author concludes tJiat there is no clear con-
ception on the part of QO^j of the Grade Eight A children
included innthls study with regard to the principles of
percentage but a confusion of whole numbers, decimal and
common fractions with porcontngo. He infers th-at tlie time of
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th© pupils Is wasted in working problems in a foi^ml way
instead of applying tiie principles of porcenta^ and further
says tlmt percentage as noiv taugiit is largely a guessing
exercise
•
T'dwards. Arthur
A St\3dy of Errors in Percentage.
Heport of the Society’s Cocnittee on Arithmetic* Twenty-
ninth Yearbook of tlie Hatlcmal Tociety for the ?tudy of
Education* 621*^40* 1930*
Tlie author, on page G21, says of this ei’ror study
that it contains neitlior defense for the social utility of
percentage nor direct suggestions relative to the iiiprove-
oont of the teacliing of percentage but that it contributes
(1) ”data on difficulties in percentage and (2) data on tlie
nature of error, wiilch will add to our knov7ledge of what
error really is psychologically”
.
Data for tlie study were taken from the perfomanoe,
on tlie Compass Diagnostic Test XIV, of 215 pupils in grade
seven in typical classrooms in eight mid-vj/estem toivns.
The 115 items of tlie test are presented with figures
showing the per cent of failure by children In the lowest and
in the liighest quarters In the distribution of total test
scores
•
From the tabulation the author finds that the teacli-
tn{- of percentage Is falling In tlicse aspects: (1) recogni-
zing quantities over 100,; of a given qimntity, (2) recogni-
zing tlie correct solution of examples using the tlilrd case
of percentage, (3) solving by inspection easy examples
fI
V.
t
*
I,
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us Inc the second cose, (4) solving by inspection easy ex-
amples vising the third case, (5) vrritten work uoin^g the
second case, and (6) written work using the third case.
Prom an analysis of the specific difficulties in
the 55 tost iteii^-S tlie author concludes (1) that our present
netbodology of teaching percentage falls to give a clear
appreciation of the ideas of percentage, (2) that transmtlng
a percentage oxanplc Into a fraction or whole number exarjple
is an Intorforence habit which should receive definite atten-
tion, (5) tl'At iTOiiy errors arc instances of correct connec-
tions wrongly attached.
From a correlation of the scores on percentage test
v/lth scores on other tests the author finds t'mt bright
pupils do not mako one list of errors and dull pupils another
list but bright and dull make the errors in about the sai^e
relative proportion only tlie dull make them more frequently.
LIBH/wRy SUlSaARY
Clapp, Prank L., Clmse, ^aylcmd J., and Vervinan, Curtis
A Study of the Effectivonoos of Two Kinds of Teaching
Material.
IntroductlCBi to ivducation, p.420-424. Ginn, 1929.
This section of Introduction to Education reports
a study made by arguerltc Ullker.
Pupils from 23 rooms, divided Into two groups of
equal learning ability and equal arithmetic ability, linving
the oaino teacher, and the same allotment, were given drill
on Case I and Case II in percentage. The exporlmontal group
«
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WAS given 60/7 as oany Case I and Case II problems as the text'
boolc but til© cliarsicter and armngeriont were such as to force
til© attention of the pupils to the hind of problens v/hlch
they were solving#
Data are presented In tvfo tables#
The author finds tliat the pupils uslnr? the experi-
incntal material did better on the final tests consisting of
tliirty problems than did the control group#
'alioney, Itoo
Instruction in Percentage#
rienentary English Hevlew 0;1G1-16S, June 1929#
This article reports an anal^rsis fren a larger study
made by the author#
Unit skills are listed for these phases of percentage
A. Underlying basic nation#
B. Ideas of whole and parts.
G# Chanfjing decimals to per cents.
D# Changing common fractions to per cents#
E. Changing per cents to common fractions#
P. Clmnglng per cents to docimals.
0. '^pressing ratio as per cent.
Tl# Case I In percentage#
1. Case II in percentage.
J# Case III in percentage#
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i>ir>cu?^sioK
CRrllck, Sayrs A*
From Dec I nal Point to Percontage Syribol.
Chicago rchoola Jo^Imal 7;256-263. T'apch 1925.
This article discusses drill in reading and writing
of whole numbers and of declml fractions, drill in prefixing
and annexing zeros, drill in dividing and aultlplylng by
moving the decimal point, per cent and deciml equivalents,
division of decimals with emphasis on placing the point before
ooenputlng the answer, lntroduc5Lng the per cent symbol.
Pattern sentences for six types of percentage problems are
illustrated.
SmmilY OF CHAra^H FL75VEN
Type of Study Author and Date Mature of Study Lumber of
Subjects
^Inor Klrcher, B.w. Error study based on a 153
Research 192G test of ten iteros.
Edwards, A.
1930
Ii'rror study based on
115 test items.
215
Library Clapp, P.Xi. .Suiamary of a study by 25
CuiTjaarles Chase, r.J, and
!(!errlman, C.
1929
•
-Iss Wllkor on problem
solving in Case I and
Case II in percentage.
rooms
ITahoney, !J* Sunoary of a larger study
1929 reporting unit skills in
percentage
.
Discussion Garllck, S.A. General suggestions for
1025 teaching pei^entag©
•
C0!^CI;^JSI0I^S
The most comprehensive study of percentage, a major
research no doubt, tlmt made by lllss V'llker, ivas unavailable.
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Only th© flUEraary was obtainable.
The results of the error studies by lurcher and
by Mvards acreo In showinc tliat the present teaching of
percentage falls to give adequate concepts of percentage
or satisfactory ability In conputatlon.
Tlie general discussion by Garllclc completes tT^e
few studies of percentage.
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Chapter Twelve
DEjioMHiATE immivs
T'KiOR RESEARCH
Sprlncer, Isidore
i?eachlnc Denosnlnato Hiinhers*
Journal of I:.ducational Psycholocy December 1915 •
100 children In /^rado sl^t A v/ore divided into two
[iHJups on the basis of an Interest test of seven problons
and of lanfpmn© tests.
Cubic measure was treated in one class by the tra-
ditional EJothod of havinc! tlie class repeat the table individ-
ually, in unison, in written forsi on the blnclrboard, and on
paper* The other group solved five or six problems a day
referrin*'- to a nlneograi^ied siieet for tJie units of Treasure
as needed* Ten minutes each day for three days \ma devoted
to t:il8 practice in each class.
On a similar tost given on tlie fourth day the tra-
ditional class obtained 60J^; the class taught by the applied
method obtained 04/^.
The next week the classes alternated methods prac-
ticing 5j- yards oc]ual 1 rod and ?>20 rods eqml 1 nllo.
In a tost the class taught by the traditional method mdo
G2^; tl:e class taught by the applied method made 68^.
From those results the author concludes that the
apnlicd method is superior to the traditional method.
Recently interest has boon shown in curriculum
phases of donomlnato nunbers. In the February 1932 issue
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of Education aro disciisslono by rilsson ”Vhy K<m»rnctPlc
L'easures In rotnic Itoop©”, pac© 319, and by Lo*utla "Units
of Measurenent In Industiy'', paj^e 315* A tl-csls "The rietnic
V©i*sus the English Syoteia of ncasunonent in the Teachin(;'
of Aritlnaetio” by Holt prepared In the University of Califs
omla, argues for t'le adoption of the Tietrio System* llrie
arguinent loses force in view of its basis upon opinions
of teachers and exaiiination of a limited number of text-
books •
The study by Springer was the only one, discovered
by the writer, with any bearing on tlie procedure for teach-
ing denominate numbers* This unfortunately involved little
used units of measure* lather studios are needed to show
the gains in accuracy and in tine In teaching relations
between units by use Instead of by tables, unless the teach-
ing of donoalnate number tables lias already been abandoned
by a majority of teachers.
4.. -•ii
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(Impter 'rhlrbeen
CrmCKING COaPUTATIOn
umon iiii:sEARCH
Clark, Joihn R# and Vincent, Iieona E.
A Study of the Effect of Checlrlnc upon Accuracy in Addition,
ratheraatlcc Teacher IQsCS*?!. February 19S6.
. This article reports a study involving 87 children
In grades five and six wiio v/ero given an Initial test of
tv/cnty-flve single colum additions. On the basis of itiontal
ages, I.Q.s, and initial tost scores they were divided into
two groups. After twenty days practice in addliig the Initial
test was roxxjated.
Ilie index conblning speed and accuracy was taken to
equal lOOTl^ when H eouals the number right, and A oouals
the niinbcr attempted.
The type of clieclr used by tlio cliecIdLng group was
adding the column in tliio opposite direction.
Data are presented in three tables.
T!ie conclusions of tlie autliors are that:
1. Kie practice of chocking resulted in .'-reator efficiency
in adding. The median of the 22 dally rnedian index scores
\ms 1225 for t3-»o oho elding;; group and 1050 for the non-clieck-
Ing group.
2. T!io number of additions attempted in a given tine favored
the non-checTd.ag group. The iwsdlan of t!io dally median
ttompts was 14.2 for the chcc'rlng group and 14.9 for t-'^e
• M
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non-chocking group.
3. 'i]he nuEiber of correct additions (not the number of
separate columns) favored cliocking. The median of the dally
median rights was for the chocking group 15.1 and for the
non-checking group 12*6.
4. A random sampling of two thousand column additions showed
77.9 in accuracy for tlie non-chccJclng group and 90.1 for tli©
checking group.
5. ‘Ih© increase in accuracy may justify tlie substitution of
tills motliod of clieclcing for tlio aetliods nov/ generally in
use in drill.
C. Checking transferred to complex addition but not to multi-
plication. Without chocking tlierc was a transfer to multi-
plication. i>ata on this point justify mention only,
DITGUSSIOK
Herr, Ross
Checking in “latlionatlcs.
Cliicago Schools Journal 13:17-20. September 1930.
The purpoGGS sot fortli for tlie checking of computa-
tion by cliildren aro: (1) to find tlieir oim errors - to
develop and rmintain a standard of accuracy by themselves,
(2) to develop i/hc idea of relationship betiveon processes,
(3) to give a i»eal and practical application for each pro-
cess which is used as a chock - also to give practice,
(4) for the social utility of cliocklng.
Chec'ilng ootliods su^^sted for addition include the
reverse order which the author considers best, dividing into
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two parte idilch reducoo tbo attention open, and caetlnc out
ntnoa wlilch Is not gonomXly used* I'or subtraction addlnc
i»«i3alnd©r ond subtrahend is aug^^^stod. riie autl.or advocates
cliccklng by addition TSfrien beginning, cajiltlplication, by nultl-
plication \s?ien the nultipllor and multiplicand contain t!i©
sar» nunber of dibits
^
and by division v/hen the trultlpller
contains one figure ord the rnultipllcaiid contains two or
iioro digits.
Checicing should not bo ucfcd with wlaolo nimbors alono
t?ut with ooKRon and deoiiaal fractions, according to tlio
autlior, wlio furta:i©r states tijat cljecTrin,'-”, sJiould be begun
after the processes arc fairly v/ell fomed*
?Ui8Ccll, a. H.
vlieclrlng Calculations.
Journal of Fauoatlosi (/iH haigllsh publication) 6Sj3P4. June 1$)S1.
ihis article disoussos briefly casting out nines,
casting out elevens, applying it to money (English), and
the checlclng of oociputatlon in finding* areas, in work V7ith
compound nunibera and with fractions.
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suimKY OP cmmm
T;7pe of Stijdy Author aud J:)Rte i^aturc of r>tuidy
llinor Clark, J.K. and Kxperlijscnt to dotennlne
'.’oseax^h Vincent, L.E* result of checkin^?, column
192G addition by addinf^ in the
opposite direction.
ITunber of
Subjects
87
Discussion Herr, R.
1930
Discussion of reasons for
checking, best chocking
methods, and use of chec’djig
\7lth comon and decimal frac-
tions as v/ell as with integers.
r^usseXl, A .H .
1931
I-riof discussion of casting out
nines and elevens, and of clieck-
ing ccnputatlons in finding
areas, in work with cocii>ound
numbers and with fractions.
COHCLUSICflTS
Only one experiment and that minor in nature has been
reported in connection v/lth chocking computation, iliis study
by Clark and Vincent finds greater accuracy in column addition
as a result of chocking by adding in the opposite direction.
Two discussions by !=err and by ’.kissell have a value
in bringing the matter of checking to tlie attention of the
teachers. Pcr^iaps the little interest shop/n by investigators
in this problem is an indication of the lack of attention
given to checking by the teachers of arithjaetlc. !?ot only
is tliorc need for investigation in regard to tlie possible
offlcloncy gained by cliocking types of computation otlior
than addition but also a need for investigations to detemiin©
the relative efficiency of possible clioclclng methods.
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Chapter Fcmirtcen
r^IOTIVATIOH
rmjOH rFSEARCH
Foovor, J. H.
T'otlvated Drill V’ork In Grade Arltlimetic and
Silent Readlnc*
Journal of Educational .vocearch 4:200-gll* October 1921*
I’M© article reports a study involving 1159 third
grade children fr<»2 thirty roorns, 571 of wheel were in non-
drill sections and 5G8 of whom \7©re in drill sections#
Arithinotlc cards 2" by 1”, with ni;i2Rbers v/ritten on then
according to tlie arrangeriont in the case of donlnooe, v/erc
used by the children playing In pairs In a gar:® nodifled
froci donlnoes# The children were divided into drill and
non-drill groups according to the jud nent of the superin-
tendent# The drill groups used tlie mterlals described
above for 10 minutes a day on tliree de3rs each week from
leconber to April# The sane dally assignments and the sane
ai'iount of tliac wore used in both classes with no special
directions to tlie teaclicrs using tbje drill natcrials other
than to enphasise both speed and accuracy# Results were
based on the Cleveland Survey Test given at the beginning
and at tV-e erid of tiie oxperdUaent. The non-drill section
cliangod from a median of 10 #9 to a median of 15.1 ojauiplos
correctly solved in t'llrty seconds, a gain of 4 #2 oy-ariplon.
Tho drill group clianged from a median of 9 #7 to a Lxsdlan of
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18 #5 oxanpleo corT*octly solved in thirty seconds, a cs^ln of
8*8 exanplos*
Tv70 tables precont tluo data for arltliraotlc*
Cormonti Kquatln^t of groups on the Judgment of the superin-
tendent la not In Icecplng with present mo2*e scientific plans,
'ilie use of tlie ^;;a3:ne by t!ne chlld 2?on In pairs Is a gain over
class drill which offers few repetitions per pupil per
minute.
’’’ilscHi, Cuy
'Iho i»!otivation of Arltlnuctic.
^ullotln 19S6 -'45 of the Bureau of Education of tlie Depart
-
nont of tlie Interior. Govemoent Printing Office 10S6.
’J?he United States liureau of Education in 1924
collected GOOO or more replies from teachers throughout tlie
country in response to the request for instances or illus-
trations of inotivated work in arlthraetic. These illustra-
tions arc classified under five headings : (1) actual life
situations, (2) idealized situations, (3) real games,
(4) (^m© devices, and (5) devices, nineteen real and twenty-
nine idealized situations are described, the grade in wlilch
t3ie situation occurred being noted# Six real {^mes, several
gano devices for each fundar.K>ntal process, and a collection
of devices not based on games coopleteo the bulletin.
Cement: Tills bulletin should bo kna/n by toac-iers of all
grades not only for the tlieory underlying motivation to be
found in the introduction, but for tho distinction betr/oen
games ard devices wlilch should lead to on analysis of many
so-called "gomos”#
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Panlasl£,“ul, Isldoro arid - P. B.
The Effect of Av/aroncos of Success or Failure.
Twenty-ninth Yeaphoolc of tlie llatiosaal Tiociety for tlie
r>tudy of Education : 611-619. 19S0.
Two fourth cradoQ v/ore Involved in this study, one of
wlilch ‘used standards and pupils * a^m scorec as
motivation. ‘The drill i^atcrial contained fifteen examples
in nixed fundamentals.
Four tables are included.
The conclusions bf tlie authors are* (1) tliat this
study doesn*t pi»etend to throw ll^it on the advantages and
disadvantages of motivation using hypotiictical or arbitrary
standards such that ratings are mixtures of progress and
inequalities of difficulty in drill imterlal, (2) that this
study applies to a tiethod of motivation wlierein ratings furnish
valid measures, (3) tliat tlie greater the success tlie greater
is the motivation v/itli no significant disadvantage in the
case of tlie slov/, (4) that this plan of motivation is equally
good for boys and for girls, and (5) this plan had no effect
on the variability witliln the group.
•IIIIOR '^ESFARCK
: atthews, Pauline E.
Report of ICxperlnent on the Value of Plays ar^ Games in
al
Arithnetlc/Drlll
•
Elementary Pohool Teacher 14:319-524. arch 1914.
This experiment involved 26 children in a foiirth
ri»ade of a training school and lasted for nine wocics. Throe
motivating activities, the baseball game, the road race, and
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th€ dcpartnent oto2»o described with the p3?eparatlon,
the ocherso of the activity and the cmparlson of tlio re-
sults with those obtained tlirou^i forrial drill, being given
attention. More escamples were solved in the playing of tlio
gnrrjos, in Itself a gain but tlie author points out a greator
;Taln - tlic joy ^Ich \ms carried over frori tliO gories to the
fornal drill.
Reavis, W. C.
The Social Motive in tho Teaclilng of iirithinetic,
Flerontary fchool Journal 18:264-267, Decenbor 1917.
Following the teaching of stocks and bonds. In an
ei^ith ^Tcade, through the organization of a mock bank, a
class of 22 was given a test on stocks consisting of. ten
problems taken froin a text-book. Tlie sane test v/as given
In September after an interval of ninety days of school
and eighty days of vacation.
Tlie following”: table occurs on page 265 of this
reference
:
Problems t’roblens Pupils In Pupils In
attempted right first test second te<
10 10 15 13
10 9 0 1
9 9 2 4
9 8 1 0
8 8 0 2
7 7 3 1
Tho above results show according to the author the
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Persistency of learjilng v^en the method provided croup
activity in which the social motive was pronounced,
Steinway, Louise f
.
An hxporlment in Gaoee Involvin/- a TCnowlodce of Humber.
Teachers Collooe Record 19:43-53, January 1918,
The purposes of this study, as stated on page 43,
vjore to see (1) ”to what extent gaznes involving number are
of interest to children; (2) what geoos afforded possibilities
in the matter of points of dexmrture for formal work in
arithmetic; and (3) to what extent a knowledge of number
could be gained through {^los , •’
81 first grade children were involved in tills study,
A teacher came to them for an hour every day for six weeks
to teach tiiem to play games allowing them freedom in joining
or leaving tlie play group, A 3ec<»id teaclier took detailed
notes regarding the activities of the children.
The games played were lotto (hon^emde and cornnorcial),
watenvheel, roly poly, parches!, and bean bag. For homemade
lotto tliG average interest span xms greatest, being 25 minutes
in conpai»ison with an attention span of 14 minutes in water-
wheel, During one week 14 children played parches! \7liile six
played bean bag, hoEiemdo lotto was played tvfenty-eirht
tli:»s by all of the children while bean bag was played eight
times, ‘Pho groups playing lotto averaged five in number while
the groups playing boan bag averaged but two.
One table and six graphs shor/ results of this study,
«
Tentative conclusions point to an educational value
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in lotto which proved intorostin^^ as measured by attention
span* A minus correlation was found between tlie evera^e
interest span and tlie number of tlir^es a gone was played.
(lanes led to a need for a kncuTledf,© of arithmetic,
vflllln{yu>33 v/as ahown in helping one another. In carrparl-
son with a class devotlnf, part of its class period to for?:ial
work, test results shoi7 an inprovement of 3.4 in the came
croup over 1.9 for the formal work frroup. Children
seemed nor© interested in the activity itself tiian in winning
the came which sucoests that scores may not be trie beat point
of departure for fomul work.
Cocinent: 2he author rocoenisea tli© limitation In tlie sise of
the C3^*<3(up and in the uncxmtrollod factors.
DISCmiMOK
Ifillis, Jas. F.
Apx)oal to the Play Instinct in Teaching Aritlmotic.
•^h© ^^yducatlonal Blmontiily. (Tlie Francis . Parker ^‘Chool,
Chicago ) June 1912 •
The author su£:cests tlie discarding of adult and
puzzlo problems and the substitution of childrens* escperl-
ence. ^e advocates the use of play (1) to motivate drill
and (2) to nalce connercial activities concrete through
dramatlssation. Oames arc classified according to those (1)
purely of activity such as Pussy ants a Comer, and Slnon
bays Thumbs Up, (2) Imacinativo garios illustrated by Playing
irlroTi»n, Coin" to Loston, and Playinp r tore, and (3) scoring
games such as Dean hag, ning fosc, Ton Pino, Jur:ipiiig Jack,
Pv-, N*'
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Tumble In, Crasy Ti^veler, and Pish Pond. DiTamtlaing com-
njorclal activities Is also illustrated.
!.!illls, Janes P.
The Social Motive in iirithmotlc#
I'Cansas School I'^aGazlne. Septonbor 1912.
iiiis article sugi'^osts that we must provide activities
for the pupils in wliich tlie controlllnc: motive Is tlie desire
to do or malre sooething for otiiors - tl:*® motive of social
service. These social activities are to provido motivation
and application for drill, not to replace drill. Illustra-
tions of tills idea are earing for chiclrons, and construction
by the eighth rp?adc of r house for the little children.
Business draiiiatiaatlons as in the above article are lllustra-
tod.
SUnimKY OF CIlAmJH
Type of iitudy Author and D&to ITatuz^ of Study
t!aJor
.losearch
Hoover, J .H
.
1921
rilson, n.H.
1926
Humber of
Subjects
CcBsparinon of results 1139
obtained from unmotivated
drill with those obtained
by using a modified domino
game.
Collection and class ifica- 5000
tlon of illustrations of
notlvation in arithmetic
contributed by teachers in
the schools. This classifi-
cation is preceded by a re
-
view of tlio history and under-
lying psycholof^ of the moti-
vation rnovenont.
Panlaslgjil, I. Experiment using atanda8^° fourth
and T^nl§it,P.B. and graphs of pupils own grades
1930 scores as motivation.
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hlnor
Hecearch
hB-tthews, ?.K.
1914
Use of baseball name,
road raco and store as
motivating activities in
a fourth grade
•
2G
Joavis,
1017
iictentlcm of Icnowledgo of
stoclcs and bonds taught
tlirough organization of
laoolc 'banlc.
22
Dtoirarmy, L*S.
1918
Dlacuasloii T'illis, J.P.
1912
lUlia, J.P.
1912
IntoPGat arid arltliractlc
outcoDDS froiii use In first
rpacto of canes involvln^i
nuEtbor.
Sucsestions for use of gia:nes
ancl droinatlzations as moti-
vating octivitles.
Artiraent for activities In
which tlio motive is a desire
to do or to mice somthing
for others.
cciicTjaricHS
TJieoe few studies my seen a poor BhoBring in a field
I’ccelvlng as mch attention as tliat given motivation, "'ith
the exception of the studies noted otiier contritmtions wore
descriptions, often 'brief, of the use of one or several
motivating activities. On thjo whole these articles seoraod
too far reDOved from real research to warrant inclusion in
th.ls cliaptcr. A blbllO{'*raphy of such articles would 'be of
service to tlie boglr.nlng teacher.
w
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Chapter Fifteen
DRILL
MAJOR RESEARCH
Kirby, Thoiaas J«
Practice In the Case of School Children*
Teacliers College, Coluabla University, Contribatlon to
Education #58* 1813.
This study Involved 1350 children In thirty-nine
classes in third and fourth grades*
The addition inaterlal was Thorndike’s addition sheet
which contained 46 columns of 10 addends each of one-plaee
numbers* The division material Included the facts from
20 ^ 3 to 89 - 9.
75 minutes were devoted to this practice, the initial
and final drill x>©rlod8 being 15 minutes each, the remlnlng
45 minutes being distributed differently for each group.
In addition Gfroup I had two periods of 28^ minutes. Group 2
had three 16 minute periods. Group 3 had eight periods seven
of which were 6 minutes in length and one of 5 minutes, and
Group 4 had twenty-two periods of wliich twenty-6ne were 2
minutes in length and one was 3 minutes* In division the
total practice time was 60 minutes with the initial and
final periods 10 Eilnutes each* Ihe remaining 40 minutes
wore divided into two 20 minute, four 10 minute, and twenty
2 minute periods* In scoring addition the score was the
number of columns ri^t and in division tlie score was the
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ntimbar of oombinatlcaiB
Saublo^ Irene
Thm Effect of Time Allotment Upon Achievement in Arithmetic
in the Second Grade.
I3a8ter*« Thesis « University of California. 1930.
This tliesis reviews the studies of Hice^ Stone, Payne,
Holmes, A3Fer, I’lmim, Eagen, and Chapter 3 of the 29th Yearbook
by v/eat, Greene and Brownell.
^e study involved ten classes of 40 pupils each in
the low second grade and twenty classes in the high second,
the children being chosen on the basis of average intelli*
gence, nationality, race, and social and economic c<»}ditiQns
of the homes. Teachers in each school chose the two groups
by putting the same number of A*s, B*8, etc., in each group.
The Detroit First Grade Intelligence Test was used. The
experiiaent lasted for twenty weeks.
The control group was tau^^t for the regulation
20 minutes, the experixaental group for 30 minutes daily.
There was no hooe work or outside coaching. Ho pre*test was
given becaxise no time had been allotted to arithmetic below
second grade and it was felt that the number of items on a
fozOTil written test to which two B pupils could respond
would be an inadequate basis for matching and pairing.
Using intelligence test scores, the pupils were matched as
to potential ability. V/hen the experiment was repeated in
high seomid grade pre-tests in the addition and subtraction
facts were given.
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Ihe wm numt>er of facte were developed and practiced
the experimental group spending the extra tine on intensive
drill* Developmental material, simple word problems, and
drill were provided by experimental editions of texts in
Which the author was collaborating.
Achievement was measured by scores on four tests in
the work-book and on two final tests on 100 addition and
100 subtraction facts* The Detroit Computation Test given
in low third was also used* The Standard Deviation Unit was
used as a unit of measure of difference*
Data are presented in eight tables and eleven figures*
lha author’s exclusions are:
1* nearly all pupils in low second gained some from the add-
\
itional time but pupils in high second grade made no gain In
aclilevement as a result of the additional time*
2* The amount of gain in low seccKnd grade was not proportion-
ate to the additional tlxne used*
Pupils In low second grade of below average, average, and
above average intelligence appeared to profit equally from
the longer period*
4* Pupils In lo^y second grade of average or above average
for their grades profited while very young children in the
six-year group inade no gains*
6* Both colored and American children in the lew second
grade profited but foreign children made no gain.
6* The additional time affected additlx and subtraetlx
In the scuTie manner

169
The author thinks that a repetition of the experlzoent with
the extra time used as a separate drill period instead of
a part of the regular period would be worth while* Fatigue
may have influenced the results although the teachers were
told to vary the procedure.
A bibliography of 19 references is followed by an
appendix containing samples of instructional material,
tests, awsple directions for teachers, forms for recording
data, explanation of oomputations, tables 10 to 19 showing
more con^lete findings.
MINOR RESEARCH
Brown, J. C.
An Investigation of Idie Value of Drill Work in the
Fundamental Operations of Axdthsistic
«
Journal of Educational Psychology 2:81-^. February 1911.
61 children in gredoa six, seven, and eight were
given S-tnlnate drill periods.
A cceiparison of sections having drill with sections
not having d\*lil but otherwise the same instructiai showed
that the benefit included increased efficiency in reasoning;
that improvement was still evident after a twelve weeks
vacation; that the greatest gain was in grade six followed
by grade's seven and eight.
Data az*e presented in five tables.
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Brocm^ J. C«
An Investigation of the Value of Dirlll Woplc In the
Fonaamental Operations of Arithmetic*
Journal of Kduoational Psychology 3:485-492* November 1912*
Two groups totaling 222 children from three schools
were given an Initial test« 5-ialnute drills on the four
fundamentals for twenty periods and then a final test.
T!ie author finds tliat the drill classes made from
2 3/S ® l/lO times as mch Inprovejoent as the non-drill
classes*
Brown^ J* C*
An Investlf5tttimi of the Valiie of Drill v^ork in the
Fundamental Operations of Aritlanetie •
Journal of Educational Psychology 3:561-570* December 1912.
This article contains con^risons of the 19 poorest
pupils In the non-drill group wltli tiie average in the non-
drill group and with the 19 best in the non-drill group*
Phillips, P* M*
Value (rf* Daily Drill in Arithmetic*
Jcurral of Educational Psychol^y 4:159-163* Inarch 1913.
The groups were equated on the basis of the Stone
tests on fundamentals and reasoning* One group v^as given
10 minutes daily drill on the fundamentals both oral and
written and on mental problems* The other group was given
no drill work but carried its regular work. Ihe investi-
gation continued for two school months*
There were found to be substantial Increases in the
fXldUrm ^ii- .Hjtr tf uiBJ»Tvxtii?I ^ ^tisAS OX\J. .o& flV
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abilities of both grcwps. The drill group md© 15^ laore
Improveiasnt In fundumentala and 5C35’I mo2?e in reasoning than
the non-drlli group. The ciedlan Inereaao was from XZ*9% to
6S*25b. The average deviation ms greater in the second teat^
less deviation being found in the non-drill groups. The
coefficient of variability was less in the second test than
tlie first, dirIs raade better records in fundamentals and
boys in reasoning.
Mayberry, L. W.
Indivldualiaing Problems for Children.
Elementary School Jou3n:ml 18:133-13T* October 1917.
'basts were given to aeccmd and third grad© children
in October after which five sectaid and five third grad©
teachers volunteered to chock their pupils on IMlvldual
fallurea each week. Following tlse check on errors drill to
correct Individual errors was administered,
tables show the results.
•^e percentage of gain raade by the three "claeoked"
classes in grade two A itss 41% compared with 18^^ gain made
by the six "not checked" classes In that grade. In grade
two B the gain raade by four "checkeci"classes was 6(^1^ and
that made by eight "not checked" classes was In grade
tliree A the "cliecked" and "not checked" rooms gained respec-
tively 67;^ and The grade tnree B “chocked" and "not check-
ed" rooBW gained respectively 106^6 and 23%,
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Pyle, W. K.
EoonoKdoal Learning.
Journal of Educational Psychology 4 ;148-168 . llarch 1913#
lEhls article la primrily of Interest psychologic-
ally* Addition is mentionod as one of several typos of
naterial.
Third grade children were equated on the basis of
an initial test of 10 minutes* One group bad 10 minutes
practice in the morning for two weeks, the other group had
a 10-minute practice period in the morning and In the after-
noon for one week*
Results favor one practice period a day*
Thorndike, E* L*
On the Relation Between Speed and Accuracy in Addition*
Journal of Educational Psychology 5:537, Hovember 1914.
Of 6V1 students tlie best 66 ave??CM*ed 150 additions
per hunili*ed seconds, the worst 20 averaged <»ily i as many*
Ihc 66 laade 7 errors per thousand additions and the 20 made
17i errors per thousand additions.
".Che table which shows the number of additions per
liundred seconds and the number of errors per thousand addi-
tions for both slow and fast workers leads to the eoncluslcn
that tlie individ'ual who is quick in adding is also more
acciirate than one who is slow.
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Gapflnl:el, 2&mrioe A.
The Kffoci of the Sunsner Vacation On Ability in the
Fundanentals In A2*3thinetlc*
Journal of Kdncat.ianal ?ayoholof;y lC:44-46, January 1919
•
Dui«ing tlbo vacnticn tlie play giwup did ?/hatovcr de-
alred, the wori^ group waa employed, and the atudy group
attended auxnrier eChool- The Cou3*ti3 Fundansentals B Pcrr2e 1
and 2 wore given in June and September to 861 children of
when one-third were girls.
Roeults shm? a geneml decrease in speed from June
to September except In addition* The work group did better
than the study group and as well as the play group.
Tiiere was a decrease in accai<acy in all group®, tiie
highest rnedian In Septentber being lower than the lowest in
June, representing a loss of more than two years work.
The decrease In add!ticca was significant pointing
out tiiat not enough conscious attention Is given to the
fonuatScin of mbits.
Tae study group had the greatest loss in speod ex-
cept In addition where it made the greatest gain. In accur-
acy the work group lost less than the clay group. The study
group mdc greater gain in add.ition and subtraction and leas
gain in nml.tipllcation and division.
loodp H. B.
Distributed Practice in Addition.
Journal of Educational Psychology 15:248-249. April 1924.
This study involved 205 first and second year college
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students vho practiced for an hour adding five tvo-place
nusibers with no zeros* Group containing 60 students^
added for an hour continuously; group 2 containing 50 stu-
dents added for 20 nlnutes a day for three days; group 5
containing 51 students added 10 minutes a day for six days;
and group 4 added for 10 minutes twice a week for three
weeks*
Results show that the group adding for 20 minutes a
day made the most Improvement hut not much more than was made
hy the giroups adding for 10 minutes for six days or 10 minutes
twice a week for three weeks* The three above groups loE^e
more gain than the group adding for a eontinuous hour.
iffQTB, Garry C*
Persistence of Errors In Arlthootlc*
Journal of Educational Research 10:19-28* June 1924*
The responses of four children to two facts » each
over a period of tlme^ and the responses of several children
to exac^les were recorded*
The author concludes tlmt a mistake Is Immeasurably
serious « that we can never be certain that the same mistake
will not be made In exactly the same way again, and l^iat a
wrong answer Is as definite as a ri^t ansv/er*
The author suggests the reasons for errors to be
(1) too much reasoning In teaching the facts and In correct-
ing eiwrs, (2) counting, (3) too much trying to get speed
leading the child to guess*
To avoid the counting habit the author suggests
1
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that wa (1 ) auhstltuta accuracy for speedy (2 ) elisnlimte
derlcas leading to counting, (3) eliminate telling the child
to "stop and think", and (4) master old facts ‘before taking •
on new*
The author further tells us that drill too often
means testing and testing on what is learned wrong, whereas
drill should be overlearning correct bonds as repetitions of
correct answers with enougli of this overlearning In early
stages to make correct answers peinaanent*
Newcomb, R. S#
Securing the Msatlnoim Amount of Work from Every Pupil.
Elementary School Journal 25 s3576«-*579 • Jemuary 1925.
An experiment carried on during six weel^ in grades
seven and eight consisted of making a definite assignment in
a regular text and an optional assignment in a supplementary
text. Althott(^^ no extra credit was offered the eighth grade
children solved 2997 probletas, an average of 4 .3 extra pro-
blems per pupil each day. Seventh grade children solved
804 extra problems, an average of 1.9 additional problems
per pupil each day. Results on tests given 'bcfure and after
this six week period show a gain of 12;^ in speed and 14.3^
in accuracy in the eighth grade and a gain of 12^ in speed
and 2 . 8^0 in accuracy in the seventh grade.
Clark, John R. and Vincent, Leona E.
A Study of Variability in Arithmetic.
Journal of Educational Psychology 16;2C7-274. April 1925.
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87 fifth and sixth grade children were given drill
for 4 minutes a day on twenty-two successive days* fhe drill
iQatex*lal eonslsted of sets of single ooluxrm additions of nine
digits, no digit less than four being repeated*
Results are shown In six tables*
The conclusions are:
1* Ihe medians for the group for the number of attesg^ts
varied by two examples or more*
2* Ihe zoedlan for the number of correct additions varied
1*5 exait^les*
5* Individuals varied from day to day by 2*1 columns or more
in speed and by 2*5 columns or moz*e In the number right*
There was a tendency for the amount of variability to In-
crease with intelligence*
4* The medians of the numbers of examples correct on the
Woody-McCall Mixed Pundamontals varied not more than 1*1 in
any of the three school grades tested* The medians of the
numbers of examples correct at the end of the first five
minutes wei*e unstable*
Lodeman, W«W*
Speed and Scholarship Versus Arill--otlcal Accuracy*
school Science and Llathematlcs 25:522-524* May 1925*
44 college sophomores were timed with a stop-watcli
while doing 50 addition examples* Errors wez*e noted*
The correlation between speed and accuracy was *42,
the correlation between the students* grades and accuracy
was -*069.
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Tlte autlior ocuioludes tliat accuracy does not depend
on apccd| that accuracy doea not depend m aoliolarship^ and
tiiat speed does not depend on scholarship*
Messlckf A. I.
Effect of Certain ‘rypes of Speed Drills Ssi Aritl<xaetio»
l^tliCiiiatics Teacher 19 s104-109 • February 1926*
Four sections each of fourth arid fifth grades total-
ing 272 children wei*e divided so tliat half of the sections
fonaed the speed group, tlie other half forming the control
or slew group* Each group was drilled by the writer for
4 tainutes a day for twenty days, tlie drill consisting of
eight examples containing nine thx^e-place nuiabers coc^iled
frcd the Courtis drill material* Courtis Series B X and II
wore glv«s at the beginning and at the end of tlxe study*
The speed grenip was directed to add rapidly, the control
gi^p to add slowly*
Three tables present the data*
The conclusions are as follows:
1* The accuracy group exceeded the speed group by 2*6^ in
speed and by 32*5> in accuracy*
2* 4*75^ more pupils ^ined in speed from accuracy drills
than from speed drills* 7*4>> more pupils drilled for speed
lost in speed than did tliose drilled in actmracy* 2*7^ more
pupils drilled for accuracy rezaained the sazae in speed than
did those drilled for speed* In tlie group drilled for accur-
acy 2*9^ more pupils gained in accuracy than did those drill-
ed for speed* 3*^ more pupils of tlie speod group lost in
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accuracy than did those in the accuracy group* In the
accuracy group nioro piq^lls remained the saiao in accuracy
than did those In tlie speed group*
Bruoelcnei*, L. J*
Certain Arlt/miOtlc Abilities of Second Grade Pupils*
Klementary School Journal 27: 433-443* February 1927*
Pupils In grades two B and two A in ei^it schools in
!!lnneapolls rcr© given three teats ^ the test dates being
June 17, September 9, and September 23. Grades two B were
given 64 addition corablnatloua with sums ten or less and
64 subtraction combinations with uinuejids ten or less*
Grades two A rreve given the 100 addition and the 100 subtrac-
tion eonbinatlona* A few emmBr school clilldren were re-
corded separctcly#
Hesults chow that for grades two B there ¥/&s almcMit
no less In addition, tlie boys apd girls doing the seino kind
of work. The sunsiier school children lost 2.7 c<sablnation8
between Jure 17 and September 9 bsit had gained It back by
September 23. In subtraction a loss of 2.4 ccmiblziatlons
resulted from JUne 17 to Septcijber 9, the boys losing little
more than the girls. The sumaer school cliildreii lost and
were still below In the September 23 test. In grade two A
the medians were
Addition
Subtraction
Sur^Boer Sehool
Juno 17
98.3
96.0
79.0
September 9
95.8
09.3
68.3
September 23
96.9
92.6
67.6
In grades two B the alf^t-year olds lost more than the seven-
year olds from June 17 to September 9 but the groups wore the
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sfuae cffi Septenl^er s?? . In two A tluoj?© was; littlo
differTDnce in adoj.tio!n but ?.n flnbtmetlon the ©leht-jrjar
olds wone "belew m every tect*
Slight, F. B.
Superlo5»tty of ristributed Praetio© In 'Drill In Ai^thiaetlc.
Josmml of F&icational Research 15;157-165 • March 1927.
i!hiB study is preceded by a discussion of drill npocl-
ficatlons. study Itnolf was OJsrrlod on by Dr* Tuso*
600 children In fifth ^^rades were divided Into two groups on
the Ixials of general arlthurotlc a'blllty. Each group was
given fifty conaocutlve 15-*ninute drill porioda, one group
using the Knlj^t-Stude’baker-Riich work-boolcB, the other using
nor© natortal not so distri.buted* A ?«erte9 of tests Included
(1) co'^hlnations on which "both groups had had much practice,
(S) c crabinatIona on w!'iich one group had had llbeml practice,
the other group not so and (3) combltmtlons on which
one group hod had relatively little practice.
Two tables on distribution are given but for findings
reference Is made to the sipidy by Utse, viR.s
1. The distributed drill gro’^p gained from 20-54.^ In the
number of combinations trlod and frotr S1-S55J In the number
of exETtples correct* The haphasard drill groJip gained from
11-40^^ in tlic nimbcr of coribinatlons tried and from IS-6I5S
in the number of coerblnations correct.
2. The (piin cf t!ie distributed drill group over t'b.e haphaz-
ard drill group was for addition 185^, for subtraction 195^,
for multiplication 36^, and for dlvleion 24^*
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5, The saiX' i^olr.fcive dtfferencw^s In the dist^'ibutecl and non-
dictriliuted drill cr<rAns for ell levels.
4. T!io poKiaiior.t iTae ^^ater for the dlstrllnited drill
group ao measured by the loss during the summer vacation*
Taylor, Hoy ID*
Self-Coi^potltion Versus Group or Individual Coiapetltlon
la Learning Mie Four Fundariertals cf Arltlrnetlc, with.
Special Srsi^hasis Given to Speed and Accuracy*
i.!astor*3 Thcnls. TTnlverslty of Kansas, ^hine 1927.
lntrcdu.et5.on of this thesis calls to attention
tl'ie need for evaluating teaching rr<ethO(?s instead of accept-
ing tlie nethod mest advortlsed* Suturarles are given of
etudlcs hy rhenh, Coiirtis, School Efficiency I^onogrsph,
Brown, Osbiiin?., Clillde, riile, Batson nsid Combelllclc, and
Bnight*
This study Involved 129 children In grades three to
seven, in the school year of 1925-2S, and 105 children In
grades four to eight, in the school year of 1026-27. The
Initial teat, Courtis Hosoa?'ch Series B Potm 2, was follow-
ed hy six iveelrs of worV TT»e^ivRted hy grofi^p-cofnpetltlon, tlien
a t'jet, tiior six reeks of ro^ir Tnotivated by sclf«co!!rootltlon
arid ft fira?. tost. Purlrig the nelf-cofnpetltlon period the
Courtis Practice Sofia wore used* T>uid.ng the group-ocnipeti-
tioii the work was carried on by the teacher dictating pro-
blomc In tli© four fundenentals and allowing the pupils to
oon^jete with one or another Indlvldiially or in groups.
Tli© idea stressed to retlvate this type of drill was, work
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to oxeel tho other pupil or pupils « cocipetition not being
limited to certain members of the class
,
but every nember
competing with all# No records at all were Icept of indi-
vidual or class scores#
Data are px^sented in sixteen tables#
Sunning up the arithmetical operaticms for each grade
it was found that seven relative differences favox^ self-
coc^tition and eleven favored group-competition • In general
then, the author finds that individual or gjwup and not self-
oompetiticm is favored# Neither excelled exclusively in any
one grade or in all of the operations#
Weerdt, Esther Hurley de
The Permanence of hnprovemsnt of Fifth Grade School
Children in Certain llental Functions#
Journal of Educational Research 16:127-131# September 1927#
49 children in a fifth grade in New Haven of an
average age of ten years were given seven different tests on
eleven consecutive days, 45 records being made# The tests
were substitution 44 minutes, addition 65 minutes, reading
16 minutes, cancellation 33 minutes, saxae-opposite 13 min-
utes, multiplication 56 minutes, multiplication by substi-
tution 44 minutes# Four months later the same tests were
given again*
Results for addition on the first day of the re-test
wore the same as on the fifth practice day axvi on the second
day of re-test were the same as on the nintii practice day#
Results for multiplication on the first day of re-test were
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the same as on the eleventh day of practice and on the
second day of re^test v/ere better than on the eleventh
practice day* Results for mltiplication by substitution
were the sane on the first day of re-test as on the ei^th
praotioe day and on the second day of re-test were better
than on the eleventh day of practice*
The author concludes tlmt In view of the relatively
smll aQount of tine spent in sx)eeific drill in the seven
functions tested
,
the asiount of Ijsiproveiaent retained thrcugli
four months of non-specific drill is significant*
Long^ Wilbur £•
Pupil Attention in Arithmetic*
University of Pittsburg, school of Education Journal Vol* 3,
#2527-S9 and 52-33* Kovciaber-Deccmber 1927*
A survey of classes in arithzoetlc in Jeannette, Pa*
at the beginning and at the end of a course in arithmetic
methods was made using the Class Attention Score Sheet of
E* C* Morrison*
Loss of pupil attention is found to be due to
a* Wastes due to poor i>reparatiQn*
1* Much time Is wasted in getting started because mater-
ials for work are not ready.
2* Pupils lose tixae and Interrupt the class because work
on the board is not legible*
3* v/hen questions are not readily Identified by nxsaber
or letter, pupils lose time*
b* Wastes due to poor techniques*
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1* The waveidrig of attention if dr^ll is difficult and
the teacher doea not froi^iently refer to the olaas whan
difficulties are raet#
2« The danger that tlie game or emspetition may divert the
attention of the class from the arlthn»tlcal principles
or facts involved to the contest itself, unless care ie
taken to sutsordlnate the gaise*
3* The tendency to consider the individual Instead of
the group, e«g» calling on a single pupil to continue
drill until a mistake Is xaade*
4« The difficulty in trying to keep all of class working
together throu^out the recitation* Other pupils lose
time when a pupil Is kept on his feet for detailed ques-
L tlonlng#
5« The xmctioe of assigning one problem at a tine*
The practice of having a pupil drone out an explana-
tion of his work at the board.
The solution to this problem of pupil waste lies in
() understanding the objectives sought, (b) knowledge of
methods and devices needed to reach desired goals, and (c)
the ability to pat across the pi^gram In a class room*
Two lessons are Illustrated to show 100)3 attention*
The author lists tZiese devices and methods to con-
serve attentiont (1) Vigorous and wido-awaI(» class control;
(2) Neat orderly board preparation; (3) A formulated lesson
plan with interest and attention as objectives; (4) Short
snappy drills; (5) Mimeographed contracts in supervised 8t\id7 ;
() Games and motivated devices consistent with tlie age and
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interests of the children; (7) Vital material with natural
life interest in word prohlcins; (8) Sufficient presentation
and explanation to remove major difficulties; (9) Provision
of extra worv for rapid workers; (10) Individual attack
upon problems enough to last a period; (11) Organizatlcxi to
stress participation of all rather than a few.
Hagen, Henry B.
A Study of Practice Periods in Arithmetic Fundamentals.
Chicago Principals* Club - Second Yearbook 93-95. 1927.
including grades four B to seven A
Two groups were formed in each of twelve rooms/on
the basis of the Otis Group and Illinois Intelligence Tests.
In February the Monroe Standardized Arithmetic Fund-
amental Scale was given to each group.
Group 1 was given drill both in forenoon and after-
noon, Group 2 be5jig given drill in the forenoons only.
The Monroe Scale I given May 16 shows Group 1 to have
made a median gain of 12.3 examples and Group 2 to have made
a median gain of 13.7 examples. The conclusion is that the
extra twenty minutes a day was unwarranted.
Myers, Garry C, and Myers, Caroline E.
Finding Mistakes Versus Correct Associations in Simple
Number Learning.
Journal of Educational Research 18:25-31. June 1928.
Two were chosen alternately from alphabeti-
cal order, one-half being given the task of finding mistakes,
the other half repeating 20 facts with their answers. The
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teat of twenty examples was given to all, the time
and anaweire being noted* after the exercises the sauio test
was given again* The two groups were almost equal in time
and acouraey on the initial perfozmanee • 100 pairs were
matched on the basis of time for the Initial performance*
147 children were given the test again with no practice*
Results show the gain as reduction in tiiac and errors
to be almost the same for 153 paira alplmbetioally as for
10 paix*8 matched in initial time* One reading of 20 facts
and answers was better than the search for erz^ors* The two
groups made on the average the same niuaber of errors and
practically the same initial time* The error finding group
took 50^ more time in learning*
Tables are given for time and errors*
The authors conclude that finding errors is wasteful
of time*
L!c!^irray, J* Fred
Teaching Arithmetic to Seventh Grade Pupils Orally Versus
Teaching It as Written Arithmetic*
Master's Thesis* University of Ctncixuiati* August 1928*
The units taught during tiiis experiment were finding
a per cent of a number^ the percentage equation, finding wliat
per cent one number is of another, profit and loss, buying
and selling on coRiiiission, trade and cash discounts, successive
discounts, paying for use of money, estioiating results, plane
figures, review and drills in fundamentals*
V^ritten arithmetic according to the author includes
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aXX vT0Q7k accoEnplishccl i/lth pencils In tlie of ttie pupils*
Work oxp'Jilned frcn the l5lac!£T)OP*r«3. is clssnlfiod os oml* In
caaow wliero pupils wore wor^dLng anitJat?etic at their sents and
the teaolior paeaod frcBS sect to scat to assist, all CTtplana-
tiona are counted as written niethod.
Lniring one 50 ariruto peri or? daily for five days a
week for tliree weeks four groups
,
W, W*, 0, and 0*, used
fifty per cent of the dally period worldlng arithmetic as
oral arlthaictlc and fifty per cent working written aril^sinetic*
During the next twelve weeks cpiwmps T and W* psed seventy-five
per cent of the tlux for ^.'rlttcn and twenty-five per cent for
oral work. Oremps 0 and 0* used seventy-five per cent of the
tliae for oral and tve 2ity-five per cent for written arithmetic.
Tlic bases for cerjparing rcaults vere (1) correct prin-
ciple lii solving problesiB and (2) correct answer in solving
problcma •
Ihe author concludes that the bitten method is
better in gon^^rr.!.
*I!be avjpendix contains 15 pages relating to the I.Q.s
and Isttor val'oes for 160 children, 8 x^Ses relating to equa-
ting and final grades and lessons on trade and cash discounts,
successive discounts, Intoroat, end circles .
Cooasnt: There was r^ore detail ori eq^aating of groups than
the writer found helpful. She would like to have known more
about the division of material into lessons. Do seventh grade
units, well taught, lend t}ieriselves to an arbitrary division
into oml and written work? Do we not ratlier need an analysis
of phases suitable for oral and for written work? Was the
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only explanation that (m the r»irrjoj^T»Rpliod aheotc?
I'^/hat ahCAit the part played by the teacher?
Myers, CJarry C*
'i?he Price of Specwi Preasure in the Leawilnp of !Tu!i?b<?r«
Bdueational Research Bulletin (Ohio state University) 7:
265*260, September 19, 1928 «.
21 children In grade cme A were given the reanlng
of addition process and the nunber concepts to 20* They put
together 3 and 4 and counted but made no attempt to raemorizo*
During two months they were given psechanical learning of tho
number facts using flash cards w5.th answers and without, an-
swer* All effort was made to avoid haste, carelessness, and
errors* A teat on the 63 facts studied resulted In 18 coirrect
papers, three omitting from 1 to 5 facto but no one giving a
wrong answer*
Two years later 10 of these 21 pupils were stuflied*
Four individual respCDses to each card were ?aade, greater
speed being suggested each time after the first leisurely
response* Results show that the ch5,1dron made more errors
on all subsequent trials than on the first, the total number
of errors on the five trials respectively being: 14, 36, 39,
37
,
43* The average lncrea«je in error was from 1.4 in the
first to 4.3 in the fifth*
One table giving a record of the wrong anst^rs shows
the author *8 findings - that e7n»ors persist. 31jl^ of the
errors recurred fran 1 to 4 times* Children often responded
without seeing the whole combination, answering in terms of
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ore Off the ntsn'fcera# (k.e rmpil made t22 aucli error's in
5*8 errors
Pmene, Elisabeth
Effect cf the S\D:mer Vacaticai on the iohlevemert of' euplla
in tho Fourth, Fifth and Sixth. Grades *
Joi\2^ml of ISducatlonal Hesearch 18t309'-S14. Hoveiiibex* 1928.
Stonfoi'd. AchioTreuient Teat k was given In May-
end test B Ir* fepteinher to gre.d«js four, five, and six.
Fofttr t*ahles show raaul.ta for the grades separately,
and change in acMevouient in ter-TiS of school years.
Tbo avemgo lose In aritlasetic computation vaa six
school laanths, the average loas In reasoning six tenths of
a acbool nenth.
The autlior aces in th^se results e'Vidence of a need
for rerlcff. ^?he feels tlmt the borderline children need to
go to nmvf^r school.
Ite-llton, Bwi^.t
An ExperlrrcKt w5.th an Individual Techniq^ in Sixth Grade
Arlthnetlc.
Journal of Educational Research 13;3Sl-^44. Kove^foer 192S.
18 cixtJi grade children were taugiit by the individual
technique follortfing a plan olailar to the Wiimetka plan.
Unit sheets w®?»e prepert^d which contained ^pll’s goal in
terras of fpcto or ahllla, .-isaignncnt and practice teats*
Conpaflo J>isgnostic Teats were used to test iitfustery. The
dally program ms revised to replace the rocitatloei with
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Indivldiaal pmctlee and with conaultatlon •
Poor tahloa pz^sent the data*
Port7<»8iz units of work were aocompliahed by the
brl^ter and nine units by the slowest children* Progress,
measured by the Stanford Achievement Test, showed a gain by
the individtial technique of 1*5 grades where the normal gain
would be *75 grades*
The author feels that there is value in the individ-
ual method which is especially needed in xniral schools* He
deplores the laok of pz^epared materials* He suggests that
texts most be written to the Ohildren, not to the teacher,
and that unit materials in texts xaust be more self-directive *
Helson, H* J*
How Much Time Is Required in the Fall for Pupils of the
Elementary School to Reach Again t^e Spring Level of
Achievement*
Journal of Educational Ile8eaz*eh 16: 305-508* Hovetober 1926*
The Courtis Standard Research Test B was given to
grades seven B and five A, the first form in May and the
second in September and then at intervals of two weeks for
six weeks and again at Christmas*
Grade seven B regained its spring level at the end of
four weeks in speed in fundamentals* In px^oblems eorreotly
sobved the spring level was reached at the end of six weeks*
In grade five A the spring level was reached at the end of
six weeks and before the fifteen week teat at Christmas*
The author concludes that a z*eview of fundanentala
in the fall yields large returns*
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L« D*
Speoifle Versxis Qeneml Drill in the Fiuidamentals of
Arlthaetle In Grade Four*
School Science ax)d lifathemtiee 99:528«-529« 1929*
Thla article reports a cai!!parl8on of results using
Lennes Pads and using Econocry Heinedial Exercise cards with
56 children in grade four* 1!he author finds the rate of
gain of Econociy Remedial cards o^er Lexmes to he 45.25 per
cent*
Consent: This title is misleading since the article really
deals with a cosparison of two sets of drill materials.
Morgan, L* D*
How Effectiwe Is Specific Training In Preventing Loss
Due to the Suntser Vacation?
Journal of Educational Psychology 20;466-471. September 1929*
Two sixth grade classes tau^t by the same teacher
were given tests on May 11. For two weeks following the tests
and preceding the close of school cme group received specific
training in arithmetic fundamentals and In problem solving.
Both groups were then given the same tests which were repeated
once again in September. Table I shows t^iat the group re*
ceiving specific training increased In efficiency 8.10 ex-
amples in arithmetic fundamentals While the group not receiv-
ing specific drill gained .21 exeusples. In problom solving
the increase for the groups receiving and not receiving
specific drill was respectively 2.45 problems and .59 pro-
blems. The loss in problem solving between f4ay and September
VI M
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was greater for the group receiving specific drill hut
the loss was less in arithmetic fundamentals than for the
group not receiving specific drill*
Deakin, Ora Stbel
The Effect of Ozonised Drill on Success in Arithmetic*
ItSaster’s Thesis* University of Colorado* 1929*
This study involved two schools In Texas
,
two fifth
grades in each school totaling 82 and 66 children* Anderson
Arithmetic Book ZI was used by both experimental groups*
The Stone-Brovn-Ilopicins drills were used with the experimental
group* The Arithmetic Workbook by Kni^t, Studebaker and Hucb
was used with tlie control group*
The Los Angeles Diagnostic Tests Form 1 were given at
the beginning of the year as was the Otis Intelligence Test*
The Los Angeles Diagnostic Tests Form II were given at the
end of the year*
64 children in the control group and 45 in the exper-
imental group were present for all tests and their results
furnish the data*
On the Intelllgenoe Tests the median and the mean
in the control group were 96*78 and 97*11 respectively, in
the experimental group 94*72 and 99*85 roapectlvely*
In the scores on fundaiaentals the control group
gained 15*46 points or 26% ot th& mean in the first test.
Iha experimental group gained 50*05 points or 46$^
of the mean in the first test*
In the scores on reasoning a gain of 1*64 points or
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9^ vaa taada by tho control group and a gain of 2*57 i>ointa
or 15^ was made by tho oxperlBiental group*
llio author oonoludea that (1) fho group uoing tho
drills made a per oont of gain approxlmtoly tvlco as groat
as the per cent of gain xaade by the group not using dnlls«
(2) m the experimental group the gain in reasoning was twice
as great, (5) The per cent of Sr^irovement in the fundamentals
was three times as great as the gain in reasoning, (4) Since
the gi*oup8 were equated on the basis of initial performance
difference in results is due to drills, (5) Brills in fulsda-*
mentals affected pcrfomianoe but tho analysis did not
show how*
Coranent: There was not enough description of the use of mater-
ials* Aren't workbooks by Knight, Studebaker and Kuch drills?
Shouldn't this study be ealled a ooaiparisan of two sets of
drill materials? Hhat is tho fiffoot of the relation of the
drill material used to the test contents?
Hepp, Austin c.
Mixed Versus Isolated Drill Organization*
Twenty-ninth Yearbook of the National Society for the
Study of Education : 535-549* 1930*
This study involred 631 Children and 23 teachers of
sixth grade arithmetic* The children were divided approxi-
mately equally into two groups, equated on eleven points
such as use of text-book, length of period, etc* A pre-test
of 139 minutes on twelve operations was given to determine
the pupils' status on previously taught material*
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The drill material used In this study coctprlsed 26
drill exereiaes totaling 521 exaioples in eaoli set, the same
set of examples being used In each set of drills, therefore
the aaioe bonds* The arrangexsient of drills was such that the
group receiving mixed drills (M) was given smlX amounts of
drill in each process often; the group receiving isolated
drills (I) was given extensive drill on each process seldoia*
One drill was given each week* The same exazi^les were used
In the final test as in the pre-test except that as given
in the final teat they were In mixed order* The author sees
no advantage to t'm mixed group in this* He uses the argu-
ment that any teat in social situations would favor mixed
drill* He further states that no osie has shown what type to
use, therefore lie has uschI the most socially useful*
The author finds that Group H although not signifi-
cantly superior to Oroup 1 at the beginning of the test was
significantly superior at the end of the test* Pro© tables
the author finds that pupils using mixed drillji were In
100^ of the cases superior to pupils using isolated drills*
Out of 43 comparlsona Group M was superior, in 58 cases sig-
nificantly* In rl^t answers Group IS gained 65^, Group 1
gained 42J^*
Examlmtion of Parts 1, 2, 5, and 4 of the final
test show that the group having isolated drills did its best
work on the parte containing the larger per cent of denomi-
nate nunbcrs, work which was recently practiced, and poorest
work on the functions practiced a longer time ago* Again
the author feels tl^t the test is not at fault.
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The author’s conclusions are (1) All pupils profit-
ed by drill but the group having mixed drill made 33 per
cent greater gain, (2) Pupils making the lowest pre-test
scores made the greatest relative gains, (3) The mixed
drills were significantly superior to the isolated for main-
tenance, (4) More gain was made in the functions recently
taught, the gain being greater in mixed drills than in j.so-
lated, (6) Pupils using mixed drill learned to work more
accurately and more rapidly, (6) V/eekly drill scores of the
group using mixed drill fluctuated less widely and appeared
to sustain interest at a hlgjier level for this reason,
(7) The division of whole numbers was least affected by
drill indicating that that process was most poorly mastered.
Comnientj As previously indicated the author refuses to see
any advantage to group receiving mixed drills in that the
final test was in mixed order. V/hat the author’s plan
amounted to was an investigation of infrequent' versus
frequent drill.
Burgess, Bliss M.
How Nearly Can We Approach ICX^J Piesuits in the P'undamentals
of Addition and Multiplication in Grades Pour and Five?
Master’s Thesis. Boston University. 1930.
This study involved 121 children and four teachers
in grades four and five and extended from November 1929 to
April 1930. Drill given for 5 minutes three times a week
made use of the Wilson tests and drill service. Details are
given describing the use of this material. Data are fully
presented in the fifty-nine tables and fifteen figures
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Vlien tlie multiplication tests vrere first given no
child hod 1005:^ • After correcting addition errors the laultl-
pllcatlon test was again given. In grade four the nuEiber of
errors decreased froi's 1160 to 289 and the numher of children
obtaining 100^^ Increased from none to 18. In grade five tlie
number of errors decreased from 1128 to 48 and the number of
children obtaining 100^ Increased from none to 46.
A report of grade and pupil progress is given for
each weel:.
A blbllograi^y containing 21 references Is Included.
Kramer, Sister llary Iraaaculata
Permanence of Improvement and the Distribution of Tjeaming
In Addition and Subtraction.
Doctor’s Dissertation, Catholic University of America,
Hashlngton, D.C. 1951.
The purposes of this study were (1) to determine the
relation of length of i>raotloo periods to degree of perma-
nence, (2) to detemlTMJ the effect of concentrated versus
distributed practice upon permanence, (S) to ir^easur© tiie
Influence of a single practice period each day In comparison
with a double period of practice, (4) to detornlne the rela-
tion of permanence to the method of drill, l.e. whether
written or oral drill Is more effective In securing permanent
results, (5) to determine for what age permanence Is greatest,
(C) to measure the effect of the sumer vacation upon tiie
permanence of gains.
xhe study as to effective methods Involved 410 chil-
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dren and continued from Decenber 2 to Doconber 17. A pre-
test was given consisting of 96 exaiopXes of four addends
oach Dade up of the 100 prirtary facts equally distributed.
The three raothods used vrerc as follows: (1) mioeo-
^
raphed sheets containing 96 exaraplos of four addends each
arranged in five foms each of wlilch was used twice » (2) oral
vorlc containing the sanie exaoples as 1 dictated to the group
lined up^ on the sides of the rooo« all of the work being oral,
(S) work dictated to tlie children Tsho wrote tSio answers.
After 50 nimitos drill a re-tost the sane as the pre-
test was given. The tables show that the first method brought
about the greatest cliango in 8xx»od in all grades. The first
laethod produced tlie greatest change In accuracy in grade tliree
but the third method produced the greatest accui*acy in grades
four and five.
The study relating to written versus oral drill in-
volved 2G34 children in third, fourth, fifth, and sixth
grades in fourteen schools. Plfty-elx classes coK^risod
twenty-four addition with four control classes and twenty-
four subtraction with four control classes. Of tlie twenty-
four classes sixteen did written work and eight did oral
work. These groups were paired on initial ability.
Initial and final tests wore composed of 100 examples
like add 1 and subtract 245. Practice drill slieets contained
9 152
6
106 exanplos like the above. Tables show the number of chil-
dren, drill method, and time for both addition and subtraction.
Drill jwpiods wore 5, 6, 9 nlnutoo or double 3 minute jjeriods
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per day. Practice continued for tv/o voeks. Three re-teste
were given ot intervals of two, six, and ten woeks after
practice *
‘Ph© study to determine the relation of tl*® longtti of
practice periods to perraanenoe based on data from the abovo
invostigation 8h<x70 tliat in the third grade the double S nln-
uto drill periods gave best results while t!i© 6 ninuto period
gave til© poorest results at the six-wooko retontim test.
On the tcn-woelrs ret©ntl(m test the single 3 ninuto period
gave best results. In the fourth grade the ten-weeks reten-
tion test showed the 5 and double 5 ninuto periods to be nost
effective. In the fifth grade tlie 6 nimte period gave best
results cn both retentlai tests. In the sixth grade the
single and doublo 3 minute periods were better tlian the 6 or
9 minute periods. In subtraction 6 minute and 3 minute per-
iods for tliird and fourth grades respectively and double 3
and 6 reapeetivoly for grades five and six proved s*iost effic-
ient.
In dlsouasing concentrated versus distributed drill
the author revlowo studies by Lorge, Lyons, ^ashloy, r'cuppiiy.
Dearborn, Ragen, Cui^aalna, Edwards, Hahn and 'Xhomdike, Kirby,
Kould, Treadwell and ’uashbum, Bergstron Gordon and Austin.
Results of this study favor double practice each day.
In tlie consldGratlon of the •ii^latlon of ago to perma-
nence til© author reviews studios by Wells, Ballard, and Wlll-
laros. The two week retention tost shows permanence related
directly to age, the six week rotontlon tost shows the satoe
but the ten week retention test shows tlie reverse. This was
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accounted for however hy the nature of tlio woi^ In tli©
Intcrln.
The effect of suraaer vacation on peiTcianonce of gains
shows greater loss in subtraction than In addition^ tlic loss
being greatest In tlio third grade. The loos was greatest in
the groupo using nethods 2 and 3.
Sunoarlslng, the author’s oonoluslons are as follows:
1. Short periods of practice, 3 nlnute or double 3 minute for
addition and double 3 or 6 for subtraction, are preferable.
2* Tlie more highly distributed the drill the better the results.
3. Greater and more permanent gains 3?eoult fx»osa written work.
4. The degree of permanence Is directly related to the age of
tlie subjects •
5. There Is little need for much Intensive drill at the begin-
ning of the fall senostor. less drill Is needed In Imver
grades and less Is needed for addition than for subtraction.
Osbum, W- J. and Folts, P. J.
Pomianenco of Improveraont in Fundamentals of Arithmetic.
Pducational Research Bulletin (Ohio State Univoi»slty)
10:227-234. April 29, 1931.
Children In ten consolidated, two two-teacher and two
one-teacher schools Mere used In this study. The Wisconsin
Inventory test was given In October. In April a test on tlie
liardost 30 facts was given and In September the sane test as
In April was given.
'rhe percentages of loss were obtained by dividing t!ie
number of nlsoos by tlie numlHjr of clilldren.
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Foor tables show fw {grades two to six the hic’AJeot
fi^quency, averac© frequency, and lowest frequency on these
phases: addltlcn ejid siibtmction facts, tnultlplication and
division facts, upper decade addition, and sl^iort and long
division*
Ibe author finds that the average vacation loss v/as
never nope than S/S and my be less than 3/12 of gain*
‘
f-
(The greatest vacation loss was in those grades In tdiloh the
t >
mterial was being taught for the first tine* The brlcJhtor
pupils generally showed large aoounts of gain and snail
anounts of loss* Scmtlms smll gain resulted because tlie
children were so nocup mstory on the first tost.
Knight, F. B. and Ford, E.
Temporary Xjipses In Aolllty and Error in Arlthnotlc.
Floiuentary School Jourml 525lll-*124. October 1951*
A test using 7 x 9 In different positions such
as 2649 2946 2049 was prepoaped In four foms containing
657 857 578
eight mltlpllcatlon examples c^ch* 'Uhls test was given to
200 eighth grade children, the equating of groups consisting
in giving every fourth child t!ie same form.
Tables sho»/ frequency of error as a function of posi-
tion in series, two-digit mltlplleands in various positlcaic,
and nultlplloand and nultipllor in different positions.
The conclusions are that carrying is not more fre-
quent at the ends and that difficult cooiblnatlons do not
appear more frequently near the ends. The authors call
attention to our knowledge tiAt attontion fllokors, tliat there
*
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is a decrease of effective output over a long period, and that
we make no adjustment for short time fluctuations • As possibi-
lities of correction they suggest that we consider the factor
of position In the test, that we use wisdom In handling the
child tolling the facts and not reproving, and that we consider
the rhythmical mental vacations.
Comment: A similar study by Wilson where 100^ standards have pre-
vailed shov/8 no validity In the work of FCnight and Ford.
LIBRARY SITuMARY
Phillips, Prank M.
Comparison of the Work Done In the Successive Minutes of a
Ten Minute Practice Period In the Fundamentals of Arithmetic.
Journal of Educational Psychology 7:271-277. May 1916.
This article la an abstract of a thesis. 100 pupils
In each of grades four through eight, divided evenly as to box
,
took tests on primary facts In addition, subtraction, multipli-
cation, and division. Pupils were directed to mark the point
reached at the end of each minute according to signals. It was
found that 6-10;^ more v/ork was done In the first minute of a
10-nlnute test than In the everage of the later minutes. The
poorest scores were most frequently made In the second minute.
The work of the first minute was less variable than that of
later minutes. There was a \mlform Increase In the median of
the work from the fourth grade to the eighth grade with much
overlapping. E'rrors were less frequent In the first minutes.
Sex differences were slight, the girls doing 4 -j more work than
boys, and being about 4> more accurate than boys and about five
months younger. There was a rather high correlation between
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the work of various minutes. The author concludes that the
ability of a pupil in fundamentals may be determined by
what he accomplishes in one minute of work.
Comment :Results show comparative general level of a group
rather than specific individual ability.
Steel, H. J.
Time Activity Analysis Technique Applied to the Supervision
of Arithmetic.
Second Yearbook of the National Conference of Supervisors and
Directors of Instruction. Bureau of Publications, Teachers
College, Columbia University, 1929.
This is a summary of a thesis "The Time Distribution
in the Arithmetic Drill Period" prepared by the author in
the University of Minnesota.
Prom a questionnaire sent to 97 teachers of grades four
to six in Minneapolis asking about the distribution of time in
arithmetic, data were obtained which are set forth in two
tables. Findings indicate emphasis on fundamentals in grade
four. Shift of emphasis to fractions and decimals in grades
five and six, increasing time on problem solving. Isolated not
related rpoblems, with progress through the grades, continued
time emphasis on fundsimental processes with integers in grades
five and six.
From 97 teachers in other Minnesota cities and villages
these tendencies were discovered: more blackboard and oral
drill than any other, few informal tests of achievement,
generous use of standardized practice material and timed
tests, few project problems hut much attention to Isolated
problems, little graphing of results, little use of student
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teaohez*s* The tine dm*ing study was used toy the fourth grade
for solviiig isolated protolena, working tlii»d drill, and
doing eacar^les to aid in the developing of a now process#
In grade five the time was devoted to working examples In
fraetiona and declmls and solving isolated protolems* In
grade six the tline was devoted to solving isolated protoletas*
DISCUSS lOH
Plsend, W# P#
Oral Arithi23etlc.
Education 43;99-10o# October 1922*
^?he autlior advocates oral drill for at least a third
of tl:ie class period in upper grades and for a greater part
of the period In lo^or grades* Ke says protoloa© and ©xar^les
nust come from the pupils not from the teachers* Illuetrations
of pupil made exanplos and protolorae are given*
L'cAndrew, W*
Accuracy as an Educationcl End*
riementcry School Journal 26:644-645* laay 1926*
rhis article offers quotations from tl^e !lid-Yoar
Prospectus of Superintendent McAndrew to his division super-
intondento* Kc suggests ability levels In rcqulremonts for
children and attention to individual difficulties* lie finds
X)erfeotion in accuracy toeing attained, tlio work toeing well
motivated and not fatiguing*
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Laueih^in, Butler
iTlie Unit Methot?. of Applied Arltiinetlc.
Chlcaco oChoolB Journal 9:44-51« October 192G.
It le sucGcoted In this article that tlie mtcrial
in arithnotio be organised Into units selected in accordance
wltii tlie th-eory underlylnG subject natter and the value of
the aatorlal to society. i:orriscxtt*s units for the first six
grades are listcMi. The teaching procedure Includes exploi’a-^
tlon, presentation, supervised stiady, organlsatlai, reclta-
tl<»i, aijd drill.
licl'^odej Jones E.
Individual Tiuxaber Brills.
Clilcago Schools Journal 9;391«325. Ilay 1927.
Theae principles are set fortli as fundaijontal to
effective drill: (1) Iho clilld sliould &nspmT unices itatingly
fren the beginning, (2) Vflmn the child doesn^t kno^ tiie
anewer it should be given to him, (5) Practice should be
errorIjess, (4) Practice should bo individual, (5) It sliould
be possible to test oneself and loxav what mstery lias been
attained, (6) 'The jaothod of study should provic3e definite
unvarying procedure, (7) Ilaotery of old material sliould pre-
cede tJie prosentaticxi of new, (8) The order of pronentation
sltould be tlie order of aocei'talnod difficulty, (9) Tlie
oiiount of practice sliould \)o proportlcnod to Its difficulty
for tlio Indivldml child, (10) The teacher sliould know at all
t trios tiie attainment of each pupil, (11) The pupil should be
accustonod to tests under tine Unitatlons with the tloo
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adjusted to each child
«
rhe «Miialndei* of the article descrlhes tlio author »s
individual maiih©r dz»ills«
rigors, 0. W.
The Tliroofold Objective of Drill in Arlltootic.
rchool r.cience and Iillatlieriaties 28s281**289. Inarch 1928.
The three objectives 0(f public school arlthEJotlc
according to tills author are (1) intelligent control of
number asid space procedures, (2) calculatory slcill, and
(3) prcblem solving pcMer.
Activities pjpovide (1) motivatlcu, (2) developoent
of c<Hicepts, (3) fussimiXatlon of ideas, (4) practice to
obtain sliill, (6) ai^lication of new skill, (65 problem
tactics and strategy, (7) consolidatiOTi of now with old
okills, (8) recall of old alrllls for Daintenance.
Tbb tliree types of drill suggested by the author
are; I. Drill for Assimilation • centered on a single skill,
fui*niBhlng repetitions of the precise skill being assimilated.
II. Drill for Skill Building - furnishing repetitions with
attention in close succession allowing no exceptions.
III. Drill for Skill Holding » seeking by periodic recall
and ro-study to nako retention permanent tlirough longer
periods.
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Benz, H. B«
Tho :iaintenanoe of Pundaiaontal ArlthraetloaX rklXXo
In the Jtcilop Hl^ 5'ehool.
Iiatheiaatlcs Teaclier 21:326-v55* October 1928*
Studies by Morton, by rchorling and by Teuton and
lorry arc rovlewod sIiobtIh^? Inadequate response of junior hl0x
school and advanced pupils to arithmetic- The autlior finds
that text-books do not prepare adequately for the rnaintenaiioe
of skills* He sugcriests that in junior high schools a half
hour each week bo devoted to a review of fundamental facts
and processes-
SUMliAHY OF CHAFi’ER PIPTEEH
!:ecati8e of the wide ran£30 of topics treated in this
cliapter it seems wise to classify tlie studies before attempt-
ing a aummary as to types of studies, nature of material
and number of subjects-
VALUE OP miUj
Type of
Study
Autlior and
Date
nature of study rlumber of
Subjects
ninor
research
Brown,
1911
J-C* Cai^sarlson of drill with
non-drill groups in grades
six, seven, and eight-
51
Brown,
1912
J.C. Cooparison of drill with
non-drill groups*
222
Brown,
1912
J-C. CoEsparison of 19 x>oc>rest
pupils in non-drill group witli
19
average in non-drill group and
with 19 best in non-drill group*
Phillips,
P-M-
1913
Coriparison of drill and non-
drill (Toups l:i fundairicntals
and reasoning*
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DITTniCUTION OF DHIIX PERIOD!?.
of
Study
Author aiid
Date
TTatur© of Study nuEiber of
Subjects
IlaJos*
Peseai*ch
Kirby, T.J.
191S
Coraparlacaa of roeultc ob-
tained from 45 mlmtos of
drill in addition, the tim
being distributed in periods
of 22^ minutes, 15 miraites,
6 minutes, and 2 uinutes.
1550
rauble, I*
1930
Comparison of results ob-
tained fron periods of 20 and
50 minutes drill In second
grade#
400
Tllncr
research
Pylo, w. R.
1915
CcsDparicon of results ob-
tained from a ten-^alnuto per-
iod in tlio ncaming and ton-
rdnute periods in both aoiming
and afternoon in third grade.
203
Reed, H*B,
1D24
Gosnperlscm of results obtained
froo 60 minutes of drill distri-
buted in one continuous period,
three tr/enty-inlnuto periods, and
six te2i«sninute periods with
college students#
Ragen, H*H.
19S7
Comparison of results obtained
froiii twenty minutes of drill
in the forenoon and twenty
minutes of drill In both the
forenoon and afternooin#
12
rooms
EFPlilCT OP STMtPR VACATION
Type of
Study
Author and
Date
Rature of Study Tlxiciber of
Subjects
Lllnor
’Research
Jarflnloel,
•A •
1919
Comparison of vacation
lossos in accux^acy and speed
5Ln play group, work group,
and study group#
OGl
Bruoolsiop,
L.J.
1927
Vacation losses in addition
and subtraction sustained by
second grade children as
LioasuiH^d on September 9 and
September 25#
3
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Druei^« E*
1928
Vacation losses in conputatlon
and reasoning in grades fcur,
five, and six*
3
grades
ReIson,
h •J •
1928
^j?im required in grades five and
seven to reijain spring level as
ooasurod by tests given In Sept-
ember, six weeks later ard at
^’Iizdebciae •
Uorgan,
L*D.
1929
Vacation losses In computation
end i^asonlng In a group given
specific drill between 11
and til© close of school cam-
pared with losses in a group
not receiving specific drill*
2
sixth
rades
08bum,W»J*
and
FoltZ,P*J
•
1931
Vacation losses in primary
facts 1ji four funderrientGls, t
upper decade additim facto,
and loaag and short division.
14
ichools
riBr/iDnAniziHO dtiill
Typ® of Author and !latur© of Ptudy
otudy Dtate
!T\ind)cr of
Subjects
Minor
Research
liiLyberry,
L*>V.
1917
Coc^rison of second and third
Ci^ideo In M'ilch toechcrs cliec^cec
their pupilc on Individual fail-
urec each week with rppados in
which this ms not done*
Mowcocib,
R.S.
1925
Value to seventh and eighth
grade children in solving
optioiml problcEiB in addition
to the regular asslgmoent*
liamiltcsi, D* An experlmont with a plan
1923 sioilar to the V^innet^ plan*
2
grades
1C
Dlseusoion L!cDade,J*£*
1927
Discussi<m of principles of
effective drill* r>escrlptlon of
author *8 individual rcumber drills*
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Type of
Study
Lflnor
Research
Disouaoion
lllnor
Research
Ulnor
'Research
ACCURACY AIID SPEED DRIBL
Author and
Date
nature of Study Iitmber of
Subjects
Thomdllce,
E.L.
1914
^elation between number of
additions per second and
number of errors per 1000
additions In the cases of
fast and slow workers.
671
ludeman,
w.w.
1925
'^elation of accuracy, speed,
and scholarship based on 50
addition examples demo by
44 college se^iomores.
44
Ilesslck,
A. I.
1926
Comparison of results obtained 272
in groups directed to add rapid-
ly with results In groups
directed to add slowly.
Ilyers, C.C.
1928
Effect of urging greater speed
in each successive response to
certain repeated nuraber facts.
21
KcAndrew, W.
1926
Dlsciisslon including luontlon
of work for accuracy carried
on in the Chicago schools.
MOTIVATIOH BT miLL
Taylor,
R.E.
1927
Lono, r.E.
1927
Conperlson of results obtained 129
^len the notlvation enphaslzed
was s©lf«-co!:!ipetltlon with re-
sults when Individual and group
coopotltlon were strossod.
A survey of arithmetic classes
listing wastes due to poor pre-
X)aratlon, wastes due to poor
techniques, and devices and
methods for conserving attention.
HISCELLANEOUT^
Ilyors, C.C. Study of responses of four dill- 4
1924 dren to two number facts over a
period of time shewing tendency
of erasers to persist.
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Typo of
Study
Author and Kature of Study
Date
Hunber of
Subjects
CXaT^^ •R*
and
Vincent,E.L«
1925,
Study based on sln^;!© colunn
addition for a porlod of
twenty-tr/o successIv© days
showing variation In results
obtained by Individuals froci
day to day*
87
Knl^t, P*B# Coc^xirlson of results from 600
1987 distributed and non-distrl-
bated drill*
Weerdt, K*n* Study to deterolne retention 49
1927 of neterlal given specific drill
after four months of non-spocifio
drill.
rtcnurrey. Comparison of results frco teach- 4
J.P* 1988 Ing oral and written arltbEjetlc. groups
Oyors, O.C. Ccac^porlsmi of benefits derived 564
03^ lly©rs,C«E,frora findinc; mistakes and from
1988 oorreot associations*
Deakln^ O.E. Gosaperlson of Etone-Dresm- 148
1980 Hopkins and Knight-Gtudebaker-
Ruch drill mterials*
llorgan, L.D* Comparison of results obtained 56
1929 from using Lennes pads with
Ecemomy Remedial Exorcise cards*
Hepp, A.C. Comparison of results obtained GSl
1930 from giving small anounts of
drill in each process often
with results from giving exten-
sive drill on each process seldom*
Burgess, B.H* Detailed description of use of 121
1930 Wilson tests and drill service
for addition and nultiplioation*
Kramor, Report of several studies to de-
SIstor M.I* tenalne effect of rnethod, and
1951 distribution of drill upon per-
manence in learning and effect
of summer vacation*
Knigjit, P*D.
and Ford, E*
1931
Effect of tlie position of mltl-
pllor Olid multlplloand upon the
accuracy of a primary nailtlpll-
oation*
200
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Type of
Study
Author and
Date
Nature of Study N-^mber of
Subjects
Library
Summaries
Phillips,
P.M.
1916
An abstract of a thesis com- 500
paring the work done in the
successive minutes of a ten-
minute drill period.
Steel, n.J.
1929
An abstract of a thesis deter- 97
mining by means of questionnaire
how the class time is distri-
buted in the intermediate grades.
Discussion Wisend, W.P.
1922
Discussion of value and place
of oral drill.
Laughlin, B.
1926
Discussion of organization of
subject matter into units.
Myers, G.W.
1928
Discusses need of drill for
assimilation, for skill build-
.
Ing, and for skill holding.
Benz, A.E.
1928
Discussion of need for mainte-
nance drill in junior high school.
CONCLUSIONS
Interest in the distrlhutlon of drill periods dates
from Kirby’s major research in 1913 and Includes Miss Sauble’s
study of 1930*
Minor researches relating to summer vacations by
Garfinkel, Brueckner, Bruene, Nelson, Morgan, and Osburn and
Foltz, all, with the exception of the first, having been made
within the last six years show this topic to be of current
interest,^ These studies include comparison of losses by
^ See Teachers College Contributions to Education #204 by
Margsu»et E. Noonan for effect of summer vacation on all
school subjects.
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chlMron at woi^^at play, or at study; time required to
recoin vacation losoea; effect of specific drill just before
the close of school as well as aeasureiaent of losses duo to
vacation* In ccncral conclusions point to a fairly consid-
erable loss due to vacation witli a need for review at the
openinc of t!io new school year.
The value of Individualiaing drill Is treated by
tlayberry whose teachers checked individual failures each
week; by newcorTb who through optional prcblen solving pro-
vided work for all pupils; by Hamilton Who used a plan olnllar
to the v.-innetka plan; and by McDade who discusses principles
of effective drill i)artlcularly his own individual mmbor
drills •
Studies of accuracy and speed in drill point, in
general, to more effective results ensuing from enpimsis on
accuracy than from enphasls on speed. Ludeoan finds tlmt
accuracy doosn^t depend on speed or on scholarship and that
speed doesn*t depend on scholarship while llyers finds serious
loss of accuracy accoapanying Increased speed pressure,
riessiok finds tliat drill eriphaBislng accuracy lias a better
effect on both speed and accuracy than has drill e:!plia8ising
sipeed. Thorndike in his early study in 1914 finds i&ye person
Wlio worics rapidly is likely to work accurately, results not
entirely in keeping with later studios. tlcAndrew*s discussion
refers to wort: for accuracy in tlie Chicago schools.
A study by Taylor shows comparison between notivation
based on self-cornpetition and th^at based on individual or
group competition . Long points out tho loss of attontion
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<Js.zo to poor p^'epftintlon and jioor t»ol^i<iuo«
OtJior studloG In drill include corTparlaons of dtetrl-
buted OTid tjunohod drill try iCnlg^t and t>y Hcpp; tb© tondency
of errors to jporslst detomlnod ty - lyers; varlafellity of
Individuals fiHja day to day dlsooverod by Claims aiul Vincent;
retention resiiltlne froa spociflo drill otudlod by de ^^‘©ordt;
ccoparloon of oral and written critl^tio Invostl^tod by
I’otluprey; discussion ot oruX drill by v/iseiid; cceipai^lson of
flndlnc nlstalros wltb oorroot association as drill tlovloo©
carried on by t:yer8 ; coc^rlsme of certain drill mtorlals
on the zaarliet !?nde by Doalcin and by ‘oreai-i; ocagarlQQn of
wort: done In anoooaolv© minutes of a tei^-mlnutc drill period
node by nillllpei detez^tslnation of laannor of dlstrlTjutlon of
tloo devoted to drill In the rradea sunmrised by &teol$
description of us© of ' •llson drill ocrvlce mod© by Durceas;
discussiono of purposes ajul need fat drill prepared by
O. W. layers and by Dons; and an liirosti^atlosi by ICrancr cover-
ins notliod and diotrlbution of drill, peraanonco, and effect
of sunner vacation*
llio intorost In drill l«o produetJd so raony studies
60 varied In natux^ that tJio topic has not received Justice
In Its treatoont os a chapter In this thesis*
2here are a few pSmees of drill which nay well ro-
csIvo t!2e attention of tliose In a position to rmloo Invootl-
^atlone* Ctoe of tliose Is tii© effect of IndlvtchKol drill In
ccjc^rlson with proup drill* A study of tlie use of ii^lvldual
flash cards compared with tlK) tooclier used oardo would be
Intorestlnc In terns of rspetltlone per pupil per nlxiuto and
In results obtained froa oorpoaponding anounte of tlzoe*
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Chaptor Sixtoen
TMl^SPBR OP TRAI1?IRG
I.1AJ0R RESEARCH
Olandoi*, Herbei^ T.
An Experimental Determination of tiie Degree of iransfer
Bet’^Teen Tau^t and Dntau^t Combinations in Simple
Addition and Subtraction.
Unpublislied Doctor's Dissertation* BepartiDent of Eduoation.
University of Cnlcogo* 1950.
fhe purpose of this study was to test the validity
of tlie ooinclusia{is substantiated by z^esults of studies of
relative difficulty of number combinations - miiely, sinple
mmiber eombinatiosis are so many bccods and should be learned
as such*
The study involved 1500 children ca;iprising tlilx^y-
seven sections taught by toenty-^ix teachers In grade two B
in Detroit » Pordson, and rantramck, Ilichigan. The Investi-
gation lasted for seventeen weeks. 55 addition and 55 sub-
traction facts were taug^it* In additicai tii© facts included
all of the doubles, 7 zero facts, and 6 reversals, ‘fhe 45
untaught facts were selected so t}iat tlioy fell witliin the
four quarters of Increase difficulty in Clapp's list, also
60 tiiat twonty-tliree of then were written with tlie snaller
addend plus tiie larger. Tlie subtraction facto correopondod
to tho addition facts, o.g. 5 + 3=8 being related to 8-5 = 3.
Groups 1 and 2 were drilled in 110 combinations by
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wltli-gonoralisatlon and V7ltliout;«*@onomli2ation metliods
respectively; Groups 3 aod 4 w©i>© drilled in 200 ootiiliiim-
tions by witb*genez^ll2atlon and wltlioat«>c®^z^ll^tian
methods respectively; Gj:*oup 5 was without foroal Instruc-
tion In aritiiiaotlo for twelve weeks; Group 6 was without
fonoal instruction In aritlunetlc for seventeen weolis.
Groups Ij 2, 3^ 4, and 5 were given the sarae Instruction
for five wooks. Groups I 3 2, 3, and 4 were given the ueune
mtorial during tlie isext sis: weeks but Groups 1 and 3 i;ez^
drilled by a generalisation oetliod. Groups 2 and 4 being
drilled without Genei^Xi;^ti(Ki* During the last six weeks
Groups 1 and 2 continued drill on tine 53 addition and 55
subtraction facts while Groups 3 and 4 wero given drill an
the 90 so-called uxitaxiglit co&nblnations in addition and
subti^action*
'i^ests including tlie 100 addition and tlie 100 sub-
traction ccKibinatia^is were givon at the outset of the oxper-
liuent and at tlio end of the fifth, eleventh, and seventeenth
weeks* These tests wore given by flash cards to reduce
counting*
Data arc presented in fifty-six tables and seven
figures* 111 ijagcs are devoted to tlie two booklets of
directions for tcacli02:*8 «
F^esults of tlie four tests for addition talsen fron
tables 14 and 13 are as follows:
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110 Taught 200 Tau^t
Score ror cont Score Per cent
Tost 1
Taui^t 5.41 62.4 5.71 53.5
Untaught 4.92 47.6 4.97 46.
5
Total 10.33 100.0 10.68 100.0
Test 2 Taught 22.24 54.3 21.72 54.
G
Untaught IS . t>S 45.7 18.05 45.4
Total 40.92 100.0 39.77 100.0
Tost 3 Taught 30.10 54.8 29.64 54.9
Untaught 24.70 45.2 24.56 45.1
Total 54.09 100.0 54.00 100.0
Tost 4 Tauf^it 39.57 55.3 36.92 54.4
Untaught 32.01 44.7 30.95 46.6
Total 71.58 100.0 67.87 100.0
Hotiiing 12 weeks nothing 17 weeks
5 weeks *i
Score Per cent Score ?er cent
Teat 1 Taugiiit 5.54 52.5 20.31 54.0
Untaught 5.01 47.5 17.32 46.0
Total 10*55 100.0 S7.G3 100.0
?oct o •Tau^it 22.47 53.1 23.22 - 53.5
Untau^t 19.81 46.9 20.31 46.7
Total 42 .23 100.0 43.55 100.0
Test 3 Tau^t 20.12 54.4 27.88 54.2
Untau^^t 23.55 45.6 23.53 45.8
Total 51.67 100.0 61.41 100.0
Toot 4 Taugjit 30.89 56.1 54.20 55.0
Untaught 35.20 44.9 27.99 45.0
Total 56 .00 100.0 62.19 100.0
Conclusions are drawn prirmrlly from results of
29C children v;ho had 'boon tau{;^t 110 number coenbinatlono In
addition and subtraction natchod with 206 children who liad
been taught 200, t!io equality of groups being secured by
pairing jnipllo on (1) initial arithmetic scores, (2) gains
in arltliraetlc scores over a period of five out of seventeen
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weeks, and (3) method of teaching.
The author finds almost complete transfer from the
55 combinations to the 45 untaught combinations in each
process with slightly less transfer in subtraction than in
addition; the groups which were taught all 100 addition and
all 100 subtraction combinations made no higher scores on
all of the 200 combinations than did the groups which were
taught only 55 combinations in each process; teaching only
55 number combinations in each of the processes had no appar-
ent effect on children’s ability to solve concrete problems
involving certain of the untaught combinations; the absence
of any appreciable effect of generalizing; the classes given
no instruction in arithmetic during twelve and seventeen weeks
learned from a half to less than a third as many number com-
binations as were learned by children who were being given
the regular class instruction.
Comment: The knowledge of number facts possessed by the group
without formal instruction loads one to wonder if this study
does not point to advantages of informal number.
Overman, J. R.
Experimental Study of Certain Factors Affecting Transfer
of Training in Arithmetic. i
Varwlck and York, 1931. pp. 235.
This experiment carried out in 1927-1928 in twenty
second grades in Toledo, Ohio, was repeated in sixteen
second grades in Toledo, one in Bowling Green, and fourteen
in Findlay, Ohio.
The author states that his purpose was to study the
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©ffocts of instruction on three types of exaniplos in two-
place addition upon pupil’s ability to handle closely re-
lated typos in tiiree-placo addition and in tvjo and tlJ?o©-
placc subtraction*
•fhe sieve divided into four different groups,
a different octhod of instruction being enployod with each
of tiie groups. Group A was shown how to i>erforEi tl^e process
wltia no generalization or rationelizatioa. ‘fhis hecaoo the
control group. Group B was Iielped fom the genoi^alisiation
tx>at the numbers imist alimys be written so as to I^eep tbs
rlglit Imnd column gtral^t. Group C was taught tiie ration-
alization method, in this case discussing tii© principle t^mt
ones can only bo added to ones end tens to tons. Group D
was taUi^t both the genei>aiizatIon and rationalization as
doscribod above.
A teat sei’ies consisting of three tests was given
to each group four times; at boginzilng, at the end, and
twice during tiie experiiaent.
iJUta are fully presented in forty-four tables ai-id
fifteen figu3?e8.
'fhe author’s flndi32gs are as follo»;s:
1. 'iiie effect of the Instruction end papactice given on
certain specific t;,'peB of oxamploa was not confiiiod to
those types but spread or trar^ferred to related types,
borne spread occurred in the oases of 99.1 per cent of all
pupils, riie rjoan transfer, for tlic group tauglxt by tije nost
favorable method, vus 72.4 per cent of co::iplcte transfer.
Of this group 12.2 per cent obtained ICX) per cent transfer.
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2 m Sooo of tiic^ypes of orsinples given on the test soeniod to
be so clooelj related to tljo specific types thJit were tangjit
that the transfei* tool: place auto^mtlcally wltliout caij con-
scious generallssatlon on the j^rt of the mpils or else the
generalisation i;aa so sii!^lc that the mjorlty of the ^rapils
vieve nhlo to i?nl3e It ^thout assistance. At any rate tiioro
uae little or no difference in tlio effectiveness of the differ-
ent Tiothods of teaclilng In producing transfer to cxaiiplcs of
those typos#
S# On t!ie typos of esmnplos v^ioro the gcnoralisatiosi aiy&
ratlonalisatioin uou3jd naturally bo expected to be riost ef-
fective, naiioly on those involving tlio placing of nuribero
having different iHrsbors of digits, tli0i*o uore fairly large
and rellablo differences bot:mon tlio aothods. On oxaiiploa
of t!ii3 typo tho goneralisation alone incroased tlio transfer
by 45*1 per cent, tlio ratlonalizaticsi alone increased it by
15*5 per cent, and tlio generalization and ratlosnallsation
confined Incroased it 56*9 per cent# ”It appears tlierofore**
says Overmn on page 121, "that aid in generalizing tlio pro-
cess naa an offeotivo notliod of Increasing transfer i7lth
pupils in the second grado*”
4# Thore iTore no larj;:© or reliable differences between tlie
two nones with rosnect to transfer, altliough tho generaliza-
tion nay possibly have bocn slightly noro effective witli tlie
boys tlian with the gls’ls.
5# In general tliero \7as an increase In the aiaount of transfer
with an inoz*ea9e in r'^ental age-
G- Tlie generalization and rationalisation wore moot effective
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in producinc transfer with pupils in the highest third of
the group with respect to mental age. Ilo certain differ-
ences were found between the methods with pupils in the two
lower thirds, alttioucJi the evidence indicates tb&t the
generalization method was probably somewhat superior.
7. The relative amounts of transfer to tlie different types
of examples was not haphazard but could be accounted for as
a result of th.e intrinsic difficulty of the different types
and their degree of siailarlty or disslrdlarlty to the speci-
fic types that were tauf^ht.
8* The greatest transfer to any given type of exar^slo occurred
on the next testing after the pupils had been taught the typo
most nearly related.
9. The rationalization reduced the aniount of transfer on tlio
second and third testings. On the fourth testing, rationali-
zation xJTOduced as naich transfer as the first ruethod, noltlier
rationalization nor generalization, aiai the last method, both
rationalization and gonorallzatlon, produced as much as gen-
eralization alone.
A bibliography of S8 references is followed by a
76 page appendix containing tables, tests, and directions
to teachers.
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HIHOR RESEARCH
Vtooh, w.n.
Accuracy In School Children* Does It Transfer?
Journal of Educational Psychology 1:557-5(59. Decoriber 1910.
Children from four schools wlio took part In this
experlinent were divided on the basis of sevorsl tests.
aTiese tests were mrl^ed tm accuracy of reasoning, not the
numerical answer.
During the experiment one group practiced arithmetic
and the other group practiced some other subject. The final
test was given to both groups.
Data arq recorded In fifteen tables.
Specific results show tliat It was possible to
liaprove the accuracy of numerical computation without any
certainty of thereby improving reasoning.
Winch, W.H.
Furtlier Work on Numerical Acciiracy In School (Children.
Does Inprovement in numerical Accuracy Transfer?
Journal of Educational Psychology 2:962-271. Ilay 1911.
Seventy-two bojrs were divided Into two groups on tlie
basis of six reasoning tests. One group pmctloed arithmetic
and the other practiced drawing for ten practice periods.
Six tests in arltlTnetlc reasoning were given at the end of
the practice periods.
Results are set forth In six tables.
Great Inprovement was found In arithmetic conputation
but no improvement In arithmetic reasoning. In both rroupa
the Inprovement was practically equal In arithmetic reason-
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Ing* Thei'e was a high positive cosrolatlon tjetiroen moaeri-
cal oosputatioin and aplthoetlc reasonlnf; Init it does not
involve such oocsnmity of function that impi»ovooent in one
produces improveiaent in the otlier*
Starcli, D#
Transfer of Training in Aritteetical Opemtiona.
Journal of Educational Psychology 2sS0C-^10* Ilay 1911*
Ei^t observers worked for fourteen days on isental
ciultiplication* Six tests • adding fractions, adding two
three-place numbers, subtracting three-place numbers,
multiplying a foui»-piace number by a one-place niamber,
dividing a tliree-plaee ntimber by a ono-place number - were
given besides two iaomo3?y span tests.
Results are recorded in tliree tables.
The average per cent gained by the eiglit was 50.
The average, exclusive of the memory span, was 49 for tlie
trained and 20 for the untrained.
Prom introspection tlio observers said tliat the
practice had increased the ability to apprehend and liold
numbers in mind, end to visualize aritliriietlo operations.
lOiight, F. B. and Setzafandt, A* 0* H.
Transfer Within a Narrow ICental Function.
Elementary School Journal 24:780-787. June 1924.
Two groups of ability as nearly eqiial as possible
were formed but the number and grade are not mentioned.
Group A worked with denominators 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
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8, 9, 10, 12, 14, 15, 16, 18, 21, 24, 28, 50. Group B
used only 2, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 16, 24.
Two tests were the firat Includliv^ the de-
noolnators practiced by both groups, the second containing
those denotalnntors practiced by group A but not by group B.
Six tables present the data.
There was a slight loss for botla gi»oups in the
test containing the fewer denominators but tills loss was
proportional. There was a high degree of transfer free the
fonlliar to the unfaniliar. There wore two transfers (1) tlie
coemon denominator idea and (2) the knowledge of relations
between whole nunboi*8. The transfer was mechanical and un-
conscious, tlie children not realizing timt tliey Imdn’t used
5, 5, 7, etc., in drills.
The authors conclude tiiat transfer is possible to
the extent to which skills exist to transfer.
Deito, E. A. and Brueckner, Leo J»
A lleasurooent of Transfer in the Learning of I^ber Codbinatlons •
Twenty -ninth Yearboolr of tlie national Society for the Study
of Education : 569-587. 1950.
Tliree two B grades containing: 52, 55, and 28 children
v/ere involved in this study. ’i?hirty-alx addition facts v/hlch
are rovei^ible were aiTenged, tv7elve on a card, each card con-
taining some easy, some average, and some hard according to
Smith's order of relative difficulty. Studying tlie facts
with their answers on the reverse side of the card was called
the drill-card method. The experiment lasted three weeks
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each class studying one card for a week. The 12 facts on
Card 1 wore studied by the usual ncthods plus tlie drill-
card niethod. Card 2 was studied by the usual method. Card 3
by the drill-curd method only. Tests were given on t!ie
facts and their reverses.
Pour tables give results on tlie pre-test, dally and
fiml teste for tlie tliree classes, and tl^ total results
for the 93 children#
The authors conclude that tii© reverse form Is learned
concociitantly at least as completely as the direct form on
any mental level} that the bond for!aed in learning tlie direct
foxo carries over almost coopletely to the reverse form; that
the most efficient method was the teacher *8 usual method
togetlier with tho use of drill cards.
SmiARIBP
Ovenaan, J. R.
An Experimental Sttady of the Effect of the Method of
Instruction on Transfer of Training in Aritlimetic.
Elementary School Journal 31:183-100. Ilovembor 1930.
This article reviews tho major research by Overman
reported in this chapter.
Tho problem woo to determine which metiiod gave most
transfer from two-place addition to tliree-plaoe addition and
to subtraction, tlio methods being (1) no generalization or
rationalization, (2) generalizing tlie procedure, (3) ration-
alizing the procedure, and (4) generalization and rational-
ization together.
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P^sultG oha& that the effect of Instruction and
practice spread to relatcsd typos. Tlie (jeneralisation pro-
cess Incroanod transfer by tlie ratlonallsatioii by
15.5^j, and the generallsatlcaa and ratlonalisatioii togetl^r
by 36.9J^.
Olonder, Herbert T.
‘iransfer of Loamlng in Circle Addition and oubtraction I.
Elementary School Journal 31:558-369. January 1951.
This article end ti^e one beloer review the najor
I'esoarch by Olazklor reported in this chapter.
Olandor, nerbo3?t T*
iransfer of Loainlng in Simple Addition and Subtraction II.
Elementary School Journal 31:427-437. February 1931.
‘rhis article and tlie above review the major research
by Olander reported in this chapter.
SUmiAHy OP CRAPTEH SIXTEEl?
Type of Author and TIaturo of Study
Study Date
Humber of
Subjects
Llajor Olandor,
Uesearoh n.T.
1930
Escperlment to dotermln© 1300
degree of transfer between
taught and untaught combinations
in siiriple addition and subtrac-
tion.
Overman,
J.R«
1931
Effect of instruction in two- 50
placo addition upon ability to second
handle throe-place addition grados
and two and three-place sub-
traction.
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Type of Author and TIature of Study
Study Date
Iluxaber of
Subjects
Minor ^'flnch, W.K.
Research 1910
Experliaent to deterciine the
effect upon reasoning of
improvement in computation.
Viinoh, W.H. Further experiment to deter-
1911 nine effect of improved
computation upon reasoning.
4
schools
72
Starch, D. Experiment to determine effect 8
1911 of mental nultiplioatlon upon
other phases of computation.
Knight, P.B.
and
Setzafandt,
1924
Experiiaent to determine effect Itaber
of teaclilng addition of frac- not
tions with denominators 2,4,6, given
8,9,10,12,16j and 24 upon abili-
ty to add fractions with denooi-
natoz*8 2, *5 ,4,5, 6, 7,8,9 , 10, 12,14
,
15, and 16.
Deito, E.A.
and
Brueckner,
L.J. 19S0
An experiment to determine the
effect of leamlng addition
facts in their direct fora upon
tlie reverses of these facts.
9S
Summaries Overman, J.R. Review of major research by tills
1930 author repoiM^ earlier In this
chapter.
Olander, H.T. Two articles in successive issues
1951 reviewing the major research by
the autSior which occurs earlier
in this chapter*
COHCIAJSIOKS
‘Pwo recent major researches relating to transfer are
by Olander and by Overman. In the former the author finds
almost complete transfer from the 55 "taught” combinations,
in addition and subtraction, to the 45 ”untau(^t” combina-
tions. One may reasonably question this amount of transfer
in view of the data occurring in the study. The differences
in achievement in the experimental groups and in a control
group having no teaohing for sovonteon weeks lends one to
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questim whotlsop cnitoidc Influoncoc patliep ttian transfer raay
escplaln the Icnosylcfieo of the ”untaa(_'>it” coablnatlons. The
latter study, lay Ovcrsaan, deals with the effect of instruc-
tion in tvjo-place addition upon throc-place addition and
t\/o-and tlirco-placG subtraction. TIjo author finds more
transfer when usln^' tlio generalisation oetlriod, that niinbors
must always be written so as to iMcp the right Imnd colunn
strai^t. One my wonder what transfer really neoiis and if
this effect on mtorial so closely related is tra::afcr.
Early minor rosoarclies by ninch in 1911 and 1912 and
by Starch in 1911 exaoii^e respectively tiie effect of ii.iprovod
ecc^tation upon reasoning and effect of mental nultiplication
upon other xJ^^ases of computation* later minor reoearcl^s in-
clude tlmt by l‘iii£^it and Sotsafandt to determine tlie effect
of toaclilng addition of fractions with certain donoiainators
upon the ability to add fractions with otlier denominators.
In which they find a high degree of transfer and conclude
that transfer is possible to tiie extent to which sicills ex-
ist to transfer. From a study of the effect of learning
addition facts In tr^ir direct form up<xi tlie reverses of
these facts Beito and Brueckner find that the reverse fom
is loamed conocmitantly at least as completely as the direct
form*
A aurmry of the Ovemaii study Is found in the Ele-
mentary School Journal for November 19S0, <ind in tlic Jaramry
1951 and Febiniary 1931 Issues of this magazine are found
sumtnaries of the Olandor study*
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SUlEmRY AM) COIlCLOSimS
The followlnc table shows tli© nuribor of studies
of each class occurinc In each of the clmptei*s of tli© thesis:
Llajop nines? Library Disouss-
iKOsearch Hesearch SuiKaary ion
The Developoont of the
iTuaber Concept 4 1
The nature of Prinary
Ilu3iiber-Po«aal or Informl 4
leading and ’Writing of
Iluiabers 2 2
Hie Rolatlve Difficulty of
the Ilucibor Corabinations 8 2
Addition 4 8
Subtraction 5 4
nultiplioation 1 5
Division S
Gcoaon Fractions 6 5
Declrml Fractions 3
Percentage 2
Denominate Uunbors 1
ChocldLng Conputatlon 1
llotivation 3 3
Drill 2 33
Transfer of Training 2 5
Totals 37 74
1 2
2
3
1
1
1
1
2
4
10
4
6
12
3
1
2
2
2 6
3
24 50
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1* iilmltatlcms »
'Phe writer is fully a\mre of the many weaknesses in
tills study but is likeuloe avmre that tlie time which would
be requiipod for greater poi’fectlon would be out of proportion
to tlie value of the perfected work* Goiae of tlie major diffi-
culties in a otudy of tliis nature are:
Content* The writer is sure that many worthwliile
oatorials liavo not been included because of ignorance of
tlielr existence, difficulty of access to them, and slieer lack
of time to prepare sumaries under existing conditions*
Classification* Wltliout objective criteria the attempt
to classify researches as major or minor Ims been very unsat-
isfactory* In making a study of tills kind again tlie iin^ltor
would abandon any attec^t at such classification until re-
search opociallsts had provided definite standards for judg-
ment*
Scope* If in the light of recent experience this
work were being rGx>eated the writer would limit the scope
of tile individual suusaarlos to tlioso published within the
lost fifteen years or even iiorhaps tlie last ton years indi-
cating briefly earlier studies* This tliesis has become bulky
alinost beyond reason because of an adbltlon to explore the
whole field*
Viewpoint* 7!ie habit of viewing newly acquired In-
for>»tlon in tlic light of Its use in modifying one’s own
teaching practice Is bound to give a United vlo^rpoint al-
though a practical one. In ti*ylnf: to help college students
to learn to distixiguish between conclusions based on opinion
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and oonclusions based on scientific research it is desirable
that the liolper should bo able to send these students to
mterials of botii Tdlnds. To be able to quote autliorlties
when presenting new viewpoints and to be able to ansv;er ex-
plicitly the question "viiat has been done In this field?”
loakes a task of the also of tMs tliesis of greater value to
the writer tiian to the chance reader*
Lack of unlfomlty In treatirient of mterial. The
critic my find that sene studies have been reported In un-
warranted detail while others have not received the attentlcsn
due then* Iftipubllshod theses and dissertations have been re-
ported rattier fully because of the iiaposGibllity of frequent'
refoi^nce to ^lem. Studies easily obtained and ttiose better
Imown to students of arlthraotlc received perhaps less detailed
attention* Ko doubt the lengtli tlrae during \?5:ilch articles
wore being suiamrlzed will account for sorne lack of unlforn-
ity.
2* Values derived frees the preparation of tills tliesis*
In spite of the limitations listed above and of
otiicr existing wealmesses the preparation of tills tltesls
has made possible the following results:
An acquaintance witli the extent and nature of research
in each of the special subject matter fields and in the
general fields of motivation, drill, and transfer*
Acquaintance has boon xnado with the work of such special-
ists as Bucklngliam, i^ruoclmor, Duswell, -^iglit, Horton,
0,C**!yero, Oobum and others, resulting In a knor/ledge
of tiie viewpoint and troatzaont of mtcrlal liloely to
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exist In articles prepared by tliese specialists and by
graduate students worldnc under their direction*
Acquaintance has been mde with the offerings of a wide
range of educational nsa-gazlnes resulting In a Imowledg©
of the Idlnd of study likely to bo COTitaincd In each
m(;^elne. The mgazlnos likely to contain tho writings
of certain authors can bo told to sotie extent*
A desire has grown out of this work to continue tills
acquaintance with researches, authors, and nsagaslnes
by keeping up to date on current publications*
There has resulted an appreciation of the need for Inves-
tigation of a controlled nature* An ovorwhelnlng saajor-
Ity of the studies reported have Investigated quantity
and quality of learning under existing conditions In-
stead of coc5)arlng results of learning under ti?o or acre
sots of controlled conditions*
3* Forward steps In arltimetic research .
Since quite comprehensive tabular and verbal conclu-
sions arc contained at the end of each chapter it seeris
desirable here to note riore esx}ecially tliose pliases of
arltimetic In which research la lacking or insufficient*
1* The student of arithmetic metliods cannot lieIp being
impressed with the great degree of variation In the
choice of the topics chosen. In the number of subjects
Involved, In tl«> methods ©nployod. In the duration of
the experiments, and In the troatzoont of data In the
published studios and available theses and dissertations
relating to this field of education* Any attempt to
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classify stiidies of this natui'>e imist to an undesirablo
extent h© subjoetiv© because of the lack of objective
criteria* Even an attempt to use tlio tentative criteria
devised In seminar work amonf: college students falls be-
cause of the scarcity of experimentation mlilng use of
conti*ol groups, and because of tiie prevalence of reports
in the nature of field studies* Prom the viewpoint of
use of publlslied research with college students in edu-
cation courses It would be helpful to have definite cri-
teria to ai)ply to studies under consldo2%tlon* llmt
number of subjects, wliat treatment of experimental mater-
ial, wljat degree of control, wimt lOiTimr of equating
groups for control, wlmt statistical treatnient of results,
wliat period of duration of an experiment, make it possible
to feel tlmt findings are concluBlvo ratlior tlmn tentative?
Prom the viewpoint of the student who is Intoi’ested to do
a piece of original research In the field of arlthmotic
methods these same proble^os arise if that student is desir-
ous of doing work tiiat is really worth while* LIy first
conclusion, therefore, is the presence of a need for^
definite research criteria fon^lated by those educators
who are preparing and directing research*
2. It lias been difficult to differentiate satisfactorily
between studies relating to tlie dovolopoent of number
concepts &nd those relating to tii© nature of the teaching
in primary grades* The studios in Cliapter On© dealing
with tlie first of tliese tv/o topics, wore chosen because
t-ioy attacked the problem from tlio psychological angle
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or l:>ecau6e they were studies of znainber concepts gained
l)efore entering first grade. The studios reported by
l!iss Josephine r’aclatchy and by Mrs* Sophie Court show-
ing the quantity of nunber known by pro-school children
lead to the suggcstlrai that observations be made of pre-
school children to deternlne tlie taanner In which these
nuiabor concepts were gained. Greater use of inventory
testing as suggested by Hoody V70uld add further to tlie
work by the authors laentloned above*
5* Since t!ic contacts of the writer with both students
end experienced teachers indicate that ”incidental**,
**Infernal**, end **fomal** imve nany different laeanlngs
a clear discussion of the natui*e of each seens worth
while.
4* V/hlle thei*e are without doubt mny progressive school
systems In which Infoisral nuniber has replaced formal
number in the first or first two grades there are as
many systems teaching formal number frcci tlie very be-
ginning of first grade* There are but few studies
which present results of tnfomal work* Connor’s sug-
gestion that experiments be cai»rled on comparing
groups from kindergarten through ninth grade to test
results of infernal and formal teaching in grades one
to tliree. Is worthy of consideration*
5* Tei*ry’G research regarding the reading of numbers
by adults is outstanding from the vie\7polnt of the
ncchanics of numeral reading* In the field of problem
solving much has been done to compel more careful read-
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lug and Interpretatlcii of niJinbeT^s* No studies reaching
the attention of the writer Indicate the nnnnor In
tdiich children treat numerical references occurring in
general reading and requiring no check-up. College
students of education admittedly ”sJdLp" such rrmaorlcal
references • I>o Ohlldren likev/iso sldlp them or do they
Interpret then'r If the latter course Is taken v?hAt
value Is derived in tern® of greater Infornatlon and
appreciation?
6. It has l<»ig been custonary for some teachers to
strive for the reading of whole numbers without tlie
use of ”and” because of the desirability of using tills
expression In reading the deoliaal point In nunliers con-
taining decimal fzuctions* Hoar generally are public
school teachers ©uplmslslng this through example and
training? Is It desirable that the practice bo ob-
served or should we give up the struggle and accept
til© manner of reading numbers in use by the general
public? No research or discussion on tills point cams
to the attention of the writer.
7. In several studies classes of errors were explained
as resulting from interference froci a slcill previously
learned. Since the emphasis in present day teaching
is prevention of errors would it not bo helx>ful to
liave Investigatlonn and emalyses of subject matter to
discover possibilities of interference so tliat a part
of teaching teclmique nay be the anticipation of and
prevention of interference errors?
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8. Studies of relative difficulty have in genoral cover-
ed all procesoos althoui^i addition and mltlplication
liav© rocoivod ziost attontion* Early investi^^ticxis,
notably Hollowmy’s, used fewer tiian 100 prtaary facts
in addition and Multiplication* The test teclmique
used by Holloway, Clapp, and washbumo and Voj^ol Ims
been abandoned by Kni^^t and Ills collaborators la favor
of the ocjuntinc of repetitions made by each subject for
each fact* It is a question Wliethor difficulty due to
faulty training has been differentiated froa inherent
difficulty in airaber facts* Perhaps soej© furttier type
of research will be devised for liandling this problem*
In tlie !!ieantln© recognition of 100 facts In each addi-
tion, subtraction, and nultlpllcatlon and 90 in divi-
sion is producing more coE:q)rehenslve drill with great-
er accuracy.
9* The problem In addition receiving most attention is
that of upward versus downward adding* Both of nucklng-
hai3*s studies contain arguments for downward addition
not justified by the data* Ko doubt .'anuol's suggestion
that both must bo taught and that the order In which the
teaching occui*8 laakes little difference, is tli© most
sensible view.
10. Only one study reports the oompariecn of results
from teaching addition and. subtraction priE2ary facts
together and teachinr; then separately* Although the
results point to bettor results if the facts arc tau^t
together the author, IHicklnghan, suggests more extensive
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Investlnatlon of pj^oblea.
11. Althou^. ccmntliiG Is froquontly ncntloned as a
typo of crvov to be avoided In addition, no studios
olthop TCocapch or discusnlon shw her? the establish-
ing of this Imblt is to be prevented. Probably nuoli
help could be given If experloncos In preventing
ccRintlng were made available throu,^ publication.
12* The lnv©ntoi*y testing described In tlie studies by
"^las ^'^cletchy sliORrtng the €ttnount of addition knoem to
clilldren entering school rril^t bo gradually extended
to cover all of the prlrsary facts instead of a few.
13* Of the nineteen articles relating to subtraction
tivelve !iavc to do with the cjethod to be used in sub-
tracting. In these exporliacnts results secs slli^htly
in favor of the take-av.'ay-caiT^Tlng or equal additions
inethod. The lack of \mlforslty in terminology oalios
Interpretation of reotilta difficult. As pointed out In
Chapter Sin, Austrian my neon eddltion-borrowing or
edditim-carrylng. It In to be hoped tliat someone will
publish a discussion calling attention to the desirability
In future studios of conron terminology. The twelve
studies referred to cover the period from 1010 to 1931.
Is it not reasonable to expect th^at If there were great
advantages of one nethod over another these advantages
would have been discovered conclusively in the last
decade of cxperlncr.tntlcn. If there are to bo furttior
stijdles It is to bo hoped tlat a cortrolled experinent
of considerable size v;lll investigate not only the
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method In use hut the effects of teaching to equated groups
the four commonly used methods • As has been suggested this
experiment should Involve subtraction of fractions and mixed
numbers as well as subtraction of integers* If this does not
seem worth while a comprehensive investigation of the sub-
traction method in most common use in a large part of the
country would show the method most popular with teachers and
administrators and this method might be adopted in the
interests of unifoimiity.^
14. It is recognised by some authors of drill services
and text-books that 175 upper decade subtraction facts are
needed for short division. It seems common procedure to
teach these as a part of the subtraction task although they
are not used until primary uneven division facts are taught.
A controlled experiment would be of interest which would com-
pare results from teaching these facts with other parts of
subtraction with results from teaching them when needed
in division.
15. Little valuable experimentation has been performed
in multiplication. An error study by Clemens and Neu-
bauer and the study of relative difficulty of primary
multiplication facts by Korera and Knight are the most
worth Mdille of the multiplication studies. The writer
finds that students in a teachers college are relatively
unaffected by an overwhelming list of arguments for
teaching primary multiplication facts in unrelated groups
Instead of in tables. Therefore, it would be most grat-
^ Such a study was completed in June 1932 by Blanche M,
Allen. Master *3 Thesis. School of Education. Boston University.
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Ifylng to bo able to refer to a scientific research
shoiTlnc results obtained from both plans carried on
under controlled conditions*
16* Oliore la soc!ie tendency to replace the expresolcjn
”tlE»8" as in ”two tloDs six” by the expression "two
sixes" or "six twos"* The abuses of the expression
”tl:!s©s" with which all teachers are acquainted, which
crewT out of the lack of sl^lfloanee of its neanlng,
8uco®st the adoption of the expression which carries
no question as to Its neanlng#
17* Ko rajor researches have been imdo in division,
an interesting observation In vlev; of the alleged diff-
iculty of the teaching of division* Two recent lines .
of interest in division liave been (1) tli© use of the
long division form In teacliing division by ore-dl^lt
ntaobers. Investigated by lllso Lenore Jeto, and (2) the
use of the apparent-quotient and increase-by-one rules
for estlmting quotient figures, discussed by Gross-
nlckle* On the first problem results
,
point to greater
accuracy when division by one-digit divisors is taught
by the long division. fom but further Investigation on
a larger scale is needed* The comparlscMi of the appar-
ent-quotient and Increase-by-ono rules Is at present
theoretical* Grosonlckle has prepared careful analyses
of possible division examples showing cases In which
each rule functions. V^ith this preliminary analysis
investigation based on results of olasoroosi teaching
is needed*
I
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Id* In the field of eos^iTion fractions the outstanding
type of study has been the analysis of orrors* Studies
of tills kind have been rmde by I^llom^ Bruecimor* James,
iCee, and Horton. A study by Hiss Polkinghome of tlie
fraction concepts of primary school children Is another
worthy contribution* The remaining articles include
argumentative discuss ions by Knight and by Brueckner
concerning ^’unit skills” and "total sitiiaticns” as bases
for gradation of subject matter of common fractions*
Osbum further suggests "Job analysis" as the basis for
organization* In much of this analysis there is a tend-
ency to disregard eocial utility. A needed research in
cocszion fracti<»is is a drill service based on socially
useful computation*
19* But little Interest has been shcwm In decimal free-
ticvis, no major researches appearing In this field.
13rueckner*s error study is no doubt tlie most lielpful
study* Drushel'o investigation showing t^ie value of
placing the point in division of decimals by maiding tho
divisor a whole number instead of by pointing off a num-
ber of places in the answer equivalent to the number of
places in the dividend less the number in tho divisor,
has no suggestion for the present altliough doubtless of
value in 1917 when reported. V/ri^t*s discussion of tlie
saiio 1^80 loses value because the material is so far
beyond social usage* Arlel^’s suggestion for the use
of cartoons, to make vivid the function of tlie decimal
point, is thought-provoking but carries a question of
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the need for this visual aid if oooning is thorougjily
taueht* There is mention by fiiss Sarah Tracy in the
Llathematics Teaclior for Ilaroh 1926 of the attempt 5Ln
Ilewton to teach the placing of tlie deoiml point by
inspection instead of by rule* ‘The lack of judgment
in placing the decimal point, eashibited by inany college
stixdents, raises a question whether or not better results
could be obtained if the computation involving multi-
plication and division of decimal fractions were limited
ly
to social/^ef^ content with the decimal point placed
by inspection* In this connection experimentation
would be worth wliile to discover the effect of using for
a part of tlie drill materials oxamples in which the coa-
putation has been performed calling only for tlio placing
of the point*
20* The study offering most promise in percentage is
tiiat by riiss Wilkor, studying the effect of the teaching
riethod on results obtained in cases 2 and S in percentage*
The original study being unavailable the writer had to bo
satisfied with a summary* *\nothor suciaary, by I’lss
Ilahoney, reports unit skills In percentage* Error
studios by Kirolier and by Edwards point to a lack of '
understanding of wimt percentage really moans* It is
to be hoped tliat studios soon be made determining
the best ways in which comprehension of percentage
principles may bo gained by children* The effect of
real understanding of percentage on- computation involv-
ing porcentago would complete the study*
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21* Until recently little interest lias "been shcsm in
denominate numbers* 1!lhe sttadies by vilsm and by
otbers in Education for February 1932 show tills recent
interest to bo in the curricular ratlior than the methods
phases* One study, by Springer, reports better results
obtained tlirouf^ problem solving with reference to tables
as units v«ero needed tlian throu(^ the traditional incoor*-
ising of tables folloived by problem solving* A study on
a larger scale using measuring units needed in life sit*
uati<sis mi^t favorably affect teaching practice*
22* In this day of eiaphasls on 1005^j accuracy in computa-
tion tliere may arise a corresponding interest in cIiecldLng
zaethods* HhB only TOBo&roih mde of the value of chocicing,
tlmt by Clark and Vincent, Bhcfau greeter accuracy result-
ing from checking* Farther studies miglit be mado to do-
teiiQlne the degree of accuracy resultincj from cliecldUig
in each of tlie fundamentals, also to corr^re cliecldng
r:»thods as to ease of adoption and as to results*
23* 'Dlie outstanding research in motivation is tliat by
V^ilson, in which Uio typos of motivation roportod used
by teaoliers are classified to include real and idealised
life situations, real gairjos, g&cxi devices, and devices*
This classifleatic«i seems worth wlille in view of the
oustoci of calling all motivating activitios "games”, as
80 tnany authors do* Stelnway's report of an investiga-
tion to determine tlie value of gomes leads to the sug-
gestion that comparison be made of the effect of tlie
use of real ganios Instead of the so commonly used de-
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Vices* Also desirable would be oontz^olled investigation
of tlie effect of raldUic real csiaes a X3ai*t of the teach-
ing technique instead of usin^^ the gaia© or device ca it
iiorc often is, as a reward foliating flash otird or
other drill*
24* In the study by Panlasigui and KnieJit tii© ccaiclu-
siems do not point to strong motlvaticn resulting from
tXie use of standariis and graplis of pupil *8 own scores.
Can tills be because so moh teaching stresses cotg^etl-
tion between groups and between individuals? Ar©n*t the
results of tlie oaqjerloent affected by the attitudes ac-
quired by til© clilldron in all of the teaclilng preceding
tlie exi)orii?ient as well as by the Innodlate teaching dur-
ing til© ©xperlBiBnt? Would different results be found
if an eacpc^'liaent were controlled wiiero, froa the first
days in school, children In equated groups experienced
diffei^nt motives?
26* ^ih© topics receiving attention in drill have boen
til© value of drill, tlie distribution of drill periods,
the losses due to suLiaor vacations, the value and tli©
Lioans of individualising drill, tli© effect of enpiiasio
on accuracy and on spood, motivation of drill, distri-
buted and bundled drill, persistence of errors, cor:^r-
ioon of oral and v/rltten drill, and several otlier
pliases not of major liiportonce. With tli© prosor.t ©npiia-
sis ai individual drill, further investigation mlg^it
determine tlio most effective kinds of individual drill.
A caiparlson of the use of individual drill plans and
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Of group drill night lead to less chorua reoponse unless
value \7Qvo fotaad in such practice* For e:m:iple a coe^r-
ison of tlie results in terLis of repetitions per pupil
per minute for a given poi^od of ticio in tlie use of
Individual flash cards and teaclier used flash cards,
would yield practical information,
26* Bie studies of transfer arc interesting especially
those in regard to the tronafor fx*OQ ”taught” to ”un*-
tau^t’’ caibinations and transfer froa dii'ect to reverse
facts* However, tdieso do not seem entirely convincing
in view of tiie results of the studies of the i*©lativ©
difficulty of number facts in wliich scvoi’al studies
found little relation between tlie direct fact and its
reverse* Is transfer always unccmscious as lihight and
Setzafax^t found It to be in thoir fraction study or
nay tlie conscious effort to find oleii»nts in tlie known
wliich offer solution of tlje mlknoBn a type of transfer?
fhe at^Ksnee of tliio latter Idnd of transfer is' a clial-
lengc to the educator in any field*
27* In the ezominatitm of nearly 300 studios bearing on
oritlTEiotio Qotliods tiio writer Ims boon iapressed uitli
tiie prevalence of trjo types of rioterials* Tliero ore
laany izivestigations based upon tests administered to
few, or many subjects* 'ihere are likev/lse many studies
reporting tlieoretical analysis of "unit sTdLlls” and tiie
liiGS* VHiile studies of both of tliose types have a place
especially in a plonoor period of rosoarch It is to be
hoped tliat wo may have an increasing nunbor of conpre-
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Ixonsiire invcstloatloiao under cmtrollcd condltiaeris •
S8» In tbe dlseov©i*y of those studies which relate to
taetiiods a tresaendous nudber of curricular studies rcre
encountered shwing that field to he undoubtedly tli©
investigator*© prisio Interest. Very little research has
dealt specifically wltli Uie netlaod of tcmchlng sub-
ject oattor phases of aritliaotlc. Cciaparison of differ-
ing rjethode and analysis of errors resulting froa methods
in general I^ave been more coexkxi. It would seen tliat the
methods course in a teaclior training Institution is no
longer a passing on of a "bag of tricks", as critics of
ouCh eaxTses have boon accustcood to say, but requires
a lanowlodge of curriculum construction, of reasonable
organisation of facts and process steps, of principles
of iiK>tlvatlQn and of drill, and the place and us© of
activities as x«>ll as a knowledge of pirobloi!! solvirig
and roiaedial work not included In this tliesis*
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